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Abstrat
A new optial void fration measurement system has been oupled to the existing LTCM
ow boiling test faility to obtain dynami and time-averaged void frations, simultaneously
with measurements of the loal heat transfer oeÆients. A series of evaporation tests have
been run for R-22 and R-410A in 13:84 mm and 8:00 mm ID tubes. Using our newly
developed image proessing system for proessing laser illuminated ross-setional views of
the ow, about 310 000 images have been analysed in this study to provide the same number
of dynami void fration measurements. From these images, 238 and 87 time-averaged
void fration values have been obtained for the 13:60 mm and 8:00 mm diameter glass
tubes, respetively. The same number of time-averaged dry angles has been obtained. The
measured void frations have been ompared to the prinipal predition models, showing
good agreement to the Steiner version of Rouhani-Axelsson drift ux model. Based on
analysis of the void fration evolution as a funtion of time, several modiations of the
Kattan et al. ow pattern map [30℄ (1998a) have been made to improve the heat transfer
predition model in stratied-wavy ow and to extend its appliation to vapor qualities
below 0.15. Over 1250 new ow boiling heat transfer points have been aquired at mass
veloities from 70 to 700 kg=m
2
s and heat uxes from 2:0 to 57:5 kW=m
2
. Based on the
368 heat transfer points obtained in dryout and mist ow onditions, new boundaries for the
transitions (from/to) annular/dryout and dryout/mist ow have been dened and integrated
into the ow pattern map of Kattan et al. A new heat transfer model for dryout and mist
ow onditions has also been proposed, extending the ow pattern oriented model of Kattan
et al. to these ow regimes.
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Version abregee
Un nouveau systeme de mesure optique du taux de vide a ete developpe et ouple au stand
biphase du LTCM an d'obtenir des mesures de taux de vide dynamiques et moyennees dans
le temps, simultanement ave les mesures loales de oeÆients de transfert de haleur. Des
ampagnes de mesures portant sur l'evaporation des refrigerants R-22 et R-410A ont ete ainsi
realisees dans des tubes de diametre interieur de 13:84 mm et de 8:00 mm. En utilisant e
nouveau systeme de mesure, base sur le traitement d'images issues de l'illumination par fais-
eau laser plan d'une mine ouhe transversale de l'eoulement au travers de tube en verre,
quelques 310 000 images ont ete analysees pour produire autant de mesures instantanees du
taux de vide. De es images ont pu ^etre extraites 238, respetivement 87 valeurs moyennes
de taux de vide, pour les deux types de tubes. Un nombre equivalent de mesures de l'angle
se a egalement ete obtenu. Les mesures de taux de vide ont ete omparees aux prinipaux
modeles de predition existants, demontrant en partiulier une tres bonne onordane ave
la version modiee de Steiner du modele a ux relatif de Rouhani-Axelsson. D'autre part,
sur la base de l'analyse de l'evolution du taux de vide en fontion du temps, plusieurs modi-
ations ont ete apportees a la arte d'eoulement proposee par Kattan et al. [30℄ (1998a) an
d'ameliorer le modele de predition de transfert de haleur pour eoulements de type strat-
ies a vague et en etendre le hamp d'appliation a des titres de vapeur inferieur a 0.15. En
autre, plus de 1250 points de mesures du oeÆient de transfert de haleur par evaporation
ont ete enregistres pour des debits massiques allant de 70 a 700 kg=m
2
s et des ux de haleur
situes entre 2:0 et 57:5 kW=m
2
. Parmi eux-i, 368 points de mesures, arateristiques des
eoulements de type dryout et mist ow, ont permis d'etablir de nouvelles frontieres dans les
transitions annular/mist ow et dryout/mist ow, lesquelles ont ete integrees dans la arte
d'eoulement de Kattan et al. Un nouveau modele de transfert de haleur pour eoulements
de type dryout et mist ow a egalement ete propose, elargissant ainsi la arte de Kattan a
es deux types de regime d'eoulement.
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Introdution
The ontinuous depletion of the atmospheri ozone layer that protets the Earth's surfae
from the UV radiation has produed international treaties, requiring a gradual phase-out
of halogenated uids. As a diret onsequene, hlorouoroarbons (CFCs), whih have
been used as working uids in air-onditioning and refrigeration systems, were phased out at
the end 1995 under EEC Regulation 3093/94. The prodution of hydrohlorouoroarbons
(HCFCs) was frozen at the same time, and will ompletely phased out by the end of 2020,
being in the meantime gradually replaed by hydrouoroarbons (HFC). The inreasing osts
of new replaement refrigerant due to their prodution osts and inreased taxes, all for a
redution of refrigerant harges and an inreasing in eÆieny of thermal yles, all whih
requires extensive knowledge of ow boiling heat transfer phenomena.
Over the years, numerous attempts have been made to predit heat transfer oeÆients
during evaporation in horizontal tubes. Many orrelations tried to empirially desribe the
very omplex proess of ow boiling by ombining onvetive and nuleate boiling models.
Kattan [29℄ (1996) analysed three main existing heat transfer models, i.e. enhanement,
superposition and asymptoti, and showed that without distinguishing between the appro-
priate two-phase ow pattern, it was not possible to preisely predit loal heat transfer
oeÆients. He observed the largest errors at the high vapor qualities where the dryout
eet was not taken into aount by any of the previous methods. As a response to this,
Kattan et al. [30℄, [31℄, [32℄ (1998a-) proposed a new ow pattern oriented model. In
their work, a new two-phase ow pattern map was developed for adiabati and evaporating
ows together with a ompletely new heat transfer model that represents the loal two-phase
struture as a funtion of the loal ow pattern. The new heat transfer model was a sig-
niant step ahead, improving signiantly the preditive auray of the loal ow boiling
heat transfer oeÆient.
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Beause of the omplexity of two-phase evaporation and its ow struture, numerous aspets
of this ow pattern based heat transfer model remain to be investigated. Currently, the
ow pattern map and its transition boundaries have been veried experimentally only for
vapor qualities above 0.15 for the following transitions: fully stratied/stratied-wavy ows,
stratied-wavy/intermittent-annular ows, intermittent/annular ows and annular/annular
with partial dryout ows. Flow pattern transitions for intermittent/bubbly ow and most
importantly annular/mist ow must still be investigated experimentally, i.e. their urrent
transition threshold predition methods have yet to be veried.
The onset of dryout is a limiting point for the maximum ow boiling heat transfer oeÆ-
ients obtainable in an evaporator tube, where the annular liquid lm disappears or disrupts
on the internal tube surfae. The knowledge of the dryout onditions and the heat transfer
oeÆient in the region beyond the onset of dryout is required for the design and perfor-
mane evaluations of an evaporator. Thus, the denition of the annular/mist ow transition
boundary and a new heat transfer model for the post dryout region is a partiular interest
in this study.
Even if the ow pattern oriented model of Kattan et al. was a big improvement in the ow
boiling heat transfer predition, it has been pointed out by Zurher [70℄ (2000) that the
predited heat transfer oeÆient for stratied-wavy ow was not as aurate as for annular
ow. To improve our sienti approah on the ow struture in stratied-wavy ow, new
information onerning dynami void fration, dry angle and interfaial ow struture are
required.
Thus, the main experimental objetives of this study are to: (i) extend the existing heat
transfer database to several new uids and additional tube diameters, (ii) measure loal
void frations simultaneously with the heat transfer oeÆient, (iii) extend our knowledge
about ow strutures, (iv) measure dry angles in stratied/stratied-wavy ow and (v)
investigate the annular/mist ow transition. The analytial objetives are to: (i) extend
the ow pattern map to annular/mist ow transitions, (ii) developed a new heat transfer
model for the post dryout regime, (iii) verify void fration models used for the ow struture
alulations based on diret measurements, (iv) extend the heat transfer model of Kattan et
al. to vapor qualities below 0.15 and (v) improve the heat transfer model of Kattan et al.
for the stratied-wavy ow regime.
This manusript is organised as follows:
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 Chapter 1 - denes the main terms and non-dimensional numbers used in two-phase
ow analysis.
 Chapter 2 - presents the state of the art of existing ow pattern maps and heat transfer
models.
 Chapter 3 - reviews the existing void fration measurements methods and desribes a
new optial tehnique for ross-setional void fration measurements.
 Chapter 4 - desribes the details of the modied ow boiling test faility.
 Chapter 5 - shows main existing void fration models and the results of dynami void
fration and dry angles measurements.
 Chapter 6 - presents modiations of the ow pattern map in the stratied-wavy regime
and a new approah of the dry angles predition in this zone.
 Chapter 7 - introdues new boundaries for the transitions: annular/dryout, dryout/mist
ow and a new heat transfer model for these two ow regimes.
 Chapter 8 - presents the general onlusions of this study.
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Chapter 1
Denition of main terms
In this hapter, the main terms used in two-phase ow analysis will be explained. The geo-
metrial parameters will be desribed on a ross-setion of stratied ow to explain a means
of modelling two-phase ow. Suh parameters inlude the dry angle, wetted perimeters and
the length of interfae. The ow geometry in two-phase ow analysis is usually determined
using void fration. This essential parameter haraterizing the two-phase ow strutures
will be explained here. Sine both phases ow with dierent veloities, it is very important to
also dene all true and relative veloities. In the last setion of this hapter, non-dimensional
numbers used in the analysis will be disussed to larify some literature inonsistenies.
1.1 Multiphase ow
A phase is a thermodynami denition for the state of the matter, whih an be either
solid, liquid or gas. Multiphase ow is the ase when several phases ow simultaneously in
a onduit. By two-phase ow, normally, we mean a mixture of two phases, whih is not
extremely dilute. It means that in the maro sale, both phases an be diserned. The
term two-omponent is used to desribe the ow of two hemial speies. Thus, a refrigerant
liquid/vapor mixture is two-phase, one omponent, while a liquid refrigerant-oil mixture is
one phase, two omponent. This study deals only with one omponent saturated liquid/vapor
ows.
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1.2 Geometrial parameters
Figure 1.1 shows an instantaneous ross-setion of a stratied two-phase ow in a irular
horizontal tube.
Liquid
Vapor
qdry
D
h
LAL
AV
PV
PL
Pi
qwet
Figure 1.1: Stratied two-phase ow ross-setion.
The areas desribed by A are ross-setional surfaes and P refers to the harateristi
lengths (perimeter and interfae). The subsripts refer to liquid (L), vapor (V) and interfae
(i). 
dry
- is the dry angle orresponding to the angular fration of the tube perimeter in
ontat with the vapor phase. 
wet
- is the wetted angle dening to the angular fration of
the tube perimeter in ontat with the liquid phase. The internal diameter is D and h
L
is
the liquid height. Even if this ow pattern onguration is simplied, some very important
works ited in this study are based on this approah.
1.3 Void fration
The void fration " desribes the portion of the hannel whih is oupied by the vapor
phase at any instant. Normally the instantaneous value is integrated over a time period to
give a time-averaged value (dynami void fration). There are four geometrial denitions
of void fration, orresponding to four dierent experimental measurements: a loal value, a
hordal value, a ross-setional value and a volumetri value. All four are briey desribed
below.
Loal void fration is dened as the fration of time in whih the vapor phase oupies
a given point in spae, i.e. this is the point-wise void fration. The presene (or absene)
of phase k (k=V, L) at a given point r and at a given time t is haraterized by the binary
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funtion P
k
(r; t) as:
P
k
(r; t) =
(
1 if point r is in phase V
0 if point r is in phase L
The loal void fration is the time-averaged phase density funtion, given as
"
k
(r; t) =
1
t
Z
t
P
k
(r; t)dt (1.1)
This is the time-average of phase k, where k=V, L. Thus the time averaged loal void fration
equals:
"
V
= "
V
(r; t) (1.2)
The loal void fration shown in Figure 1.2a is measured prinipally using U-shaped ber-
optial sensors (see subsetion 3.1.1) and miniature resistive probes (see subsetion 3.1.3).
Chordal void fration is dened as:
"
Ch
=
L
V
L
V
+ L
L
(1.3)
where L
V
is an instantaneous umulative length of the vapor phase at any given hord of
length L
V
+ L
L
. This is best illustrated in Figure 1.2b. The best method to measure the
hordal void fration is based on radiation absorption methods (see subsetion 3.1.2).
Cross-setional void fration is dened as:
" =
A
V
A
V
+ A
L
(1.4)
where A
V
is the total area oupied by the vapor and A
L
is the total area oupied by the
liquid. These parameters are depited in Figure 1.2.
The denition of the liquid interfae and onsequently ross-setional void fration is of
partiular interest in two-phase ow analysis and is the type of void fration through this
thesis. In this study, a new optial method to measure void fration in stratied type of ows
has been developed (see setion 3.2) and applied in experimental tests. Existing methods,
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suh as integrating of hordal-average measurements over the ross-setion, by using the
"one-shot" tehnique, or by a neutron sattering tehnique give only the area average void
fration value over the ross-setion without any information about the geometry of the
liquid-vapor interfae.
Volumetri void fration, also alled hannel average void fration, shown in Figure 1.2d
is dened as:
< " >=
V
V
V
V
+ V
L
(1.5)
where V
V
is the volume oupied by vapor and V
L
is the volume oupied by liquid in a ertain
part of the hannel. Naturally, the sum of V
V
and V
L
is equal to the volume of the hannel.
The average void fration over a full hannel length an be obtained by integrating many
loal or ross-setional averages or by the quik-losing-valve tehnique. In this method, two
valves (whih an be simultaneously and quikly operated) are plaed at the two ends of the
test setion. At the appropriate time, the two valves are atuated and the volume of the
void is established by subtration of the measured liquid volume from the total volume.
Vapor
Liquid
Vapor
Liquid
Vapor
Liquid
Vapor
Liquid
LV
LL
r
a) b)
c) d)
AV
AL
VV
VL
Figure 1.2: Four prinipal void fration representations a) loal void fration, b) hordal
void fration, ) ross-setional void fration, d) volumetri void fration.
It should be mentioned here that the ross-setional void fration annot be determined using
the quik-losing-valve tehnique. The volumetri void fration is equal to the ross-setional
void fration only when the two phases travel at the same veloity, i.e. the homogeneous
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ase. The relationship between the ross-setional void fration " and the volumetri void
fration < " > is
< " >=
"
1
S
(1  ") + "
(1.6)
where S is the veloity ratio dened later in equation 5.2.
1.4 Vapor quality
The vapor quality is dened as the ratio of the vapor mass-ow rate
_
M
V
[kg=s℄ to the total
mass ow rate
_
M =
_
M
L
+
_
M
V
[kg=s℄:
x =
_
M
V
_
M
(1.7)
In the ase where a phase hange does not take plae in the hannel, one needs to measure
the mass ow rate of eah phase if possible, and the quality is then determined for the
entire hannel. In the ase where the hannel is heated and boiling takes plae, the quality
inreases downstream with the ow. Only thermodynami equilibrium vapor quality an be
alulated by assuming that both phases are saturated as their temperatures are equal to
the saturation temperature orresponding to their ommon pressure. The thermodynami
equilibrium vapor quality an be alulated as:
x =
h(z)  h
L
h
LV
(1.8)
where h
L
is the enthalpy of saturated liquid [J=kg℄, h
LV
is the latent heat of vaporization
[J=kg℄ and h(z) is the enthalpy at a ross-setion z [J=kg℄ alulated from:
h(z) = h
in
+
1
_
M
z
Z
0
q
0
(z)dz (1.9)
where h
in
is the enthalpy of the uid at the inlet [J=kg℄ and q
0
(z) is the heat input from the
wall per unit length [W=m℄.
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1.5 Veloities
There are a number of veloities whih an be dened in a two-phase ow. In general, the
two phases will not have the same veloity, and there will be a relative veloity between
them, as disussed below.
The mass veloity is dened to be the mass ow rate divided by the total ross-setional
area:
G =
_
M
A
(1.10)
The prinipal unit of the mass veloity is [kg=m
2
s℄. Considering the ontinuity law, the mass
veloity is also the expression of the mean ow veloity multiplied by the mean density.
The true mean veloities (or atual veloities) of the phases u
V
and u
L
are the mean
veloities at whih the phases atually travel. The ross-setional veloities are determined
by the volumetri ow rates
_
Q
V
and
_
Q
L
[m
3
=s℄ and divided by the ross-setional areas
whih are atually oupied by the phases as:
u
V
=
_
Q
V
A
V
=
_
Q
V
"A
(1.11)
u
L
=
_
Q
L
A
L
=
_
Q
L
(1  ")A
(1.12)
From the ontinuity law, it is possible to dene both liquid and vapor true mean veloities
as:
u
V
=
x
"

_
M

V
A
=
G

V

x
"
(1.13)
u
L
=
1  x
1  "

_
M

L
A
=
G

L

1  x
1  "
(1.14)
The superial veloities (alled also volumetri ux densities) j
V
and j
L
are the veloities
of the phases as if they were eah owing alone in the hannel, oupying the total ross-
setional area. They are dened as:
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j
V
=
_
Q
V
A
= "u
V
(1.15)
j
L
=
_
Q
L
A
= (1  ")u
L
(1.16)
The total superial veloity is the sum of the vapor and liquid superial veloities:
j = j
V
+ j
L
(1.17)
The loal drift veloities are dened as the loal true veloity of the vapor (or liquid) in
relation to the loal total superial veloity, namely:
V
V j
= u
V
  j (1.18)
V
Lj
= u
L
  j (1.19)
and the drift uxes j
V j
and j
Lj
are dened as:
j
V j
= "V
V j
= "(u
V
  j) (1.20)
j
Lj
= (1  ")V
Lj
= (1  ")(u
L
  j) (1.21)
The drift ux of the vapor relative to the liquid an be alulated as follows:
j
V L
= (1  ")j
V
  "j
L
(1.22)
and similarly
j
LV
= "j
L
  (1  ")j
V
(1.23)
In view of above two equations and equation 1.17, superial veloities of the vapor and
liquid phase an be alulated also as:
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j
V
= "j + j
V L
(1.24)
j
L
= (1  ")j   j
V L
(1.25)
1.6 Non-dimensional numbers
The prinipal non-dimensional numbers enountered in former and urrent studies of the
two-phase ow are dened below. Dierent denitions of ertain non-dimensional numbers
exist in the literature. This onerns espeially the Reynolds and Froude numbers of the
liquid.
1.6.1 Reynolds number
The Reynolds number represents the ratio between the inertia fores and the visosity fores.
For fored onvetion inside a tubular hannel, the liquid Reynolds number is alulated
as:
Re
L
=

L
u
L
D
h

L
(1.26)
where D
h
is the hydrauli diameter dened as the ratio of the ross-setion A of the uid to
the wetted perimeter P
L
.
D
h
=
4A
P
L
(1.27)
In the ase of a irular tube, D
h
= D.
The transition riterion between laminar and turbulent ow is based on the Reynolds number.
In a fully developed ow in a irular tube, the ritial Reynolds number orresponding to
the onset of turbulene is Re
L
= 2300, although muh larger Reynolds numbers Re
L
 10000
are needed to ahieve fully turbulent onditions.
Considering one-dimensional ow and using the denition of the true mean veloity from
equation 1.14, the Reynolds number of the liquid phase in a two-phase ow an be
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expressed in the following form:
Re
L
=
GD
h

L

1  x
1  "
(1.28)
where
D
h
=
4A
L
P
L
=
4(1  ")A
P
L
(1.29)
After substituting equation 1.29 into 1.28 the liquid Reynolds number is dened as:
Re
L
=
4G(1  x)A

L
P
L
(1.30)
A similar approah an be used for the Reynolds number of the vapor phase. Using
the denition of the true mean vapor veloity, Re
V
an be alulated in the following form:
Re
V
=
GD
h

V

x
"
(1.31)
After substituting D
h
related to the vapor phase, equation 1.31 beomes:
Re
V
=
4GxA

V
P
L
(1.32)
Kattan et al. [30, 31, 32℄ (1998a-) assumed that the hydrauli diameter D
h
of the vapor
phase equals to the tube diameter D like in a tubular single-phase ow. As the void fration
inreases very rapidly with inreasing of the vapor quality to nearly 1, this assumption seems
to be reasonable. In this study the same denition will be used.
Re
V
=
GD

V

x
"
(1.33)
For the liquid phase in the Kattan-Thome-Favrat two-phase ow heat transfer model, the
Reynolds number referred to a liquid layer. The ongurations of the stratied and liquid
lm ow are shown in Figure 1.3.
If we assume that both ongurations are equivalent (both areas oupied by the liquid are
the same), the hydrauli diameter an be alulated as:
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Figure 1.3: Equivalent ongurations of stratied ow and liquid lm ow.
D
h
=
4ÆP
L
P
L
(1.34)
Substituting equation 1.34 into equation 1.28, the Reynolds number based on a liquid
layer is dened as follows:
Re
Æ
=
4GÆ

L

1  x
1  "
(1.35)
This form of the Reynolds number is used in the modelling of the heat transfer oeÆient
in stratied and stratied-wavy ow regimes. For the intermittent and annular ows Re
Æ
beomes:
Re
Æ
=
G(1  x)D

L
(1.36)
The lm ow is wavy-free laminar when Re
Æ
< 30 and the transition to turbulent ow
through laminar-wavy ow is omplete when Re
Æ
 1800.
1.6.2 Prandtl number
The Prandtl number is the ratio between the momentum and the thermal diusivity. For
the liquid and vapor phase it is expressed respetively as:
Pr
L
=

pL

L

L
(1.37)
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Pr
V
=

pV

V

V
(1.38)
1.6.3 Liquid Froude number
The Froude number represents the ratio between the inertial and the gravitational fores.
The general expression is:
Fr =
u
2
gL
(1.39)
In the ow boiling orrelation of Shah [49℄ (1982), the liquid Froude number is used to
dene if the tube perimeter is all wet or partially dry (see subsetion 2.4.1). Chen [9℄ (1963),
Gungor and Winterton [22℄ (1986) and Jung [28℄ (1989) used the liquid Froude number for
alulation of empirial fators for ow boiling heat transfer predition. All of them used
the following form of the liquid Froude number:
Fr
L
=
G
2

2
L
gD
(1.40)
Zurher [70℄ (2000) pointed out that this expression is not ompletely onsistent. Firstly,
the veloity respetive to the real liquid ross-setional area is not applied. Seondly, the
tube diameter is used as the harateristi length in equation 1.40. This does not neessarily
make sense for the liquid phase. It is more realisti to express the harateristi length (L
in equation 1.39) as the height of the liquid h
L
in the ow ross-setion. Finally, Zurher
proposed dening the Froude number taking into aount the real veloity of the liquid and
the liquid height of following form:
Fr
L
=
G
2
(1  x)
2

2
L
(1  ")
2
gh
L
(1.41)
1.6.4 Liquid Weber number
The Weber number desribes the ratio of inertia to surfae tension fores. In fored onve-
tion, the referene length is also the tube diameter:
We
L
=

L
u
2
L
D

(1.42)
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1.6.5 Nusselt number
The Nusselt number desribes the ratio of the onvetive to ondution temperature gradient.
In internal fored onvetion, the referene length is the tube diameter:
Nu =
hD

(1.43)
where h is the heat transfer oeÆient, D is the tube diameter and  is the thermal ondu-
tivity.
1.6.6 Boiling number
The boiling number desribes the ratio between the heat ux and the potential heat ux
that would have to be applied for omplete evaporation:
Bo =
q
h
LV
G
(1.44)
Zurher [70℄ (2000) pointed out that the boiling number is only onsistent when the vapor
quality is zero and when the onsidered heat ux is the mean heat ux during evaporation.
He proposed a new boiling number referring only to the real potential heat ux that ould
be applied for omplete evaporation as:
Bo =
q(1  ")
h
LV
(1  x)G
(1.45)
1.6.7 The Martinelli Parameter
The Martinelli parameter [40℄ (1949) is the ratio of the theoretial pressure drops that would
our if eah uid ould ow separately in the omplete ross-setion with the original ow
rate of eah phase. In general form the Martinelli parameter is alulated as:
X
tt
=
"
 
P
L

LS
 
P
L

V S
#
0:5
(1.46)
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X
tt
an be also dened as a measure of the degree to whih the two-phase mixture is loser
to being a liquid (X
tt
>> 1), or to being a gas (X
tt
<< 1).
If we model the pressure drop of eah phase with its superial veloity and frition fators
as:
f
L
= 
L
Re
 n
L
(1.47)
f
V
= 
V
Re
 m
V
(1.48)
assuming the same frition model for both phases (both turbulent or both laminar), what
means that m = n and 
L
= 
V
, equation 1.46 an be redued to:
X
tt
=

1  x
x

( n+2)=2



L

V

n=2



V

L

1=2
(1.49)
Based on equation 1.47 Lokhart-Martinelli [40℄ (1949) and then Taitel and Dukler [53℄
(1976) used n=m=0.2 for a smooth pipe. Steiner [58℄ (1993), Kattan [29℄ (1996) and Zurher
[70℄ (2000) used n=m=0.25 for a smooth pipe. In this work, the general expression of the
Martinelli parameter will be the same as Steiner, Kattan, Zurher used:
X
tt
=

1  x
x

0:875



L

V

0:125



V

L

0:5
(1.50)
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Chapter 2
Flow pattern maps and heat transfer
models
One of the most important aspets in two-phase ow analysis is the study of ow patterns, i.e.
how do the phases distribute themselves in the onduit. Without knowing the ow regime
(pattern) one annot alulate orretly the design parameters for dened ow onditions
suh as heat transfer and pressure drop. The ow patterns depend on many parameters,
suh as the inlination of the onduit, geometry, pressure, surfae roughness, type of liquid,
et. In the two rst setions of this hapter, the main ow regimes and ow pattern maps
enountered in a horizontal two-phase ow will be haraterized. The last setion desribes
the prinipal heat transfer mehanisms in ow boiling and the state-of-the-art of ow boiling
heat transfer models.
2.1 Flow regimes in horizontal two-phase ows
The main physial fores ontrolling the distribution of the phases in horizontal two-phase
ows are surfae tension and gravity. The surfae tension fores at to keep the tube wall
of the tube wetted and the gravity fore pulls the liquid downwards and makes the vapor
buoyant. The generally aepted ow patterns in internal ow in a horizontal tube, are
shown in Figure 2.1 and desribed below.
Bubbly ow - Bubbles are dispersed in the ontinuous liquid, though their onentration
tends to be higher in the upper part of the tube. At higher veloity, the bubbles tend to be
33
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Flow
VaporLiquid
Bubblyflow
Stratified-wavy flow Plug flow
Slug flow
Stratified flow
Annular flow
Intermittent flow Mist flow
Figure 2.1: Flow regimes in internal two-phase ow.
more dispersed in the tube suh that their distribution is more uniform.
Stratied ow - The two-phases are separated with liquid at the bottom of the tube (under
normal gravity onditions) and gas at the top. This ow pattern ours at low liquid and
gas veloities.
Stratied-wavy ow - As the gas veloity in stratied ow is inreased, waves are formed
on the liquid-gas interfae and they travel in the diretion of uid ow. The amplitude of the
waves depends on the relative veloity between the phases and the properties of the uids,
suh as their density and surfae tension.
Plug ow - This is an intermittent ow that ours at low gas ow rates and a moderate
liquid rate. In this regime, zones of elongated gas bubbles separate liquid plugs, free of
entrained gas bubbles. Plug ow is also termed elongated bubble ow.
Slug ow - when the gas veloity is inreased in a plug ow, the liquid forms slugs, whih
pass frequently through the ow hannel. The ow is more haoti ompared with plug ow
and the interfae between gas and liquid is not learly dened.
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Annular ow - Higher gas ow rates ause liquid to form a lm on the tube wall. Usually,
the liquid lm at the bottom of the tube is muh thiker that the lm at the top. The
distribution of the lm thikness depends on the gas veloity. Also some droplets of entrained
liquid are enountered in the gas ore. The ow pattern is onsidered to be annular as soon
as the motion of the liquid owing at the top of the tube is omparable to the one of the
liquid at the bottom of the tube.
Intermittent ow - This groups unsteady ow patterns like the plug and the slug ows.
Due to the unsteadiness of the ow, all the tube periphery is frequently wetted.
Mist ow - This is enountered when all the liquid is entrained in a gas ore by the high
veloity gas. The vapor phase is the ontinuous phase and the liquid ows in the form of
droplets (atomized droplets that may be too small to be seen).
This study will deal only with diabati ow onditions, i.e. a saturated liquid/vapor mixture
is heated during the ow. Flow patterns formed during the generation of vapor in horizon-
tal tubular hannels are inuened by departures from thermodynami and hydrodynami
equilibrium. Figure 2.2 from Collier and Thome [11℄ depits a shemati representation of a
horizontal tubular hannel heated by a uniform heat ux and fed with liquid just below the
saturation temperature. The sequene of ow patterns shown orresponds to a relatively low
inlet veloity (< 1 m=s). Important phenomena from a heat transfer point of view are: in-
termittent drying and rewetting of the upper surfaes of the tube in slug and stratied-wavy
ow as well as the progressive drying out over long tube lengths of the upper irumferene
of the tube wall in annular ow. At higher inlet liquid veloities, the inuene of gravity is
less obvious and the phase distribution beomes more symmetrial.
x=0 x=1
Figure 2.2: Flow regimes in o-urrent two-phase ow.
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2.2 Flow pattern maps
Many ow pattern maps are available for prediting adiabati two-phase ow regimes in
horizontal tubes, suh as Baker [4℄ (1954), Taitel and Dukler [53℄ (1976), Hashizume [26℄
(1983), Steiner [58℄ (1993). Very important fators for the ow during evaporation, whih
have an eet on transition between ow regimes, are nuleate boiling, evaporation of liquid
lms and aeleration of the ow due to the phase hange. It is desirable to dene for this
type of ow a ow pattern map that inludes the inuenes of heat ux and dryout on
the ow pattern transition boundaries and one whih is also easier to implement then the
frequently used log-log format. As a rst step in this diretion, Kattan et al. [30℄ (1998a)
proposed a modiation of the Steiner map, whih in turn is a modied Taitel-Dukler map,
and whih inludes a method for prediting the onset of dryout at the top of the tube in
evaporating annular ow. In the study of Kattan et al., stratied (S), stratied-wavy (SW),
intermittent (I) and annular (A) ows were enountered. The bubbly (B) and mist ow
(M), whih an be observed at very high mass veloities, were not reahed in their study.
The transition between stratied and stratied-wavy ow will be designated as "S - SW",
between stratied-wavy and intermittent/annular as "SW - I/A", between intermittent and
annular as "I-A", between annular and mist ow as "A-M" and between intermittent and
bubbly as "I-B".
2.2.1 Flow pattern map of Kattan-Thome-Favrat
To better identify ow patterns during the evaporation proess at dierent mass veloities
and to make the map a more useful researh and design tool, Kattan et al. [30℄ (1998a)
onverted the axes of the Steiner ow pattern map to mass veloity G versus vapor quality
x. With this new representation, it is feasible to follow the hange in ow pattern during the
evaporation of a refrigerant at a xed mass veloity. Compared to the original Steiner map,
the transition boundary urve between stratied-wavy and intermittent/annular region (SW
- I/A) was raised to better desribe their large ow pattern observation database. It was
also adjusted to take into aount the inuene of the heat ux on the onset of dryout at
high vapor quality. The annular to mist ow transition urve (A-M) has been modied as
well to make a more realisti boundary.
To alulate ow pattern transition urves using their method, the following six dimensionless
geometrial variables must rst be dened:
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P
LD
=
P
L
D
; P
V D
=
P
V
D
(2.1)
P
iD
=
P
i
D
; h
LD
=
h
L
D
(2.2)
A
LD
=
A
L
D
2
; A
V D
=
A
V
D
2
(2.3)
As shown in Figure 1.1, P
L
is the wetted perimeter while, P
V
is the omplementary perimeter
in ontat with vapor. Similarly, A
L
and A
V
are the orresponding ross-setional areas, and
P
i
is the phase interfae.
The dimensionless peripheral and ross-setional area variables that are required for analysis
an be derived from the geometry for a given liquid height h
L
or for a referene liquid level
h
LD
.
For h
LD
 0:5
P
LD
= (8(h
LD
)
0:5
  2(h
LD
(1  h
LD
))
0:5
)=3 (2.4)
P
V D
=    P
LD
(2.5)
A
LD
= (12(h
LD
(1  h
LD
))
0:5
+ 8(h
LD
)
0:5
)h
LD
=15 (2.6)
A
V D
=

4
  A
LD
(2.7)
For h
LD
> 0:5
P
V D
= (8(1  h
LD
)
0:5
  2(h
LD
(1  h
LD
))
0:5
)=3 (2.8)
P
LD
=    P
V D
(2.9)
A
V D
= (12(h
LD
(1  h
LD
))
0:5
+ 8(1  h
LD
)
0:5
)(1  h
LD
)=15 (2.10)
A
LD
=

4
  A
V D
(2.11)
For 0  h
LD
 1
P
iD
= 2(h
LD
(1  h
LD
))
0:5
(2.12)
An iterative method of resolution, on the basis of the following equation, is neessary to
alulate the referene liquid level h
LD
:
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where the inlination angle ' = 0
o
, T
2

!1 and 1=T
2

in equation 2.13 goes to zero. X
tt
is
alulated from equation 1.50 for eah vapor quality 0  x  1. This iteration with respet
to h
LD
is de fato the determination of void fration based on the model of Taitel-Dukler
desribed in Chapter 5.
Knowing the geometrial parameters and the thermodynamial properties of the liquid, the
ow pattern transition urves an be alulated as follows:
S-SW transition
G
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SW-I/A transition
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where

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Fr

L
=
gD
2

L

L
(2.16)
F
1
(q) = 48:24

q
q
rit

(2.17)
F
2
(q) = 9:65

q
q
rit

+ 1:053 (2.18)
The exponents F
1
(q) and F
2
(q) modify the "SW-I/A" transition urve by taking into aount
the diabati eet of dryout enountered for the higher vapor qualities. Above, F
1
(q) and
F
2
(q) were dened for the outlet vapor quality of the test setion (where the sight glass is
loated). However, the experimental heat transfer oeÆient in the test of Kattan was based
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on the mean vapor quality of the test zone. Consequently, Kattan proposed to use the mean
vapor quality of the test setion instead of the outlet vapor quality; the exponents F
1
(q) and
F
2
(q) beome:
F
1
(q) = 646:0

q
q
rit

2
+ 64:8

q
q
rit

(2.19)
F
2
(q) = 18:8

q
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
+ 1:023 (2.20)
q
rit
is the ritial heat ux obtained from Kutateladze [37℄ (1948) as:
q
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A-M transition
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G
mist
= G
min
at x > x
min
x
min
is the vapor quality at whih G
mist
reahes its minimum value.
I - A transition
For turbulent ow of both the vapor and the liquid phase, the transition urve of the inter-
mittent to annular ow is dened by a xed Martinelli parameter X
tt
= 0:34. By extrating
the vapor quality from equation 1.50, the transition between intermittent and annular ows
is alulated as:
x
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I-B transition
G
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As has been mentioned, this transition urve was not veried during experimental work in
the frame of this study and previous by Kattan [29℄ (1996) and Zurher [70℄(2000).
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Figure 2.3 shows the ow pattern map of Kattan ompared to Steiner for the refrigerant
R-410A at T
sat
= 5
o
C. All transition urves were obtained using the above equations with
F
1
(q) and F
2
(q) dened for the mean vapor quality in equations 2.17 and 2.18.
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Figure 2.3: Flow pattern map of Kattan ompared to Steiner for R-410A at T
sat
= 5
o
C in
13:84 mm internal diameter tube.
As an be seen, the transition urves "SW-I/A" of Kattan (solid lines) are strongly inu-
ened by the eet of onset of dryout ompared to the adiabati urve of Steiner (dashed
line). Based on Kattan's ow pattern observations, his "SW-I/A" urve was also raised by
50 kg=m
2
s. To the "A-MF" transition urve, Kattan added a riterion to avoid the possibility
of a mist ow reverting bak again to annular ow with inreasing vapor quality. Therefore,
one the minimum value of mass veloity is reahed with equation 2.22, this minimum value
is then applied for all higher vapor qualities. Thus, at the end of the evaporation the "A-M"
transition urve remains at. It must be noted that this transition boundary has not been
investigated experimentally in the work of Kattan. Two other transition urves "S-SW" and
"I-A" were not modied and are the same as the original ones of Steiner. Note that annular
ow with partial dryout at the top of the tube is lassied as a stratied-wavy ow by the
map. Kattan veried his ow pattern map for 702 experimental points for ve refrigerants
tested over a wide range of pressures, vapor qualities and mass veloities representative of
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diret-expansion evaporator onditions. These observations showed that 96:2% of the ow
pattern data were identied orretly with his diabati ow pattern map.
2.2.2 Flow pattern map of Zurher
Regarding improvements to the Kattan et al. [30℄ (1998a) ow pattern map, Zurher et al.
[71℄ (1999) proposed small hanges to the "S-SW" and "SW-A/I" transition urves based
on new observations for ammonia that targeted these two transitions. In partiular, the
transition urve "S-SW" was found to be too low based on ow pattern observations at
G = 20 kg=m
2
s whih were in the fully stratied regime. Hene, the G
strat
boundary equa-
tion was modied empirially by adding the additional term of 20x as follows:
S-SW transition
G
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= G
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+ 20x (2.25)
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In addition, the transition urve "SW-I/A" at high vapor qualities was observed by Zurher
to be too high, whih had also been noted earlier in some previous tests with other refriger-
ants. Hene, an additional empirial term was added to the G
wavy
equation as:
SW - I/A transition
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Zurher noted that the heat ux eet of the Kattan et. al ow pattern map on the onset
of dryout is too strong and predits transition from annular ow to stratied-wavy ow at
vapor quality values that are too low. The original data used to determine the heat ux
orretion to this urve in Kattan et al. [32℄ (1998) had only a few values above 20 kW=m
2
and applying it to the high heat ux onditions of Zurher represents an extrapolation of
the method. Based on a large number of new ammonia data at high heat uxes, Zurher
proposed to redue the heat ux eet to about one-half using the new exponent F
1
(q) and
F
2
(q) dened as:
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F
1
(q) = 24:12

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F
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q
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
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Note that the heat ux relaxation eet has been done with respet to F
1
(q) and F
2
(q)
dened by Kattan for the outlet vapor quality of the test setion divided by two. However,
Kattan used muh higher values of exponents F
1
(q) and F
2
(q) based on the mean vapor
quality of the test zone. In onsequene the onset of dryout is relaxed muh more than
one-half. This an be observed in Figure 2.4, whih illustrates dierenes between "S-SW"
and "SW-I/A" transition urves of Zurher and Kattan.
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Figure 2.4: Flow pattern map of Zurher ompared to Kattan for R-410A at T
sat
= 5
o
C in
13:84 mm internal diameter tube.
Zurher [70℄ (2000) and Zurher et al. [73℄ (2002) desribed a new more advaned version
of a ow pattern map that better respets the ammonia ow pattern observation but is in
fat quite omplex to implement. It used the Taitel-Dukler void fration model (equation
5.11) for fully stratied ows, the Rouhani-Axelsson void fration model (equation 5.47)
for intermittent and annular ows and interpolates between these two for void frations in
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stratied-wavy ows. Also, it inludes a dissapation funtion in "SW-I/A" transition urve.
Essentially, the entire set of equations of the ow pattern map must be iteratively solved to
nd the transition urves, whih is physially logial but diÆult to implement for general
pratie.
2.2.3 Flow pattern map of Thome and El Hajal
As a pratial option, a new, easier to implement version of the above maps was proposed by
Thome and El Hajal [55℄(2002). In both previously presented ow pattern maps, dimension-
less variables A
LD
, A
V D
, h
LD
and P
iD
were alulated in an iterative way using de fato a
void fration model of Taitel-Dukler. On the other hand, the ow boiling heat transfer model
of Kattan et al. [32℄ (1998) uses instead the Rouhani-Axelsson drift ux model presented
in equation 5.47.
This model an be easily applied and gives the void fration as a funtion of total mass ux,
something the method of Taitel-Dukler does not do. Hene it makes sense to use the same
void fration model in both the ow pattern map and the ow boiling heat transfer model,
for whih the Rouhani-Axelson model is a better hoie as a general method.
Then, from the setional area of the tube A and after alulating ", the values A
LD
and A
V D
are diretly determined by:
A
LD
=
A(1  ")
D
2
(2.31)
A
V D
=
A"
D
2
(2.32)
The dimensionless liquid height h
LD
and the dimensionless length of the liquid interfae P
iD
an be expressed as a funtion of stratied angle 
strat
:
h
LD
= 0:5

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os

2   
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2

(2.33)
P
iD
= sin

2   
strat
2

(2.34)
Avoiding any iteration, the stratied angle 
strat
an be alulated from an expression eval-
uated in terms of void fration proposed by Biberg [5℄ (1999) as follows:
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The error of this expliit method is about 0.00005 radians for 2  
strat
 0 ompared to
the original impliit expression.
The above desribed method reommends using the equations of Zurher et al. [71℄ (1999)
for the "S-SW" and "SW-I/A" transition boundaries with the exponents F
1
(q) and F
2
(q) of
the form:
F
1
(q) = 646:0

q=2
q
rit

2
+ 64:8

q=2
q
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
(2.36)
F
2
(q) = 18:8

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q
rit

+ 1:023 (2.37)
The "A-M", "I-A" and "I-B" transition boundaries have not been hanged by Zurher et al.
[71℄ (1999) and it is reommended to use them in the form proposed by Kattan.
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Figure 2.5: Flow pattern map of Thome-El Hajal ompared to Zurher for R-410A at T
sat
=
5
o
C in 13:84 mm internal diameter tube (graph was prepared assuming a xed value of
G = 200 kg=m
2
s).
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Figure 2.5 shows a omparison of transition urves obtained by Thome-El Hajal and by
Zurher. In the non-iterative method of Thome-El Hajal, the void fration was alulated
for the mass veloity G = 200 kg=m
2
s. The above approah at a xed G is only to simplify
the generation of the ow pattern map. The main dierenes are observed between the "SW-
I/A" and "A-M" transition urves. The urves predited by Thome-El Hajal are signiantly
above the boundaries of Zurher. The eet of heat ux on the onset of dryout has been
magnied as well. As the void fration is the funtion of the mass veloity, in the presented
model it inuenes the position of transition urves. The eet of mass veloity on the
predition of ow transition is shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Flow pattern map of Thome-El Hajal for R-410A at T
sat
= 5
o
C in 13:84 mm
internal diameter tube at three mass veloities G = 100, 200 and G = 300 kg=m
2
s.
The strongest eet of mass veloity is observed for the "SW-I/A" transition urve for
vapor qualities below 0.1. The transition urve goes up with inreasing mass veloity. This
divergene beomes less signiant as the vapor quality inreases. The boundary urve
"A-M" moves up with inreasing mass veloity.
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2.3 Flow boiling
Flow boiling is a very omplex proess in whih numerous phenomena are superimposed. The
saturated liquid generates vapor, whih ows with muh higher veloity than the liquid phase.
The ow geometry varies due to the shear fores of aelerating vapor, bubble agitation from
the nuleate boiling and evaporation of the liquid lm. The variation in void fration auses
hanges in ow patterns. Therefore, the predition of heat transfer in suh a ompliated
ontinuously developing proess is a big hallenge. Many predition methods an be found
in literature. The main methods will be desribed here with the most reent one based on
the ow pattern map in ow boiling heat transfer predition.
2.3.1 Heat transfer mehanisms
Heat transfer mehanisms enountered in ow boiling will be analysed based on the pool
boiling urve presented in Figure 2.7.
ZONE ZONE ZONE ZONE ZONE ZONE
DT=Twall-Tsat
lo
g
(
q
)
ONB
CHF
Figure 2.7: Flow boiling urve taken from ASHRAE Handbook [2℄.
This urve shows a variation of heat ux q as a funtion of the wall and saturation temper-
ature dierene T . The urves an be divided and analysed into six zones as follows:
Natural onvetion - zone I in the Figure 2.7, exists for the lowest temperature dierenes
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T . In this regime there is no boiling at heated surfae and instead superheated liquid rises
to the liquid-vapor interfae where the evaporation takes plae (see Figure 2.8a).
As the exess temperature is inreased, bubble ineption will our at the point alled onset
of nuleate boiling (ONB). In nuleate boiling, two dierent regimes may be distin-
guished. In zone II, isolated bubbles form at nuleation sites and separate from the surfae
(see Figure 2.8). This separation indues onsiderable uid mixing near the surfae, sub-
stantially inreasing the heat transfer oeÆient - h and heat ux - q. In this regime, most
of the heat is transferred through diret transfer from the surfae to liquid in motion at the
surfae, and not through the vapor bubbles. They rise from the surfae and ondense in
superheated liquid. As T is inreasing, more nuleation sites beome ative and inreased
bubble formation auses bubble interferene and oalesene. In this region, heat is trans-
ferred mostly by the vapor formed as jets or olumns, whih subsequently merge into slugs
and rise to interfae (see Figure 2.8d). Interferene between the densely populated bubbles
inhibits the motion of liquid near the surfae.
The maximum heat ux is obtained at the (CHF) point and is usually termed ritial heat
ux. At this point, onsiderable vapor is being formed, making it diÆult for the liquid
to ontinuously wet the surfae (see Figure 2.8e). The region orresponding to zone IV in
Figure 2.7 is termed transition boiling, unstable lm boiling, or partial lm boiling.
Bubble formation is now so rapid that a vapor lm or blanket begins to form on the surfae
(see Figure 2.8f). At any point on the surfae, onditions may osillate between the lm and
nuleate boiling, but the fration of surfae overed by the lm inreases with augmentation
of T . Beause the thermal ondutivity of the vapor is muh less than that of the liquid,
the heat transfer oeÆient h derease dramatially beyond the CHF with inreasing T .
Stable lm boiling exists for zone V and VI as depited in Figure 2.7 and as shown in
Figure 2.8g. Heat transfer from the surfae to the liquid ours by ondution through the
vapor. As the surfae temperature is inreased, radiation through the vapor lm beomes
signiant and the heat ux inreases with inreasing T .
The present study will deal only with the ow boiling heat transfer below the ritial heat
ux. Thus, the phenomena enountered will be the onvetive and nuleate boiling. The
predition methods for these two heat transfer mehanisms will be presented below.
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Figure 2.8: Various stages in ow boiling aording to Collier and Thome [11℄.
2.3.2 Convetive boiling
Most of the onvetive heat transfer orrelations are related to the well-known Dittus Boellter
orrelation (1930) and are expressed as a produt of Reynolds and Prandtl numbers with
some empirial parameters. Taking into onsideration the denition of Reynolds and Prandtl
numbers, it an be said that the onvetion heat transfer oeÆient is a funtion of the
momentum and thermal diusivities and the interia and visosity fores. In a two-phase
ow, the onvetive heat transfer oeÆient has to be dened separately for eah phase.
For the liquid onvetive heat transfer oeÆient, the following lm form of equation
has been proposed by Kattan et al. [31℄(1998b):
h
L;b
= C Re
m
Æ
Pr
0:4
L


L
Æ
(2.38)
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Re
Æ
and Pr
L
are alulated from equation 1.35 and equation equation 1.37, respetively.
Annular liquid lm thikness Æ shown in Figure 1.3 is determined by:
Æ =
A
L
R(2   
dry
)
=
A(1  ")
R(2   
dry
)
=
D(1  ")
2(2   
dry
)
(2.39)
where " is the void fration alulated from the Rouhani-Axelsson orrelation - equation 5.47
and 
dry
is the dry angle alulated iteratively by Kattan [29℄ (1996) with assumption that

dry
= 
strat
from following equation:
A
L
= 0:5R
2
[(2   
strat
)  sin(2   
strat
)℄ (2.40)

strat
an be also alulated non-iteratively from expression of Biberg, - equation 2.35.
Empirial values were found to be equal to m= 0.69 and C=0.0133. They have been obtained
by Kattan [29℄ (1996) based on the study of 1141 experimental points for ve refrigerants
and four ow patterns. Note that the presented model is based on turbulent liquid lm ow
rather than on tubular ow.
To alulate the vapor onvetive heat transfer oeÆient, Kattan proposed using the
tubular, turbulent equation in the form:
h
V
= 0:023  Re
0:8
V
Pr
0:4
V


V
D
(2.41)
where Re
V
and Pr
V
are alulated from equation 1.33 and equation 1.38, respetively.
He assumed tubular ow onditions, sine the vapor ross-setion is nearly irular for a thin
annular liquid lm ow with partial dryout and h
V
is muh lower than for the wetted part.
2.3.3 Nuleate boiling
The nuleate boiling is related to the nuleation and growing of vapor bubbles on the heated
surfae. For nuleation to our, a given amount of heat is needed to overome surfae
tension fores. This heat an be alulated from the equation used by Steiner and Taborek
[52℄(1992) as:
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q
ONB
=
2T
sat
h
L;bo
r
rit

V
h
LV
(2.42)
where r
rit
= 0:3  10
 6
m is the ritial bubble radius reommended for usual extruded tube
materials and h
L;bo
is the all liquid onvetive heat transfer oeÆient.
The prinipal heat transfer mehanisms involved in the proess of nuleate boiling are as
follows:
Bubble agitation - Convetion in the liquid phase is indued by the lateral pumping
motion imparted on the liquid by numerous growing and departing bubbles. Essentially, the
liquid is pushed bak and forth aross the heater surfae by neighbouring bubbles and this
transforms the natural onvetion proess into a loalised fored onvetion proess. Thus,
the more intense the boiling ativity, the stronger this mehanism is. Sensible heat is arried
away from the surfae in the form of superheated liquid.
Vapor-liquid exhange - Transient ondution of heat from the wall into liquid forms a
superheated layer, and its subsequent removal by the wake of departing bubbles gives rise
to a yli thermal boundary layer stripping phenomenon. The sensible heat transported
away depends on the rate of superheated liquid removal, whih is proportional to the layer
thikness, its mean temperature, the area of inuene of a departing bubble and its departure
frequeny, and nally the density of ative boiling sites.
Evaporation - Vapor bubbles grow by virtue of the heat onduted rst into the thermal
boundary layer and then by diusion to the bubble interfae, where it is onverted to latent
heat and generation of vapor. Sine bubbles rise muh faster than liquid natural onvetion
urrents and ontain a large quantity of energy due to the latent heat absorbed by the
bubble, this is an eÆient heat transport mehanism. Maro-evaporation ours over the
top of the bubble surrounded by the thermal boundary layer while miro-evaporation ours
underneath the bubble aross the thin layer of liquid trapped between a rapidly growing
bubble and the surfae, the latter being often referred to as mirolayer evaporation. The
latent heat transported by this mehanism is determined by the volumetri ow rate of vapor
per unit area from the surfae.
The above mehanisms are not exlusive in that they are the funtion of the same heat
ux and hene the mehanisms in some ways ompete with one another. For instane, the
evaporation mehanism tries to remove enthalpy from the thermal boundary layer in the
form of latent heat while the other two mehanisms try to transport the same enthalpy to
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the bulk liquid as sensible heat, whih allows rising bubbles to ontinue to grow.
The analysis of nuleate boiling requires predition of the number of nuleation sites on the
heated surfae and the rate at whih bubbles grow from eah site. To date, no analytial
method is apable of aurately and reliably desribing the omplex proess of nuleate pool
boiling heat transfer. The rst who showed the inuene of nuleation sites on the heat ux
was Yamugata [66℄(1955). He proposed following relation.
q = CT
a
n
b
(2.43)
where n is the site density (ative nuleation sites per unit area) and the exponents are
approximately a = 1:2 and b = 0:33. Although C and n vary for dierent uid-surfae om-
binations, it has been found that the number of ative nuleation sites for most ommerial
surfaes is proportional to T
5
or T
6
. Hene, from (2.43) it follows that q is approximately
proportional to T
3
.
The foregoing dependene of q and T haraterizes the rst widely used orrelation for
nuleate boiling developed by Rohsenow [45℄(1962).
q = 
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
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(2.44)
Very often the orrelation of Rohsenow is shown in the following form:
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The last experimental evaluation of C
sf
and n onstants for four working uids (water,
ethanol, R-113 and R-11) and various heated surfaes has been published by Pioro [42℄(1998).
He analysed 42 previous experimental works over the last 70 years and extended the existing
database with his own experiments.
Cooper [12℄(1984) presented a dierent method to predit nuleate boiling heat transfer
oeÆients. He proposed a simple type of orrelation, using only the redued pressure P
r
,
moleular weight M and surfae roughness R
p
. He showed that properties like p
sat
, T
sat
, 
L
,

V
, h
LV
, , 
L
, 
L
, 
pL
an be expressed as a produt of powers of P
r
, T
r
and (1  T
r
), eah
with an auray typially about 3% for 0:001 < P
r
< 0:9. Furthermore, the variation of
T
r
and (1  T
r
) has been transformed using Clapeyron equation in the logarithmi form of
P
r
and the nal version of the orrelation is as follows:
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h
nb
= 55(P
r
)
0:12 0:2 logR
p
(  log P
r
)
 0:55
M
 0:5
q
0:67
(2.46)
When the value of R
p
is unknown, it is set to 1.0 m and the equation an be shown as:
h
nb
= 55(P
r
)
0:12
(  log P
r
)
 0:55
M
 0:5
q
0:67
(2.47)
This orrelation is based on over 6000 experimental points related to over 100 publiations.
It was also seleted by Kattan and Zurher in their models to predit the neleate boiling
ontribution to the ow boiling heat transfer oeÆient.
2.4 Flow boiling heat transfer models
In ow boiling, the nuleate and the onvetive omponents are superimposed by a very
omplex mehanism, whih so far is not well understood. As an be seen in Figure 2.7 the
nuleate and onvetive boiling omponents are dominant at high and at low T , respe-
tively. The eet of nuleate boiling depends strongly on the surfae roughness and the
thikness of the liquid lm, while the ontribution of onvetive boiling depends strongly on
the mass veloity.
Over the years, many orrelations tried to empirially desribe the very omplex proess of
ow boiling by ombining onvetive and nuleate boiling models. The three main type of
models are enhanement, superposition and asymptoti models. They will be shortly pre-
sented below. Kattan [29℄ (1996) analysed all three models and ompared them with his
experimental results for his ve test liquids. He showed that without distinguishing between
the appropriate two-phase ow pattern, it was not possible to preisely predit the heat
transfer oeÆient. He observed the highest errors in the partial dryout zone, where all
three reviewed methods do not aount for this phenomenon, whih has an enormous inu-
ene on the heat transfer. Finally, Kattan [29℄ (1996) proposed a new ow pattern oriented
model, whih has been extended by Zurher [70℄ (2000) with an onset of nuleate boiling
riterion.
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2.4.1 The enhanement model
The enhanement model assumes that the loal ow boiling heat transfer oeÆient is a
funtion of an enhanement fatorE and the liquid onvetive boiling heat transfer oeÆient
h
b
.
h
tp
= E  h
b
(2.48)
This type of model has been proposed by Shah [49℄, where the enhanement fator E is an
empirial funtion of the liquid Froude number Fr
L
and the boiling number Bo dened in
equation 1.40 and equation 1.44, respetively. The onvetive boiling heat transfer oeÆient
h
b
is alulated from the Dittus Boelter orrelation.
Generally speaking, the method is based on the onsideration that the surfae is fully wetted
for vertial tubes at any value of Fr
L
, while for horizontal tubes only if Fr
L
> 0:4. For the
value of Fr
L
< 0:4, the top part of the horizontal tube surfae is dened to be partially dry
and the heat transfer oeÆient is lower than in vertial tubes.
2.4.2 The superposition model
The superposition model assumes that the loal ow boiling heat transfer oeÆient h
tp
is
the sum of nuleate and onvetive boiling omponents. This relation an be expressed in
following form:
h
tp
= E
1
h
b
+ E
2
h
nb
(2.49)
Suh a model has been developed by Chen [9℄ (1963) and afterwards modied by Gungor
and Winterton [22℄ (1986). A similar type of orrelation has been proposed by Jung [28℄
(1989). In all mentioned models, both multiplying fators have been empirially orrelated
with the boiling number, the Reynolds number, the Martinelli parameter and the liquid
Froude number.
2.4.3 The asymptoti model
The asymptoti model assumes that the loal ow boiling heat transfer oeÆient h
tp
is
a funtion of the relative dominane of nuleate boiling and onvetive boiling. It an be
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expressed as:
h
tp
= [(h
b
)
n
+ (h
nb
)
n
℄
1=n
(2.50)
Steiner and Toborek [52℄ (1992) proposed n = 3 based on parametri tests on their database
for evaporation in vertial tubes. From indiations to date, it is the most aurate vertial
tube boiling orrelation urrently available.
2.4.4 The ow pattern oriented model of Kattan-Thome-Favrat
As a rst step in the heat transfer model of Kattan [29℄ (1996), ow regimes transition urves
G
strat
, G
wavy
, G
mist
and x
IA
have to be alulated aording to the sheme presented below:
Inputvalues x, G, D, q”, h , TLV L Ls , r ,sat V L V, r , m , m
Determination of
dimensionless variables
Eq. (2.13)
iteration
Eq. (1.50), (2.4-2.7) or
(2.8-2.11), (2.12)
Eq. (2.1-2.3)
Calculation of
transition curves Gstrat Gwavy xIAGmist
Eq. (2.14) Eq. (2.22) Eq. (2.23)Eq. (2.15)
After determination of the ow pattern map (see setion 2.2.1), atual ow regimes an be
determined for the speied ombination of x and G. In the heat transfer model, Kattan
et al. took into aount the fat that in stratied, stratied-wavy and annular ow with
partial dryout, heat is transferred partially to the vapor phase on the dry perimeter of the
tube. Therefore, they proposed to alulate the heat transfer oeÆient for the wet and dry
perimeter separately, as:
h
tp
=

dry
h
V
+ (2   
dry
)h
wet
2
(2.51)
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where h
V
is the heat transfer oeÆient for the dry perimeter dened in the equation (2.41),
and h
wet
is the heat transfer oeÆient for the wet perimeter alulated from the asymptoti
model with the exponent n=3 as:
h
wet
=

(h
L;b
)
3
+ (h
nb
)
3

1=3
(2.52)
Convetive boiling heat transfer oeÆient h
L;b
is alulated from (2.38) and h
nb
is obtained
using the Cooper orrelation desribed in equation (2.47).
Liquid
Vapor
d
qdry
Figure 2.9: Annular ow with partial dryout onguration - Kattan et al. [32℄ (1998).
The parameter, whih takes into aount the existene of dierent ow patterns in equation
2.51, is the dry angle 
dry
shown in Figure 2.9. 
dry
denes the ow struture and the ratio
of the tube perimeter in ontat with the liquid and gas. In stratied ow 
dry
equals the
stratied angle 
strat
and was alulated by Kattan iteratively from equation 2.40. In this
study, the expression of Biberg, equation - 2.35, is used for the 
strat
alulation, whih
gives the same results as the prior method and does not require any iteration. It is obvious
that for annular and intermittent ows, where the tube perimeter is ontinuously wetted,
that 
dry
= 0. A more ompliated approah is used for predition of 
dry
for stratied-
wavy ows. For the xed vapor quality x, 
dry
varies between 0 for G
wavy
(x) and 
strat
for
G
strat
(x). Kattan assumed a linear variation of 
dry
between the annular and stratied ow
and proposed the following equation:

dry
= 
strat
(G
wavy
 G)
(G
wavy
 G
strat
)
(2.53)
The model of Kattan was developed from a database inluding results for ve refrigerants,
ontaining over 1100 new experimental points for tube diameters of 12:00 and 10:92 mm in
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a vapor quality range varying from 15 to 100%. The mean deviation of the new plain tube
orrelation of Kattan is 13:3%, the standard deviation is 16:8% and the average deviation is
2%. The orrelation was onfronted with ve dierent existing orrelations being partiularly
more aurate for the ow regimes with partially wetted tube walls.
2.4.5 The onset of nuleate boiling riterion
Zurher [72℄ (2000) proposed to alulate an onset value of the heat ux at whih boiling
nuleation ours. He modied the Steiner-Taborek riterion by introduing a more realisti
onvetive boiling heat transfer oeÆient as:
q
ONB
=
2T
sat
h
b;rit
r
rit

V
h
LV
(2.54)
where h
b;rit
is the onvetive heat transfer oeÆient ourring during evaporation at the
urrent vapor quality, and at the most advantageous loation in the liquid ross-setion. As
onvetive boiling is inversely proportional to the liquid thikness, the onset of the nuleate
pool boiling should our at the loation where the liquid thikness is the largest. Thus, the
ritial onvetive boiling heat transfer oeÆient is dened as:
h
b;rit
= C  Re
m
Æ
Pr
0:4
L


L

rit
(2.55)
where the values of the two omponents C=0.01361 and m=0.6965 are based on experimental
results of pure onvetive heat transfer in annular ow (only slightly dierent than those
found by Kattan et al.). Based on the geometrial representation of the ow patterns, the
ritial layer thiknesses are as follows:
 for stratied ow:
Æ
rit;Strat
=
D
2

1  os

wet
2

(2.56)
where all parameters of stratied ongurations are dened in Figure 2.10
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Figure 2.10: Cross-setion of stratied ongurations.
 for stratied-wavy ow:
Æ
rit;Wavy
=
D
2
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os (   ')

(2.57)
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Figure 2.11: Modeling of the stratied-wavy ow pattern.
As shown in Figure 2.11 the liquid ross-setional area is modeled using two irles
whih are parameterised as a funtion of half wetting angle  and the moon angle '.
The dierene between those two angles is alled stratied-wavy angle .
 for annular ow:
Æ
rit;Annular
= D   d = D
 
1 
p
"

(2.58)
Aording to the onguration shown in Figure 2.12 twie the mean liquid layer is
hosen as it orresponds to the thikest liquid layer in annular horizontal ow. But
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Figure 2.12: Cross-setion of ideal annular onguration.
still with twie the liquid layer, the alulated onset of nuleate boiling value was higher
than most experimental heat uxes of Zurher.
 for intermittent ow Zurher proposed to use the same approah as for stratied ow
for the ritial liquid layer thikness determination.
Based on the experimental database, Zurher set the ritial bubble radius to r
rit
= 0:38 
10
 6
m.
When the onset of nuleate boiling heat ux is obtained, the liquid heat transfer oeÆient
an be alulated from the asymptoti model dened in equation 2.52
With these onsiderations, the onset of the nuleate boiling value is easily reahed for strat-
ied, stratied-wavy and partially for intermittent ow patterns.
2.5 Conlusion
The main ow regimes enountered in adiabati and diabati horizontal two-phase ow have
been presented. To predit transition between the individual ow regimes, Kattan et al. [30℄
(1998a) modied the ow pattern map of Steiner [58℄ (1993) taking into aount the diabati
eet of heat ux. The map of Kattan et al. has been veried by Zurher et al. [73℄ (2002)
for the lower mass veloities in stratied and stratied-wavy ows. The nal version of the
map, proposed by Thome and El Hajal [55℄(2002), reommends use of Rouhani-Axelsson
void fration model for all transition urves and to use the expression of Biberg dened in
equation - 2.35, instead iteration of equation 2.40 for 
strat
alulation. The eet of heat
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ux in the predition of the onset of dryout varies for eah presented map and needs to be
further investigated.
Prinipal heat transfer mehanisms and models have been desribed. Extensive omparison
of existing models to a omplete database overing dierent ow types done by Kattan
[29℄ (1996) shows that only ow pattern map based heat transfer models an be seriously
onsidered. The new model proposed by Kattan was a major improvement over previous
two-phase ow heat transfer preditions. This approah has been ontinued by Zurher,
who with his study also overed the stratied ow zone and veried a ow pattern oriented
model for R-717. He also proposed a new onset of nuleate boiling riterion for ow boiling
heat transfer alulations. Even if the method proposed by Kattan greatly improves the
predition of the ow boiling heat transfer, it has not been tested extensively for high mass
veloities. He was not able to obtain a heat transfer database overing the mist ow region
nor the transition between annular and mist ow. The method also shows some inauraies
for the stratied-wavy ow onditions. Hene, further work is alled for to more thoroughly
investigate these points and they are the objetives of this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Void fration measurements
For the further development of the two-phase ow heat transfer model based on the ow
pattern map, we need to extend our knowledge about ow strutures. Our partiular interest
is foused on stratied types of ows where the existing model of Kattan et al. shows
more inauraies ompared to tests results than other regimes. This model is based on
some assumptions onerning the ow geometries. The heat transfer oeÆient is alulated
separately for the wetted and dry perimeter of the tube. For stratied-wavy ow, whih
is enountered between intermittent/annular and stratied ow, a linear variation of the
mean dry angle is assumed. To improve our sienti approah on the two-phase ow,
new information onerning dynami void fration, dry angle, liquid interfae and wave
frequenies are required. In view of this need, the evaporator test setion has been equipped
with a dynami void fration measurement system, whih allows us to obtain the denition
of ow strutures simultaneously with the heat transfer measurements. Before presenting a
newly developed method to measure void fration, the other used tehniques will be reviewed.
3.1 Review of the void fration measurement methods
3.1.1 Monober optial probe tehnique
An optial probe is sensitive to the hange in the refrative index of the surrounding medium
and is thus responsive to liquid-vapor interfaial passages enabling measurements of loal
void fration and of interfae passage frequenies even in non onduting uids.
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Figure 3.1: a) U-shaped ber optial sensor; b) Ative part of the ber optial sensor.
A tiny optial sensor was rst proposed by Danel and Delhaye in 1971. The overall ong-
uration of the U-shaped optial probe and its ative part is shown on Figure 3.1. Signals
from the probe are analysed through an adjustable threshold that enables the signal to be
transformed into a binary signal.
Fiber optial probes are used in experimental studies of the void fration distribution in
two-phase ow, multi-phase-uid disrimination and gas veloity measurements. Spindler
and Hahne [51℄(1998) used a ber optial probe to measure the radial distribution of void
fration and bubble frequeny of adiabati water/air two-phase ow in an inlined tube.
Fordham et al [17℄ (1999) demonstrated the use of a novel design of a bre-opti sensor for
immisible-uid disrimination in multi-phase ows. Charaterisation of the performane of
optial probes in void fration measurements is shown by Cartellier [6℄ (1990). Cartellier
[7℄ (1998) also presented measurements of the gas phase harateristis in air/water ows,
where he obtained the void fration with an relative error less than 10%.
3.1.2 Radiation attenuation tehniques
Phonon attenuation methods measure the hordal and area void fration. They are fre-
quently used in void-fration and lm thikness measurements and an provide information
on the ow pattern. A beam of monohromati ollimated phonons of inident intensity I
o
,
traversing a substane of thikness Æ and density , has an emerging intensity I given by the
following exponential absorption law:
I = I
o
exp

 


Æ

(3.1)
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where = is the spei absorption oeÆient of the material. To have a referene, it is
neessary to measure intensities I
V
, and I
L
, orresponding to the hannel lled with gas and
liquid, respetively. The instantaneous line void fration is then easily obtained from the
following relation:
"
Ch
=
log(I=I
L
)
log(I
V
=I
L
)
(3.2)
Figure 3.2 and 3.3 show the pratial appliation of the neutron attenuation tehnique to
measure liquid height and ross setion void fration.
Figure 3.2: Measurements of instantaneous liquid height with the X-ray absorption teh-
nique.
Figure 3.3: Area void fration measurements with three-beam gamma densitometer.
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Radiation tehniques are nonintrusive options for improving our understanding of the details
of transient two-phase ow struture. Stati tests for a water/air mixture made by Kendoush
[34℄ (2001) show that the unertainty in the radiation tehnique is a funtion of X-ray energy.
The relative error for the dierent X-ray energies for the referene void fration is shown in
Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: The unertainty in void fration for various X-ray energies and a xed tube
urrent of 4 mA from Kendoush [34℄ (2001).
As an be seen in the Figure 3.4, the best auray was obtained for the X-ray energy 60kV.
The relative error is 5% for void frations lower than 0.1. For higher void frations the
relative error is about 2%. The reent studies utilise more advaned radiation tehniques,
suh as a real time neutron radiography (RTNR) and X-ray omputed tomography (X-CT).
Both of these methods were used by Harvel [25℄ (1999) to obtain a two-dimensional void
fration distribution.
3.1.3 Eletrial tehniques
The rst requirement to be met when using an eletrial probe in a two-phase ow is that
one phase has a signiantly dierent eletrial ondutivity from the other. Consequently,
variations in ondutane permit the measurement of the loal void fration and the arrival
frequeny of the bubbles at a given point in a ontinuous, onduting uid. Figure 3.5 shows
the lassial eletrial diagram of a resistive probe and a typial probe geometry. To identify
the ross-setional void fration, a wire-mesh sensor an be used. This method is based on
the loal ondutivity measurement of the mixture between the gap of a rossed eletrode
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Figure 3.5: a) Eletrial diagram of a resistive probe, b) Miniature probe geometry.
pair 90
o
. Rihter [44℄ (2002) used a wire mesh sensor to measure the loal instantaneous gas
veloity and void fration in a retangular hannel. This method was also used by Krepper
et al. [36℄ (1999). They used a matrix of ne wires (0:120 mm diameter) extended as a grid
aross a 51:20 mm internal diameter tube, to obtain 242 loal measurements points. Using
this method, they ahieved maximum errors of 0:05 over the entire range of void fration.
The void fration in a two-phase mixture an be determined by measuring the impedane
of a mixture if a signiant dierene in the eletrial properties exists between two-phases.
This nonintrusive tehnique was used by Costigan and Whalley [13℄ (1997) and by Song [50℄
(1998). Costigan and Whalley obtained partiularly good agreement at void frations below
0:30 in a 32:00mm internal diameter aryli tube for water/air ow. For a void fration range
between 0.3 and 0.6 the meter indiated values from 0.01 to 0.05 higher than the measured
value. The most unertain zone was the void fration range between 0.6 and 0.8 where the
inauray was higher than 0.1. Figure 3.6 shows the impedane probe arrangement used
by Costigan and Whalley.
Figure 3.6: Void fration impedane probe arrangement of Costigan and Whalley [13℄ (1997).
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3.1.4 Comparison of the existing methods
Void fration measurements tehniques an be lassied as intrusive and nonintrusive. In-
trusive methods may adversely disturb the ow eld and indue imperfet identiation of
the liquid interfae. This is the main problem in using the monober optial tehnique and
eletrial resistive probe measurements. For the tests with high pressure refrigerants like
R-410A, it would be very diÆult to seal numerous intrusive parts in the test setion. In our
evaporation tests, undisturbed ow pattern observation is required. Also, the information
obtained from loal probes would not be suÆient to reonstrut the interfae between gas
and liquid. Nonintrusive methods like radiation tehniques and impedane measurements
yield mean void fration values of the ross-setion. Using these results we an not determine
neither the dry angle nor the shape of the interfae between gas and liquid. More sophis-
tiated nonintrusive methods suh as a real time neutron radiography (RTNR) and X-ray
omputed tomography (X-CT) allow the measurement of the distribution of void fration.
These two methods seem to be the most appropriate for our evaporating tests of all presented
tehniques. The high speed X-CT enables reonstrution of two-dimensional ross-setional
images taken at frequenies up to 250 Hz. The results obtained by Harvel et al [25℄ (1999)
using X-CT system for a slug ow are presented in Figure 3.7. The RTNR tehnique allows
Figure 3.7: Real-time void distribution of developing slug ow for a gas ow rate at 10 l/min
by an X-CT method from Harvel et al [25℄ (1999).
determination of lateral void fration with respet to time. The auray of RTNR and
X-CT methods is dependent upon many fators inluding soure strength and geometry.
Harvel et al [24℄(1996) showed that the two tehniques agreed to within 4%. However, both
methods require enhaned radiation protetion systems. A lead shielding has to be used in
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the ase of X-rays and water/onrete in the ase of neutrons. Hene, this method is not
appropriate for appliation to our ow boiling test faility.
3.2 A new optial method to measure void fration
3.2.1 Measurement strategy
As has been mentioned in the introdution, the main objetive of the new optial tehnique
is to measure ross-setional void fration by determination of the ratio of area oupied by
gas to the total area of the hannel. For this purpose, a borosiliate glass tube has been
installed at the end of the heat transfer measurement test setion. The external diameter of
the glass tube is 16:00 mm and the wall thikness is 1:20 mm (with a very uniform thikness
and roundness, i.e. 0:02 mm). Before installation, the glass tube was tested up to an
internal pressure of 5 MPa (one-half of its maximum reommended working pressure). The
optial set-up sheme is presented in the Figure 3.8. A perpendiular ross-setion of the
glass tube and uid within are illuminated by a laser sheet (using a Spetra Physis laser,
Millennia II), and the images are reorded by a digital amera (Panasoni CCD amera type
GP-LM7/TA) loated above the glass tube with a vision angle of 40
o
with respet to the
axis of the tube. The laser sheet is about 0:50 mm thik. The wavelength emitted by the
laser is 532 nm and interlaed images are reorded on a Pentium 3 PC through a Targa
Video ard.
Figure 3.8: Shemati of the optial set-up.
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The reorded image, representing a ross-setional view of the two-phase ow, is distorted
by the refration of the light through both sides of the glass (internal and external surfaes).
Thus for void fration measurements to be made, this tehnique requires reonstrution of
eld of the vision to obtain a non-deformed, orthogonal view of the illuminated ross-setion.
This reonstrution is based on the optial distortion of a regular grid plaed inside the glass
tube in the same plane as the laser sheet during preliminary tests without any liquid in the
tube. The proess onsists of extrating an inverse transformation funtion, whih is applied
to the distorted grid image in order to obtain an image of a regular grid (see next setion).
This funtion is applied in the same way to the video images of the two-phase refrigerant
owing in the tube. The transformation, however, is only valid for the ross-setional fration
oupied by a gas under the ondition that the gas-phase is in diret ontat with the upper
wall of the tube. Therefore, for a fully annular ow the optial deformation of the gas area
no longer orresponds to the one on the grid. The presene of a liquid lm on the upper wall
indues a new deformation of the image depending on the refrative index of the liquid. For
this reason, the new tehnique is only appliable to stratied types of ow. Furthermore, the
transformation is only valid in the gas phase above the vapor-liquid interfae and not below
into the liquid phase (where the light is again refrated). Finally, the lous of the interfae
is deteted using image proessing, giving the ratio of the area oupied by the vapor phase
with the total ross-setional area, i.e. the instantaneous void fration as a funtion of time.
From a pratial point of view, the grid is printed on a glossy paper, whih is xed on
a stopper introdued inside the glass tube. To avoid regularly opening the refrigerant ir-
uit, a alibration set-up has been manufatured (Figure 3.9). This set-up is made of the
same material and has the same geometry and dimensions as the void fration measurement
set-up installed on the ow boiling test faility (0:01 mm for the mahined piees and
both tubes have an internal diameter of 13:60 0:02 mm). It is used to model the optial
distortion and to alibrate the interfae detetion proedure between the gas and liquid (see
setion 3.4). In order to assure the same onditions during the image aquisition for both
test set-ups (illumination and relative position), the opti ber head and the amera are
xed on the upper support struture of the test faility. Owing to this partiular oneption
and independene, the upper support is positioned along the tube axis. One the optial
alignment of the laser and the amera set-up are made, it remains unhanged whether the
upper support is mounted on the alibration set-up or on the ow boiling test faility. The
last step is to assure that the upper support struture is preisely horizontal. The image
proessing program is oded with LabView (version 6i). This partiular language provides a
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powerful visual interfae to the user (graphi and image) allowing a ontinuous interation
on proessing the image. The human eye remains the most useful tool and allows one to
quikly fous on the pertinent zones needing further improvement during the development
of the image proessing tehnique.
Laseroptical fiber
Flow boiling test facility
Calibration facility
Camera
Glass tube
Figure 3.9: Image alibration and video aquisition system set-ups.
3.2.2 Transformation of distorted images
Detetion of the distorted grid
The distorted grid image is onverted into an 8-bits enoded image with 256 levels of grey.
Due both to the small distane between the amera and the grid (about 3 m) and the vision
angle of 40
o
, the depth of fous is weak, making it impossible to obtain a well-foused image
on the total surfae of the grid. The foal plane is thus adjusted on the horizontal grid axis
in suh a way that the lines above and below the axis do not beome too blurred. The zones
outside of the grid are eliminated by limiting the image size (from 720 x 576 pixels to 430
x 370 pixels) and by adding an elliptial mask to fous only on the internal surfae of the
glass tube (Figure 3.10). Before adding the mask, the image is inverted (in terms of gray
levels) allowing an easier distintion of the grid border. In this way, a blak line appears
as a white one and vie versa. Optially, two types of distortion an be distinguished on
the deformed grid image. Firstly, the bottom part of the grid (under the axis) is vertially
ompressed (diminution of the spae between the horizontal lines), and seondly, the upper
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part is horizontally elongated (inreasing spae between the vertial lines).
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Figure 3.10: Original (left) and limited (right) grid image (the white transversal line orre-
sponds to the 230
th
line, ounted from the top on the limited image).
To model the optial deformation, eah grid line (vertial and horizontal), must be individ-
ually deteted. This detetion is based on the grey level signal evolution over eah pixel row
and eah pixel olumn of the image. This signal depends diretly both on the line spaing
and the line thikness. Numerous grids were thus tested and the hoie of a grid having a line
spaing of 0:35 mm (i.e. 37 vertial and 37 horizontal lines) and a line thikness of 0:12 mm
(0.35 point) was seleted. Figure 3.11 illustrates the variation in the light signal intensity
along the 230
th
pixel row (1:00 mm above the grid enterline axis). At eah extremity the
signal is equal to zero, whih orresponds to the presene of the mask (blak zone). In
the enter, the signal evolves in a sinusoidal way: eah peak orresponds to a vertial line
of the grid ut almost perpendiularly by the urrent pixel row. Therefore by deteting a
peak position, one detets a loal point of a grid line. Proeeding in this way on eah pixel
row/olumn, a olletion of spatial points is obtained, whih desribes all the grid lines. The
points of eah line are sorted both by proximity and on the a priori knowledge of the spatial
shape of eah line (mainly vertial or mainly horizontal). Qualitatively, the peak thikness
is proportional to the line thikness. With the urrent grid, the peak thikness is between
3 and 5 pixels wide. A thiker line would inrease the number of the suessive pixels with
a high grey level; however, this would not bring more information about the position of one
line. Conerning the grid mesh size (line spaing), it xes the spatial frequeny of the signal.
A ner size than the one used would risk aeting the dierene between the neighboring
maximum and minimum values in the grey level signal evolution (i.e. diminution of the
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sinusoidal amplitude); exaggerating, it means that two suessive lines would not be distin-
guished from eah other. Another partiular ase visible in Figure 3.11 is where a setion of
the pixel row of the image falls diretly on a horizontal line of the grid; in this setion, the
signal is dominated by the white olor of the grid line, yielding small dierenes between the
neighboring maximum and minimum values, and thus does not allow one to distinguish the
vertial lines. This implies the introdution of an amplitude threshold, whih xes the min-
imum dierene between a suessive maximum and minimum value (experimentally xed
at 40 bits) and below whih the peak is onsidered as useless.
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Figure 3.11: Evolution of the grey level intensity along the 230th row of pixels (1:00 mm
below the horizontal enterline axis of the grid).
Conerning the detetion of the position of a peak, the tehniques used in the eld of DPIV
(Digital Partile Image Veloimetry) for the detetion of the orrelation peak are used. Thus,
aording to Westerweel [60℄ (1997), if the position of the peak is known a priori only up to
1 pixel in resolution, the use of the gaussian interpolation funtions on the rst neighbors
of a peak allow the estimation of the peak enter to approximately to within 0.1 pixel.
However, the extration of the points desribing the dierent lines an be diÆult at the
irumferene of the grid (the lower dierenes between the neighboring maximum and the
minimum values for 25 < x < 50 as in Figure 3.11 and in the bottom part of the grid (small
distane between lines due to optial ompression as in Figure 3.10. In order to maintain
a high quality in modeling the distortion eld, a simulation of the amera vision eld has
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been made. This simulation is based on several hypotheses. Firstly, the refration of an
optial beam passing from one medium to another is perfetly desribed by the law of sines
(Desartes law):
n
1
sin i
1
= n
2
sin i
2
(3.3)
where n
1
and n
2
are the respetive refration indies of the rst and seond medium, i
1
is
the inident angle and i
2
is the refrated angle respetively to the normal omponent of the
plane. Seondly, the digital amera is represented by a table of pixels (having an equivalent
or superior size than the eetive CCD ell) and is equipped only with a spherial onvergent
lens. Finally, the path of the light beam is not onsidered as going from its soure point
(on the grid) to the reeptor (a pixel), but in the inverse diretion. Thus, there are two
hanges in the medium: from air to glass and then from glass to refrigerant vapor. The
result of suh a simulation is represented in Figure 3.12 and is alled a syntheti grid. The
resemblane between the real distorted grid and the syntheti distortion is evident: there is
a onvergene of the horizontal lines below the symmetry axis and a divergene of vertial
lines in the upper half.
j=0
i=0
i,ji,0
0,j
synth
real
Figure 3.12: Syntheti grid (on the left) and oordinate system (on the right).
Next, the information from both grids is oupled omparing the oordinates of eah interse-
tion point with respet to the vertial and horizontal symmetry axis. Isolating the evolution
of x-oordinates on a horizontal line and the evolution of y-oordinates on a vertial line, it
an be seen that the relationship between the real and the syntheti grid an be desribed
as a seond order polynomial funtion. Now, dening i as the horizontal line index and j
the vertial line index, one obtains:
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where for example, x
real i;0
is the x-oordinate of the intersetion point formed by the i
th
horizontal line rossing the vertial symmetry axis (line j=0). The oordinates x
real
and y
real
refer to the real image but they are measured values as previously desribed. The variables
set a
k
(i) where k = 1, 2 and 3 orresponds to eah horizontal line i, and respetively, eah
vertial line j has a variables set a
k
(j). These variables are extrated by linear regression
using a least squares t. The parameters a
k
(i) and a
k
(j) are thus oupled by traing the
evolution of these variable sets as funtions of the horizontal line index, respetively of
the vertial line's index. Considering Figure 3.13, it an be stated that eah of the three
parameters a
k
(i) an be approximated by a rst order polynomial funtion over most of
its range. For index values inferior to -10 and greater than +10 (i.e. for the 8 rst and
8 last horizontal lines), the real/syntheti omparison shows a learly dierent behavior.
This results diretly from the diÆulty to detet the lines lose to the grid irumferene,
whih was noted previously above. Using a linear regression in the least squares sense with a
gaussian weight funtion (where the width parameter is xed at 8 to attenuate the extremity
inuene), we obtain for eah parameter a
k
(i) and a
k
(j) a ontinuous funtion to desribe
the geometrial dierene between the syntheti and the real grids. From these parameters,
the real oordinates of the intersetion points an be re-estimated using equations 3.4 and
3.5. This approah ats like a smoothing funtion without losing the original information
and generates a spatial distribution funtion of intersetion points without any inexion
point. The vertial and horizontal lines an thus be desribed mathematially through new
intersetion points with ubi spline funtions.
Figure 3.13: "Syntheti-to-real" grid oupling parameters as funtion of grid line index i.
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The result of these suessive operations is illustrated in Figure 3.14. The lines generated
from these ubi spline funtions orrespond visually perfetly to the image of the distorted
grid.
Figure 3.14: Cubi spline funtions based on intersetion points desribing horizontal and
vertial grid lines.
Before desribing the image mapping proess, one an remark that the similarity between the
real distorted image and the syntheti grid image also validates the experimental part of the
alibration proess. As previously speied, the maximum geometrial dierene between
the glass tube used in the alibration set-up and the glass tube in ow boiling test faility is
on the order of 0:02 mm. Using the simulation and applying it with an internal and external
diameter of 13:58 mm and 16:02 mm, respetively (instead of 13:60 mm and 16:00 mm), the
maximum dierene in terms of oordinates is less than 0:01 mm (i.e. less than 0.4 pixel on
the image, whih is less than the resolution). This onrms that both the glass tube used
for alibration and that on the ow boiling faility an be onsidered idential.
Image mapping
The transformation of the distorted grid image into one with parallel vertial and horizontal
lines is performed in two distint steps. This rst onsists of mapping of the points (eah
point from the distorted spae should orrespond to a point on the transformed area). The
seond phase is the reonstrution of the image itself (reonstrution pixel-by-pixel of the
grey level signal from the distorted image with respet to the mapping). For the rst
step, the tehnique onsists in assoiating the intersetion points of the deformed grid to
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the intersetion points of the regular grid, whih should have the harateristi y
transf
=
onstant on eah horizontal line and x
transf
= onstant on eah vertial line. To simplify, the
transformed grid lines are positioned in a way that the oordinates of their intersetion points
are expressed as integer values (in order to orrespond diretly to the pixel oordinates).
The hoie of these oordinates is suh that the global size of the transformed image is the
same as the original one. In this way, magniation of the image is avoided, whih would
amplify any defets (for example, rystalline imperfetions in the glass tube). Shrinkage
of the image, whih would indue a loss of resolution in the void fration measurement,
is also avoided. Having xed the vertial and horizontal oordinates of the transformed
grid along with knowledge of the real size of the grid line spaing yields the onversion
ratio in pixel/mm. The pixel size of a irular mask orresponding to the internal tube
diameter an thus be diretly dedued and added to the transformed image. Based on these
onsiderations, the grid is artiially rened to a higher density suh that the new grid lines
(vertial and horizontal) orrespond in size to the pixel grid of the transformed image (the
grey level of eah pixel an now be determined). Hene, onsider the x-oordinates of the
intersetion points on the distorted lines as a funtion of the assoiated x-oordinates of the
intersetion points on the regular grid. For eah horizontal line, a ubi spline funtion an
be onstruted. For eah intermediate integer value of x
transf
(i.e. for eah pixel), this allows
estimation of the orresponding value x
real
Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Mapping of the oordinates.
In this way, the number of vertial lines is inreased. Consider now the same oordinates
x
real
, but as a funtion of y
transf
oordinates. New ubi spline funtions an be onstruted
for eah vertial line, whih for eah integer value of y
transf
allows the estimation of a value
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x
real
on the deformed image. This is the number of horizontal lines, whih is inreased.
Thus, eah oordinate ouple (x
transf
; y
transf
) is assoiated to an x
real
value. Proeeding in
a similar way for the oordinates y
real
, it is possible to assoiate eah pixel (x
transf
; y
transf
)
to a orresponding y
real
value.
Finally, the simplest tehnique is used to reonstrut the image pixel by pixel. A pixel
(x
transf
; y
transf
) reeives the intensity of the distorted image pixel ontaining the orre-
sponding point (x
real
; y
real
), whih are not integer values. More sophistiated tehniques
have been tested, suh as the weighted surfae mapping tehnique proposed by Huang et
al. [27℄ (1993), without improving auray (void fration measurement error was not inu-
ened by the mapping tehnique). In addition, through its simpliity, this tehnique is the
fastest one. Taking into aount the large number of images to proess, this hoie is totally
justied. The result of this new operation is illustrated in Figure 3.16. Looking in the plane
of the drawing, the horizontal and vertial lines in the transformed grid image are nearly
perfetly straight and parallel to one another.
Figure 3.16: Transformed grid image.
3.2.3 Vapor-liquid interfae detetion tehnique
To detet the vapor-liquid interfae, two problems need to be resolved. The rst one onerns
the optial highlighting of the interfae (in the visible domain) and the seond one is the
strategy to systematially detet this interfae with image proessing.
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Interfae highlighting
As speied in the Measurement strategy setion, a laser sheet is used to illuminate the
ross-setion of the two-phase uid owing in the tube. Due to the transpareny of the
refrigerants tested (R-22 and R-410A), the laser light is absorbed neither by the vapor phase
nor the liquid phase and there is no luminesene in the ross-setion. Therefore, the pres-
ene of a uoresent in the liquid phase is required to obtain a satisfatory illumination
eet. The term luminesene refers to the light emitted by moleules when returning from
an eletronially exited state to the ground state. In our ase, the exited state is produed
by the laser light with a wavelength of 532 nm. The exited state of a moleule deays to the
ground state under emission of light typially within 0:1 to 20 ns. Beause the period of time
during whih a moleule remains in its exited state is relatively long, numerous interations
with other speies an our within its lifetime. These inlude vibrational relaxation and
re-orientation in the dieletri eld of the solvent, both ausing energy to be partially lost.
As a result, the luminesene of all organi moleules ours at longer (less energeti) wave-
lengths than exitation. For our tests, rhodamineB (produed by Fluka) has been hosen as
the uoresent powder. This uoresent, when brought to an exited state by the laser light,
emits a wavelength of about 627 nm for a maximum absorption at 554 nm. The refrigerant
properties at ow boiling onditions should not be inuened by the presene of the uores-
ent powder and thus only a trae amount of rhodamineB is added to the refrigerant. This
means that the minimum onentration of the uoresent for the image proessing proedure
has to be determined. Both the alibration set-up (stati tests) and the ow boiling faility
(dynami tests) are used to x this onentration, but dynami tests are more important:
rstly, the uoresent moleules are exited for a shorter time period than in a stati on-
ditions (the exitation duration is the time for the moleules to ow aross the laser sheet)
and seondly, the onentration in the ow boiling test faility is not onstant (due to partial
evaporation of the liquid in the test setion and the onsequent onentrating of rhodamineB
in the remaining liquid). Based on trials with dierent amounts of uoresent powder, the
minimum onentration was dened to be about 1 moleule of rhodamineB per 100 million
moleules of refrigerant and its potential inuene on the refrigerant properties was tested
during the alibration proedure (desribed in next setion). Conerning the experimental
set-up during the tests, many rays of the laser sheet were reeted by the tube. Moreover,
the dynami tests inlude a ow indued roughness at the vapor-liquid interfae, whih pro-
dued overexposed images due to the laser light reetions. To redue the negative eet of
exess reetions, an optial lter is diretly xed on the CCD amera. This optial lter is
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a ombination of six lters espeially used for eye-protetion glasses for working with Nd:Yag
lasers (in terms of Optial Density: OD > 9 at 190   520 nm, OD > 7 at 520   532 nm,
OD > 3 at 710  750 nm, OD > 5 at 750  850 nm, OD > 7 at 850  1080 nm and OD > 7
at 5000  11000 nm).
Calibration proedure
To alibrate the new optial measurement tehnique, a referene measurement of the void
fration "
ref
is needed. As indiated above, the alibration set-up is used for this purpose
and is equipped with a pressure transduer and a thermoouple (both alibrated inhouse). A
miro-valve is also installed allowing for the introdution or removal of a preise quantity of
the tested refrigerant mixed beforehand with rhodamineB. Eah new quantity orresponds
to a new referene void fration. Considering the whole volume of the system (glass tube +
iruit through pressure transduer and miro-valve), the void fration of the system an be
expressed as:
"
T
=

L
  
T

L
  
V
(3.6)
where 
T
is the density of the saturated mixture, 
L
is the density of the saturated liquid
phase and 
V
is the density of the vapor. The pressure transduer allows the alulation of
the densities 
L
and 
V
and is used to estimate the saturated temperature, whih is ompared
to the thermoouple measurement. A maximum dierene of 0:1
o
C was observed over the
total range of the referene void fration measurements (from 0.05 to 0.95). This simple test
onrms that the refrigerant properties do not hange in presene of the uoresent powder.
Then, by measuring the total volume of the enlosure V
T
and the mass of the refrigerant m
T
using a gravimetri balane (Mettler Toledo model PR8002, auray of 0.02 g), equation
3.6 an be rewritten as:
"
T
=

L
 
m
T
V
T

L
  
V
(3.7)
to give the measured void fration in terms ofm
T
and V
T
. The total volume V
T
is determined
by ompletely lling the internal volume of the alibration set-up with water (after having
pulled a high vauum), and then measuring the temperature of the water (to aurately
determine the density) and its mass. The optial measurement of the void fration onerns
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only the level of liquid in the horizontal glass tube. Thus, with respet to the glass tube,
the void fration "
ref
is given as:
"
ref
= 1 

L
 
m
T
V
T

L
  
V
:
V
T
V
(3.8)
where V is the internal volume of the glass tube. At eah void fration value, a series of 8 to
10 images of the illuminated ross-setion is aquired. The aim is not to take several images
of the same state but to vary the laser beam intensity level in order to artiially take into
aount the hanges in onentration of rhodamineB in the ow boiling test faility at the
stati state (to emulate the dynami situation). The resulting images are in olor and the
hosen enoding system is the DSH system (Density, Saturation and Hue) also alled HSL
(Hue, Saturation and Luminane). The interest of suh a transformation is in the simple and
intuitive interpretation of the intensity values D and the two variables of hrominane S and
H. Considering the present situation, an optial lter is used to eliminate the light reetions
from the tube walls and from the free surfae, resulting in images where the prinipal olour
is orange. The extration of the luminane plane yields a sharp ontrast between the vapor
zone and the liquid zone. It would be quite important if one were using the red plane from
the lassial RGB enoding system. But onentrating only on the liquid zone, the luminane
omponent is more sensitive to the laser intensity than the red omponent. Moreover, the
variane of the luminane value is weaker than the one of the red values (less than 20 bits
for the luminane against 40 bits for the red). However, the ontrast between the liquid
and vapor zone is not represented by a disontinuous funtion of the luminane. A typial
evolution of a luminane signal is represented in Figure 3.17, with information extrated from
the median pixel olumn of a transformed image orresponding to a void fration of 55% and
a laser intensity level of 61%. The transition from the gas zone in whih the luminane L is
on the order of 50 bits to the liquid zone where L

=
200 bits ours over 10 to 15 pixels. It
is neessary to x a luminane threshold above whih a gas phase is onsidered present, and
inversely, below whih there is a liquid phase. In terms of image proessing, seleting only one
pixel with a luminane above the threshold is suÆient to onsider all the ontiguous pixels
also with a luminane above the threshold as belonging to the liquid ross-setional area
(this orresponds to the well known funtion alled magi wand). Thus the upper border of
this zone represents the liquid-vapor interfae. Seleting all the pixels above this limit but
inside the mask, we obtain the representative surfae of the vapor phase. Finally, dividing
the number of pixels, whih represents this vapor phase with the total number of pixels that
are inside the mask, one nds the void fration. Thus, for eah luminane threshold seleted
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(e.g., in the urrent image shown the luminane threshold ranges from about 50 to 200)
there orresponds an unique void fration value. In fat, hanging the luminane threshold
ontrols the height of the interfae.
Figure 3.17: Transformed image (luminane plane) of the illuminated ross-setion (left),
luminane intensity over the median vertial line (enter) and extrated vapor zone orre-
sponding to a xed threshold value (right).
On this basis, onsidering the referene void fration as being an exat value, one an study
the evolution of the void fration measured by image proessing "
ip
as a funtion of the
luminane threshold. Thus the luminane threshold to impose on an image is the one that
will give "
ip
equal to "
ref
(Figure 3.18, on the left). This diagram shows a possible variation in
void fration from -0.027 to +0.017 as a funtion of the luminane threshold if no alibration
proedure was used. However, the image proessing program must be able to determine the
void fration no matter the intensity of the image (i.e. the intensity of the liquid phase
on the image). To distinguish two images in whih the void fration is idential but where
the luminane level is dierent, the program measures the mean luminane L
mean
over the
liquid phase area for a given threshold (i.e. over all ontiguous pixels with a luminane value
higher than the threshold). Therefore, the alibration tehnique onsists of determining the
luminane threshold as a funtion of both the referene void fration and the mean luminane
over the liquid zone (Figure 3.18, on the right). This is the alibration diagram. During
the proess, the searh of the optimum luminane threshold is determined iteratively. An
initial threshold (on the order of 80 bits) allows a rst estimation of void fration and mean
luminane. These two parameters are introdued again into the alibration diagram from
whih a new threshold is taken. A third iteration is neessary and suÆient to ahieve a
good estimation of the void fration (see next setion). Generally, a fourth iteration only
inreases proessing time without bringing a signiant improvement to the measurement.
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Figure 3.18: Void fration error in funtion of the luminane threshold (left) and alibration
diagram (right) for the 13:60 mm glass tube.
3.2.4 Comparison of tehnique to stati void fration measure-
ments
Assuming that the stati measurement errors are representative of those with ow to deter-
mine the harateristi error of this measurement tehnique, the stati alibration images
for the glass tube are introdued into the image proessing program and analyzed. The
dierenes between "
ip
and "
ref
are determined and shown on the Figure 3.19 (on the left).
Consequently, the maximum dierene between the measured void fration and the refer-
ene void fration is 0:004. Statistially, the distribution of the measured errors is slightly
biased towards negative values; however, this is not systematially the ase. For ertain void
frations, the mean error is positive (e.g., for "
ref
= 0.05 or "
ref
= 0.40). It must also be
mentioned that the referene void fration also has a ertain measurement error, "
ref
. As
shown in equation 3.8, it depends on ve parameters, whih are measured experimentally,
and two of whih depend on the pressure (the saturated vapor density and the saturated
liquid density of the refrigerant). Considering these parameters to be linearly independent,
an error alulation shows that "
ref
does not exeed in its absolute value 0.005 for "
ref
=
0.05 and that "
ref
tends to 0.001 for "
ref
= 0.95 (Figure 3.19, on the right). In summary,
dening "
ref
as the error of the void fration measured by image proessing, it an be said
that in the worst ase the void fration measurement error of this new optial tehnique an
be estimated to be " = "
ref
+ "
ip
and is on the order of 0:01 over the entire range
of void frations measurable (0:05 < " < 0:95) for the 13:60 mm glass tube. Applying the
same proedure to a 8:00 mm glass tube, the error of the void fration - " is on the order
of 0:03.
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Figure 3.19: Error measurements on alibration images (on the left) and error measurement
on "
ref
(on the right) for the 13:60 mm glass tube.
3.2.5 Conlusions
A new optial measurement tehnique to dynamially measure the ross-setional void fra-
tion in two-phase ow in horizontal tubes has been proposed, with a desription of the
pratial and theoretial approah of the method, from the realization of an experimental
set-up to the image analysis system. This work was developed in parallel with measurements
of ow boiling heat transfer oeÆients for two refrigerants (R-22 and R-410A). The new
method is nonintrusive and allows measurements of the void fration through a glass tube
in a ross-setional view perpendiular to the ow. It is based on the reording of images
of the biphasi uid illuminated by a laser sheet. With an image proessing program, it
is possible to ompensate for the distortion of the vision area (due to the presene of the
tube glass wall) and to reonstrut an orthogonal, non-distorted view of the illuminated
setion. This reonstrution was developed based on a simulation of the deformation area
of the aquired images. The use of a trae onentration of a uoresent powder in the
refrigerant to highlight the interfae allows the image proessing system to determine the
interfae vapor-liquid of the refrigerant in order to extrat the ross-setional void fration.
This tehnique has been optimized for stratied types of ow and yields void frations with a
measured preision in absolute value on the order of 0:01 and 0:03 over the vapor quality
range from 0.05 to 0.95 for the 13:60 mm and 8:00 mm glass tube, respetively. This new
measurement tehnique together with void fration and dry angle measurements are also
desribed in Ursenbaher et al. [57℄ (2004) and Wojtan et al. [64℄ (2004).
Chapter 4
Experimental ow boiling test faility
The dierent test onditions and new measurement methods required the reonstrution of
the existing ow boiling test faility used most reently by Zurher [70℄ (2001). Two new
test setions have been suessively implemented into the existing test rig. The present
study onerns evaporation in 8:00 mm and 13:84 mm plain horizontal opper tubes. For
both tube diameters, optial set-ups to measure void fration have been built. To determine
the pressure drop separately for eah ow regime, an adiabati setion has been installed
at the outlet of evaporators. For better auray, more thermoouples have been added
to determine more preisely the heating-water temperature prole along the test setion.
A new aquisition system and data proessing subroutines written speially for this set-up
enabled on-line alulation of the heat transfer oeÆient and the vapor quality. This allows
the test onditions to be ontrolled in a more eÆient and more preise way. The mist ow
tests required higher mass veloities of the refrigerant. Therefore the piping system has been
modied to enable the appropriate ow onditions. All modiations have been made on
the original test rig developed by Kattan [29℄ (1996) and modied afterwards by Zurher
[70℄ (2001).
4.1 Desription of the ow boiling test faility
The objetive of this study was to run in-tube evaporation tests for the following onditions:
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Tested uids R-410A and R-22
Heating medium water
Internal tube diameter 8:00, 13.84 mm
Saturation temperature 5.0
o
C
Vapor quality (x) 0-1.0  
Void fration (") 0-1.0  
Mass veloities (G) 70-700 kg=m
2
s
Heat uxes (q) 6.0-57.5 kW=m
2
The measurements of suh a large mass veloity range required two pump-to-preheater han-
nels of dierent diameters. Also, to obtain a satisfatory auray it was neessary to use
two dierent sizes of ow meters. The maximum operating pressures were muh higher than
in previous tests. For the saturation temperature of 5
o
C, the saturation pressure is 9:30 bar
and 5:84 bar for R-410A and R-22 respetively. Like in the tests of Kattan [29℄ (1996) and
Zurher [70℄ (2001), the test faility onsists of a refrigerant loop and a heating water loop
enabling intube evaporation for the onditions speied above.
4.1.1 Refrigerant loop
Figure 4.1 shows a simplied layout of the refrigerant test loop. The refrigerant rst passes
through a series of horizontal eletrial preheaters and then through an insulated tube with-
out any sharp elbows. Then, the refrigerant enters the tubular test setion and is heated by a
ounter-urrent ow of hot water in the annulus of the double pipe system. The void fration
is measured at the outlet of the test setion as shown, and the refrigerant then goes through
a ondenser, a magnetially driven gear type of pump (oil free) and nally, a Coriolis mass
ow meter together with its inlet and outlet temperatures. There are two pump-to-preheater
hannel diameters, whih an be hosen depending on the required mass veloity in the test
setion. The hoie of two diameters also provides more exibility to reah steady state
onditions over the range of mass veloities. As an be seen in the Figure 4.1, there are also
two ow meters, whih an be independently used to obtain better auray for the required
operating ow rates. The iruit also inludes a vapor-liquid reservoir for ontrolling the
amount of refrigerant in the iruit and thus the operating pressure.
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Figure 4.1: Simplied layout of the refrigerant test loop.
Gear pump and piping
The gear pump provided stable ow of the refrigerant in the range from 0:15 kg=min to
10 kg=min. The regulation of the ow an be done either by the by-pass of the pump or by
pump motor frequeny variation. Both gears are made of the nikel-molybdenum-hromium
alloy (HASTELLOY C-276). To avoid the presene of any oil in the installation, a magneti
drive has been used. There are two hannels to hoose from, whih onnet the pump
with the preheater. The internal diameters of the pump-to-preheater hannels are 6:00 mm
and 10:00 mm. For the ows below 1 kg=min, the 6:00 mm hannel was used. On eah
pump-to-preheater hannel there is a preise Coriolis owmeter. The auray of the ow
meters is 0:15% of the measured value. The nominal measurement points are 1:5 kg=min
and 10 kg=min for the small and the big owmeter, respetively. All hannels are thoroughly
insulated to avoid heat gain from surroundings. The pump-to-preheater hannels are xed
aording to the owmeter manuals to maintain steady measurement onditions. Refrigerant
temperature is measured at the preheater inlet for the purpose of vapor quality alulation
at the outlet of the preheater.
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Preheater
The eletrial preheater is omposed of six horizontal stainless steel tubes with a hot wire
10:00 m long and 3:00 mm in diameter oiled around eah tube. The internal and external
diameters of the tubes are 13:00 mm and 16:00 mm respetively. The length of eah tube
is 1:40 m. To guarantee an uniform heat transfer, the hot wires are overed with a sprayed
opper layer. Eah hot wire of the preheater tube supplies 3:5 kW , whih results in a
maximum heat ux of 61:2 kW=m
2
. The preheater was onstruted and used by Zurher
[70℄ (2001), in his tests, whih required high heat uxes due to the large latent heat of
ammonia. The preheater was not hanged from to his experimental work. Thermoouples
are installed on eah tube of the preheater to prevent operation in ritial heat ux (CHF)
onditions. Thus, the power supply is shut down when the wall temperature exeeds 25
o
C.
The values of the ritial heat ux were alulated from the orrelation of Katto [33℄ (1984)
for eah test ondition and are presented in the Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
Mass Flow (kg=m
2
s) CHF for R-22 (kW=m
2
) CHF for R-410A (kW=m
2
)
70 7.16 7.06
150 14.46 14.28
300 27.42 27.13
500 43.96 43.64
700 54.29 46.85
Table 4.1: Critial heat ux for the measurements in the 13:84 mm test setion.
Mass Flow (kg=m
2
s) CHF for R-22 (kW=m
2
) CHF for R-410A (kW=m
2
)
100 3.62 3.59
200 6.86 6.76
350 11.49 11.34
Table 4.2: Critial heat ux for the measurements in the 8:00 mm test setion.
The values of the ritial heat ux were not exeeded in our evaporation tests. For more
tehnial details of the preheater, please refer to Zurher [70℄(2001).
Test setions
Two new test setions have been onstruted for the intube evaporation tests. The small and
large test setions have internal diameters of 8:00 and 13:84 mm, respetively. Both tubes
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are made of opper and have plain, smooth interiors. The heated lengths are 2:035 m and
2:026 m for the 8:00 mm and 13:84 mm evaporator, respetively. The outer stainless steel
annulus has an internal diameter of 14:00mm for the small test setion and 20:00mm for the
large test setion. The internal tubes are perfetly entered within the outer annulus tube in
ve positions using entering srews. The external surfae of annulus was well insulated for
both test ongurations to prevent heat gains from the surroundings. The main properties
and geometrial dimensions of the onstruted tubular evaporators are shown in Table 4.3.
Test Tube Outer Annulus Tube
Mat. D
ext
D z
t
 Mat. D
ext
D Æ
wat
(mm) (mm) (mm) (W/mK) (mm) (mm) (mm)
small setion Cu 9.53 8.00 2035 339 SS 17.40 14.00 2.235
large setion Cu 15.87 13.84 2026 339 SS 23.00 20.00 2.065
Table 4.3: Main properties and geometrial dimensions of the test setion.
where: D is the internal diameter of the tube, D
ext
is the external diameter of the tube, z
t
is the total heated length,  is the thermal ondutivity and Æ
wat
is the annular gap for the
heating water.
A omplete shemati diagram of the heat transfer test setion is shown in Figure 4.2. The
refrigerant enters the opper tube at the left and leaves at the right, and ows into the sight
glass. The hot water enters the annulus at the right of Figure 4.2 and leaves at the left.
Four thermoouples at the inlet (123, 124, 125, 126) and four thermoouples at the outlet
(101, 102, 103 and 104) are plaed in the heads of the test setion and are used to measure
the respetive mean inlet (T1water) and outlet temperatures of the water (T5water). There
are eighteen more thermoouples (from 105 to 122) reating three additional measurement
positions of the mean temperature of the water in the annular hannel. These are T2water,
T3water and T4water in Figure 4.2. The thermoouples have a diameter of 0:5 mm and the
thermoouple tips are xed 0:3 mm radially from the wall of the tested tube. Five mean
water temperatures form four measurement zones (z
1
, z
2
, z
3
, z
4
) of the length as speied
in Table 4.4. These temperatures allow alulation of the enthalpy prole over the whole
length of the tube used in the loal heat transfer measurement.
The inlet and outlet temperatures and pressures of the refrigerant are obtained as well. En-
ergy balanes over the preheater and test setion give the vapor quality at the position of the
loal heat transfer measurement and at the entrane of the sight glass. All thermoouples
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Figure 4.2: Test setion of the ow boiling test faility with the void fration measurement
set-up (ross-setion A-A: water thermoouple alignment in heads of test setion; ross-
setion B-B: water thermoouple alignment in the three entral positions; ross-setion C-C:
wall thermoouple alignment in the heat transfer measurement position).
were arefully and aurately alibrated insitu to an auray of 0:02
o
C ompared to two
preision thermometers of Omega Engineering, model DP251, plaed at the entrane and
out of the hannel during alibrations. The saturation temperature was alulated from the
measured saturation pressure using the EES (Engineering Equation Solver) thermophysial
property subroutine program and veried with two thermoouples that measure the refriger-
ant temperature at the inlet and outlet of the test setion. A omputerised data aquisition
system was used to reord all data and to insure that steady-state onditions were reahed.
The riterion for steady-state onditions is the refrigerant saturation temperature, whih
should not hange more than 0:05
o
C during an aquisition. Dierential pressure is mea-
sured over the test setion. To ensure that the results are not inuened by the exit piping,
an adiabati test setion has been installed after the void fration measurement set-up (see
Figure 4.1). The length of this test setion is 1:0 m and its internal diameter orresponds to
that of the tested tube.
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z
1
z
2
z
3
z
4
z
h
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)
8:00 mm test setion 610 570 500 355 510
13:84 mm test setion 600 570 504 357 500
Table 4.4: Main geometrial dimensions of the test setion.
Condenser and ooling group
After evaporation in the test setion, the refrigerant enters a stainless-steel shell and tube
ondenser, where it is ondensed and subooled. Condensation takes plae inside the stainless
steel tubes and the hilled liquid reeives the heat. The main dimensions of the ondenser
are speied in the Table 4.5.
Number of tubes 165
Tube length 1:5 m
External diameter of tube 6:35 mm
Internal diameter of tube 4:55 mm
Total area of heat exhange 5 m
2
Internal diameter of the shell 175 mm
Total length of the shell 800 mm
Table 4.5: Main geometrial dimensions of the ondenser
4.1.2 Heating water loop
The hot water ows ounter-urrently to the evaporating refrigerant in the annulus of the
test setion. The water is reheated after it passes through the test setion to maintain a
onstant heat ux during evaporation. The operating pressure of the water is 2 bar. As has
been pointed out in the objetives of this experimental work, loal heat uxes range from
6:0 to 57:5 kW=m
2
. The heat ux is diretly dependent on the inlet water temperature,
whih is ontrolled by two seondary water iruits using two plate heat exhangers. They
are onneted with a hot water iruit from the heater and an industrial old water iruit.
The layout of the water iruit is presented in Figure 4.3.
During evaporation tests at T
sat
= 5
o
C, the inlet water temperature varied from 7
o
C to 21
o
C
for the heat uxes 6:0 to 57:5 kW=m
2
, respetively. To maintain the mixing of the heating
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Figure 4.3: Layout of the heating water loop.
liquid in the annular hamber, the laminar ow ondition has been avoided. The values of
the Reynolds numbers for water ow at the two extreme temperatures are presented in the
Table 4.6
T
wat
= 7
o
C T
wat
= 21
o
C
8:00 mm test setion 7738 11230
13:84 mm test setion 4500 6531
Table 4.6: The values of Reynolds number for the heating water in the annulus.
The heating water iruit has not been hanged sine the evaporation tests of Kattan [29℄
(1996) and was suessfully used during these experimental studies.
4.2 Heat transfer measurements
One of the main objetives of this work is to determine the loal onvetive heat transfer
oeÆient over the vapor qualities range from 0 to 1. The ideal situation would be to
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measure the heat transfer oeÆient diretly at the required position without any intrusive
elements in the test setion. To aomplish this, the external temperature of the tube wall
was measured to avoid additional alulation of the waterside heat transfer oeÆient. With
knowledge of the temperature of the refrigerant and the value of the loal heat ux at the
inner wall of the tube, the refrigerant loal heat transfer oeÆient was determined from
Newton's law of ooling:
h =
q
T
wall
  T
sat
(4.1)
4.2.1 Waterside wall temperature
Four thermoouples have been installed on the external wall of eah tested tube (200, 201,
202, 203 as shown in Figure 4.2 ross-setion C-C) to measure the mean wall temperature
T
wall
. The loal heat transfer measurement loation was loated 1:525 m and 1:526 m from
the refrigerant inlet for the 8:00 mm and 13:84 mm test setion, respetively. The wall
thermoouples were only 0:25 mm in diameter. They were plaed in 15:00 mm long and
0:25 mm deep grooves on the outside surfae of the tube. Figure 4.4 shows the details of
the waterside wall thermoouples alignment. As an be seen, the thermoouples are situated
in the intersetion points of horizontal and vertial axes with the external tube perimeter.
They are brazed into the grooves of the tube to assure preise ontat with the tested tube.
The surfae is then polished so as not to disturbed the water ow. The loal heat transfer
oeÆient was measured in the axial position of ross-setion A-A.
Figure 4.4: Waterside wall thermoouples alignment in the heat transfer measurement posi-
tion.
Like the water thermoouples, the waterside wall thermoouples were alibrated to an a-
uray of 0:02
o
C ompared to the referene thermometer (again insitu). To determine a
loal mean temperature value of the tube, it is very important to apply numerous thermo-
ouples at dierent perimeter positions of the tube wall sine the temperatures around the
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irumferene of the tube an vary signiantly depending on the partiular two-phase ow
regime. Figure 4.5 shows the evolution of the temperature dierene between the top and
the bottom of the tube for three mass veloities. At the mass veloity G = 300 kg=m
2
s, the
evaporation ours under annular ow onditions, where the whole tube perimeter is wet.
The mean temperature dierene around the irumferene of these tube for this onditions
equals to 0:12
o
C and is not signiant.
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Figure 4.5: The dierene between temperature of the top and bottom tube wall thermo-
ouple for R-22 tests, D = 13:84 mm, T
sat
= 5
o
C for three mass veloities G = 70, 150 and
300 kg=m
2
s.
In the evaporation tests at mass veloities G = 70 kg=m
2
s and G = 150 kg=m
2
s the refrig-
erant ows in a stratied-wavy ow regime. The top part of the tube remains dry and is
intermittently wetted by the high amplitude waves. This phenomenon is enountered with
the mass veloity G = 150 kg=m
2
s, where the mean dierene in temperature between the
top and the bottom tube equals to 1
o
C for the vapor quality ranging from 0.25 to 0.9. At the
mass veloity G = 70 kg=m
2
s, the temperature dierene hanges almost linearly over the
vapor quality range of 0.2 to 0.95. It equals 1
o
C for the vapor quality 0.2 and rises to 2:5
o
C
for vapor quality of 0.9. This inrease of temperature dierene is aused by the inreasing
value of the dry angle as a funtion of the vapor quality. Even if some low amplitude waves
our, the amount of the tube perimeter that is wetted dereases as the refrigerant vapor
quality inreases. This onrms that for the stratied types of ows, the mean wall temper-
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ature value an not be determined aurately with the single wall thermoouple alignment.
Thus, using four 0:25 mm thermoouples around the irumferene of the tube at the heat
transfer measurement ross-setion gives well-dened loal mean wall temperature value over
whole tube perimeter.
Figure 4.6 shows the test tube with the installed wall thermoouples. At the loal wall
temperature measurement position, the annular hamber is split into two parts so the ther-
moouple leads pass through the water and out past the O-ring seal. Only the left part of
the annulus is shown in Figure 4.6. Both parts are onneted using six srews, where an
O-ring maintains a leak-free seal.
Figure 4.6: Tested tube with the waterside wall thermoouples in the annular hamber of
the test setion.
4.2.2 Temperature of refrigerant
The saturation temperature of the refrigerant ore T
sat
is alulated using the pressure
measurements at the inlet (P305) and the outlet (P304) of the test tube. Figure 4.2 shows
the pressure transduer arrangement in the test setion. As an be seen in Figure 4.7, the
saturation pressure P
loal
of the refrigerant in the heat transfer measurement position is
determined by the assumption of a linear pressure distribution over the length of the test
setion as is typial in suh tests and is alulated using equation 4.2.
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of the pressure over the test setion.
P
loal
=
z
h
z
t
(P305  P304) + P304 (4.2)
where: z
h
is the heat transfer measurement position, z
t
is the total test setion length, P305
is the absolute pressure at the inlet of the test setion and P304 is the absolute pressure at
the outlet of the test setion.
Finally, the saturation temperature T
sat
is obtained for the alulated P
loal
based on the
thermodynamial properties alulated using EES (linked to REFPROP 6.0 of NIST).
The saturation pressures P305 and P304 are measured using preise pressure transduers,
whih were alibrated with a very aurate balane over the range from 1 to 25 bars. After
alibration, the values of both pressure transduers installed in the test setion were om-
pared in a stati pressure test. The pressure was varied from 1 to 13 bars and the absolute
dierene in the measured values between of both transduers was always less than 20 mbar.
The saturation temperatures of the refrigerant at the inlet and the outlet of the test setion
were measured with two probe thermoouples (100, 127), the tips of whih were entered
within the tube, measuring the refrigerant temperature diretly. These values agreed losely
with those obtained from the measured inlet and outlet absolute pressures.
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4.2.3 Loal heat ux
The heat is transferred from the hot water to the refrigerant. The temperature of the water
is measured in ve positions with 26 thermoouples giving ve mean water temperatures
values T
wat
. The water thermoouples arrangement is shown in the ross-setions A-A and
B-B in Figure 4.2. As an be seen, the inlet and the outlet mean water temperatures are
measured by four thermoouples in eah position and the mean water temperatures in the
water annulus by six thermoouples (multiple thermoouples are used to get an aurate
mean value). The enthalpy of the water, assuming that the pressure drop along the annular
hamber is negligible, is given for any loation along the tube by equation 4.3:
h
wat
= 
pwat
 T
wat
(4.3)
where h
wat
is the enthalpy of water, 
pwat
the water spei heat and T
wat
is the mean water
temperature.
From equation 4.3, ve disrete enthalpy values were obtained for the ve measurements
points. These points were used to determine the enthalpy prole over the whole test setion
length. Figure 4.8 shows the enthalpy prole for R-22 evaporation tests at four dierent mass
veloities (G = 70; 150; 300 and 500 kg=m
2
s), for x = 0:5, T = 5
o
C and q = 7:5 kW=m
2
. For
the enthalpy prole determination, a seond order polynomial t has been used. It shows a
good agreement with the experimental points.
The heat transferred from the water between two points of the test setion an be dened
as:
Q
12
= (h
wat2
  h
wat1
)
_
M
wat
(4.4)
The derivative with respet to axial position of equation 4.4 divided by the tube perimeter
gives the external heat ux q
ext
along an elementary length dz.
q
ext
(z) =
1
D
ext
dQ
dz
=
_
M
wat
D
ext

dh
wat
(z)
dz

(4.5)
Thus, knowing the enthalpy prole h
wat
(z), the external heat ux an be alulated at any
point along the tested tube. For the alulation of the loal heat transfer oeÆient on the
refrigerant side, an internal heat ux is used. The internal loal heat ux provided to the
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Figure 4.8: Enthalpy prole along the test setion for R-22 evaporation tests at G =
70; 150; 300 and 500 kg=m
2
s, x = 0:5, T
sat
= 5
o
C, q = 7:5 kW=m
2
.
refrigerant is alulated as:
q(z) = q
ext

D
ext
D

=
_
M
wat
D

dh
wat
(z)
dz

(4.6)
For mist ow and dryout onditions, the enthalpy prole h
wat
(z) annot be determined
aurately along the whole tube length with a seond order polynomial applied to all ve
water measurements points. Compared to other ow regimes, the hot water temperature
hanges very slowly as mist ow ours. This phenomenon starts to appear at the end of
the refrigerant tube at higher vapor qualities. To determine the enthalpy prole exlusively
for mist ow and dryout onditions, only the last three mean water temperatures T1water,
T2water and T3water were used to dene the enthalpy prole h
wat
(z) at the end of the test
setion.
4.2.4 Loal heat transfer oeÆient determination
After measurement and alulation of the loal values of wall temperature T
wall
, refrigerant
saturation temperature T
sat
and heat ux at the loal measurement position q, the refrigerant
heat transfer oeÆient an be determined. Figure 4.9 shows the overall thermal resistane
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diagram with the temperature distribution for the loal heat transfer measurement test
onditions.
Twall
Tsat
Q
RcondRconv
T
D/2D /2ext
Figure 4.9: Thermal resistane diagram and temperature distribution during evaporation
tests.
As an be seen in Figure 4.9, the overall thermal resistane R
tot
is the sum of the tube wall
ondution resistane R
ond
and the onvetion resistane of the refrigerant R
onv
:
R
tot
= R
ond
+R
onv
(4.7)
The overall thermal resistane R
tot
an be also expressed as:
R
tot
=
T
wall
  T
sat
Q
(4.8)
For radial ondution in a ylindrial wall, the thermal resistane R
ond
is:
R
ond
=
ln(D
ext
=D)
2L
(4.9)
where  is the thermal ondutivity of opper. The thermal onvetion resistane R
onv
an
be alulated as:
R
onv
=
1
h
ref
DL
(4.10)
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and after substituting all terms to equation 4.8, the loal heat transfer oeÆient is deter-
mined from equation 4.12:
T
wall
  T
sat
Q
=
ln(D
ext
=D)
2L
+
1
h
ref
DL
(4.11)
1
h
ref
=
T
wall
  T
sat
q
 
ln(D
ext
=D)D
2
(4.12)
All alulations of the vapor quality and heat transfer oeÆient were alulated and moni-
tored in real time. This allowed adjustments in T
sat
and vapor quality x for eah experimental
point, before aquisition. Experimental points were alulated as the mean value from ten
aquisitions. The experimental points were only saved, if the refrigerant saturation tem-
perature T
sat
did not hange more than 0:05
o
C during an aquisition aording to the
steady-state riterion.
4.3 Vapor quality alulation
To alulate the vapor quality, an energy balane is made over the preheater and the test
setion. The refrigerant enters the preheater as a subooled liquid. The temperature of the
refrigerant is measured with a thermoouple installed on the tube wall under an insulation
layer. In the test setion, the vapor quality at any test setion position an be alulated
from the following equation:
x(z) =
P +
_
M
wat
 
wat
 (T1water   T
wat
(z))
_
M
ref
 h
LV
(4.13)
where P is the eletrial power provided from the preheater, T1water is the temperature of
the heating water at the inlet to the test setion, T
wat
(z) is the heating water temperature
at any position along the test setion, 
wat
is the water spei heat,
_
M
wat
,
_
M
ref
are the
water and the refrigerant mass ow, respetively.
For evaporation tests, the most important parameters alulated are the vapor qualities at
the loal heat transfer measurement position and at the outlet of the test setion, where the
void fration measurements are performed.
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4.4 Void fration determination
For the void fration measurements, the upper support desribed in setion 3.2 is used. The
video amera and the laser opti bre head are xed in the same manner as they were during
the alibration proedure. Figure 4.10 shows the upper support struture installed on the
alibration support (on the left) and the same struture applied to the dynami void fration
measurement at the end of the evaporator test setion (on the right).
Figure 4.10: Void fration measurement system a) alibration set-up, b) dynamial void
fration measurement set-up.
The sight glass is a borosiliate glass tube with an external diameter of 16:00 mm and a wall
thikness of 1:20 mm for the 13:84 mm test setion and an external diameter of 10:00 mm
and a wall thikness of 1:00 mm for the 8:00 mm test setion. Its has a very good degree of
roundness (0:02 mm) for the both tubes and very good optial qualities aording to DIN
ISO 3585. The amera is equipped with a video ard TARGA 2000, whih allows a real time
aquisition rate of 25 frames per seond with an image resolution of 720 x 576 pixels. Beause
of the interlaed aquisition mode (i.e. even lines and odd lines are not exposed and not
reorded at the same time), a resampling proedure is performed. The resampling tehnique
onsists of segregating even lines from odd lines and realulating the respetive missing lines
with a linear interpolation. This operation yields two images from one, inreasing artiially
the aquisition rate to 50 frames per seond and removes the "shadow" eet of interlaed
images to ahieve sharp interfaial ontrast. The alibration proedure desribed in setion
3.2 is simply repeated over both image types.
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4.5 Auray of measurements
To be sure that the entire measurement system is working orretly, liquid-liquid tests have
been done with subooled R-22 and R-410A versus water for both test setions. The a-
uray of the energy balane between the heating and ooling uids, and hene that when
evaporating, refrigerant was thus determined. As one an see in Figure 4.11, Q
wat
=Q
ref
var-
ied from 0.98 to 1.02, with a mean error of 0:98% for R-410A and 0:96% for R-22. Figure
4.12 shows the results of the same test for the 8:00mm test setion. For the liquid-liquid test
with R-410A Q
wat
=Q
ref
varied from 0.992 to 1.009 with a mean error of 0:7%. For the test
with R-22 Q
wat
=Q
ref
ranged from 0.993 to 1.012 with a mean error of 0:5%. This is very
aurate for these types of measurements. As a further hek on the experimental set-up,
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Figure 4.11: Energy balane in the liquid-liquid tests for refrigerants R-22 and R-410A in
the 13:84 mm test setion.
loal values of the single-phase heat transfer oeÆient have been measured and ompared
to the orrelations of Dittus-Boelter and Gnielinski, respetively:
Nu
L
= 0:023Re
0:8
L
Pr
0:4
(4.14)
Nu
L
=
(f=8)(Re
L
  1000) Pr
1 + 12:7(f=8)
0:5
(Pr
0:666
 1)
(4.15)
where f is the frition fator obtained from the Moody diagram.
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Figure 4.12: Energy balane in the liquid-liquid tests for refrigerants R-22 and R-410A in
the 8:00 mm test setion.
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Figure 4.13: Single-phase heat transfer oeÆient for refrigerants R-22 and R-410A in the
13:84 mm test setion.
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The measured heat transfer data are presented in Figure 4.13 and show a very good agree-
ment with the Dittus-Boelter and Gnielinski preditions. The t of experimental data agrees
partiularly well with the orrelation of Dittus-Boelter at higher mass veloities. Similar type
of results were obtained for the heat transfer measurement tests in the 8:00 mm test setion.
The results of the liquid-liquid tests onrm that the experimental results measured on the
ow boiling faility are highly aurate. The very low errors in the energy balanes prove
that all measurement instruments were preisely alibrated and that all the system was
working orretly. The good agreement with the predited orrelations with the loal heat
transfer measurements shows that the applied solution with water-side thermoouples gave
preise results and that the method ould be applied in the further experimental work for
the ow boiling heat transfer oeÆient measurements.
4.5.1 Vapor quality measurement inauray
Assuming that all measured values are linearly independent, the absolute vapor quality
error at eah position of the evaporator based on the general denition applied to 4.13 an
be expressed as:
x(z) =
v
u
u
u
t
 
x
P
P

2
+

x
T1
water
T1
water

2
+

x
T
wat
(z)
T
wat
(z)

2
+

x

_
M
wat

_
M
wat

2
+

x

_
M
ref

_
M
ref

2
+

x
P
sat
P
sat

2
(4.16)
The term with the saturation pressure P
sat
in the vapor quality error alulation is en-
ountered beause the latent heat of refrigerant is determined from the measurement of the
saturation pressure.
The absolute unertainty for the heating power measurements is 20 W and the auray of
the temperature measurements is 0:02
o
C. The absolute error of the pressure transduers
after alibration has been estimated to be 20 mbar. The refrigerant and water mass ow
rates are measured with an auray of 0:15%. After alulating of partial derivatives and
substituting all values in equation 4.16, the maximum absolute error for eah tested mass
veloity has been obtained. The results for the 13:84 mm and 8:00 mm are presented in
Tables 4.7 and Table 4.8, respetively.
These errors are smaller than the errors in the energy balanes in some ases. The reason
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Mass veloity 70 [kg=m
2
s℄ 150 [kg=m
2
s℄ 300 [kg=m
2
s℄ 500 [kg=m
2
s℄
R-22 0:0139 0:0067 0:0037 0:0025
R-410A 0:0128 0:0062 0:0035 0:0024
Table 4.7: Absolute error in the vapor quality for the tests in the 13:84 mm test setion.
Mass veloity 100 [kg=m
2
s℄ 200 [kg=m
2
s℄ 350 [kg=m
2
s℄ 500 [kg=m
2
s℄
R-22 0:0290 0:0145 0:0082 0:0057
R-410A 0:0265 0:0132 0:0076 0:0052
Table 4.8: Absolute error in the vapor quality for the tests in the 8:00 mm test setion.
is that during liquid-liquid tests with subooled refrigerant the heating water temperature
was very low and some heat gains from surroundings were inevitable. Furthermore, sine no
evaporation took plae in the test setion, the T of heating water was only below 1
o
C.
4.5.2 Loal heat transfer measurement inauray
For the loal heat transfer alulation, rstly the loal heat ux absolute error has to be
determined. Converting the derivative of the enthalpy for the derivative of the temperature
of the heating water
dh
wat
(z)
dz
= 
pwat
dT
wat
(z)
dz
(4.17)
and substituting into equation 4.6, the heat ux in eah point of the test setion an be
expressed in the following way:
q(z) =
_
M
wat
D

pwat
dT
wat
(z)
dz
(4.18)
If we assume, that the measurements of the heating water temperature and ow are linearly
independent, the absolute error of the heat ux q an be alulated from the following
expression.
q(z) =
s

dq(z)
d
_
M
wat

_
M
wat

2
+

dq(z)
dT
wat
T
wat

2
(4.19)
The absolute unertainty of the heating water ow measurement was 0:15% and one of the
temperature 0:02
o
C.
After alulating the partial derivatives in equation 4.19 and substituting the absolute un-
ertainties of the measured values, absolute and relative errors have been obtained for eah
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experimental point at the heat transfer measurement position. The alulated mean relative
error does not exeed 2% and 1% for the 13:84 mm and 8:00 mm test setion, respetively.
Substituting the variable R for the ondutive thermal resistane in the heat transfer alu-
lation:
R =
ln(D
ext
=D)D
2
(4.20)
equation 4.12 an be expressed in the following form:
h
ref
=
q
T
wall
  T
sat
  Rq
(4.21)
After alulating partial derivatives in equation 4.21 with the assumption that all variables
are linearly independent, the absolute error of the loal heat transfer measurements is al-
ulated as:
h
ref
=
v
u
u
u
t

 q
(T
wall
 T
sat
 Rq)
2
T
wall

2
+

q
(T
wall
 T
sat
 Rq)
2
T
sat

2
+

(T
wall
 T
sat
)
(T
wall
 T
sat
 Rq)
2
q

2
(4.22)
The wall temperature measurement unertainty was 0:02
o
C. The error in the saturation
temperature determination was 0:07
o
C and 0:11
o
C for the tests with R-410A and R-22,
respetively. The absolute error of the heat ux previously alulated at the heat transfer
measurement position was substituted into 4.22.
Tables 4.9 and 4.10 show the relative error of the loal heat transfer oeÆient for all prinipal
test series in the 13:84 mm and 8:00 mm test setions. For the tests in the 13:84 mm tube,
the lowest mean relative error of the heat transfer measurement is enountered at small
mass veloities. At G = 70 kg=m
2
s the mean relative error is in the range 1:9% for
q = 7:5 kW=m
2
and 1:5% for q = 17:5 kW=m
2
. As an be seen, the error rises with
the mass veloity. The highest error will our for the tests at G = 500 kg=m
2
s at the
lowest heat ux. The mean relative error there equals 5:8% and 8% for the R-410A and
R-22 tests, respetively. In equation 4.21, it an be seen that the heat transfer oeÆient
is inversely proportional to the temperature dierene between the wall and the refrigerant.
As the heat transfer oeÆient inreases with the mass veloity, for the onstant heat ux,
the dierene between saturation and wall temperature will derease. This phenomenon is
depited in Figure 4.14.
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Relative Error in R-410A tests - h
ref
=h
ref
[ ℄
G q = 7:5kW=m
2
q = 17:5kW=m
2
q = 37:5kW=m
2
[kg=m
2
s℄ Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max
G70 0.019 0.015 0.02 0.015 0.008 0.03 - - -
G150 0.026 0.019 0.061 0.02 0.017 0.028 0.024 0.009 0.078
G300 0.042 0.024 0.061 0.022 0.014 0.041 0.02 0.01 0.101
G500 0.058 0.029 0.088 0.03 0.022 0.04 0.021 0.012 0.076
Relative Error in R-22 tests - h
ref
=h
ref
[ ℄
G q = 7:5kW=m
2
q = 17:5kW=m
2
q = 37:5kW=m
2
[kg=m
2
s℄ Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max
G70 0.017 0.015 0.024 0.013 0.011 0.019 - - -
G150 0.03 0.022 0.129 0.017 0.016 0.018 0.013 0.011 0.023
G300 0.059 0.033 0.101 0.028 0.018 0.083 0.019 0.016 0.048
G500 0.08 0.039 0.136 0.032 0.024 0.049 0.03 0.016 0.171
Table 4.9: Relative error in the loal heat transfer oeÆient in the 13:84 mm test setion
for R-410A and R-22.
Relative Error in R-410A tests - h
ref
=h
ref
[ ℄
G q = 7:5kW=m
2
q = 17:5kW=m
2
q = 37:5kW=m
2
[kg=m
2
s℄ Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max
G100 0.034 0.032 0.036 0.022 0.021 0.022 - - -
G200 0.038 0.034 0.042 0.028 0.024 0.03 0.021 0.02 0.022
G350 0.045 0.035 0.052 0.031 0.026 0.033 0.022 0.016 0.024
Relative Error in R-22 tests - h
ref
=h
ref
[ ℄
G q = 7:5kW=m
2
q = 17:5kW=m
2
q = 37:5kW=m
2
[kg=m
2
s℄ Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max
G100 0.033 0.03 0.041 0.022 0.022 0.023 - - -
G200 0.047 0.042 0.056 0.026 0.024 0.026 0.02 0.019 0.02
G350 0.061 0.025 0.074 0.028 0.018 0.083 0.024 0.019 0.059
Table 4.10: Relative error in the loal heat transfer oeÆient in the 8:00 mm test setion
for R-410A and R-22.
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of the dierene between the wall and saturation temperature for
R-22 tests at x = 0:85.
As an be seen in Figure 4.14, for the lowest heat ux at the mass veloities G = 300 and
500 kg=m
2
s, the T is only about 1
o
C. As T
sat
is measured with the auray of 0:11
o
C
for R-22, it yields a higher value of error ompared to the other tests onditions. The mean
relative error of the measured heat transfer for the 8:00mm test setion shows the same trend
in results ompared to the 13:84 mm test setion. The h
ref
=h
ref
inreases with inreasing
mass veloity. The maximum values of the relative error are enountered at G = 350 kg=m
2
s
and equals 4:5% and 6:1% for R-410A and R-22, respetively.
4.5.3 Dynamial void fration measurement inauray
The auray of the dynami void fration measurements is assumed to be the same as for
the stati tests, sine no dynami alibration sheme is aurate enough for this purpose
to our knowledge. As it has been shown in subsetion 3.2.4 the optial tehnique has been
optimized for stratied types of ow and yields void frations with a measured preision in
absolute value on the order of 0:01 and 0:03 over the vapor quality range from 0.05 to
0.95 for the 13:84 mm and 8:00 mm test setion, respetively.
Chapter 5
Dynami void fration and dry angles
A new optial void fration measurement system has been oupled to the ow boiling test
faility deribed in Chapter 4 to obtain dynami and time-averaged void frations in a hori-
zontal tube. A series of evaporation tests have been run for two refrigerants in two diameters
of glass tube. Using our newly developed image proessing system, about 310 000 images
have been analyzed in this study to provide the same number of dynami void fration mea-
surements. From these images, 238 time-averaged void fration values have been obtained
for vapor qualities from 0.01 to 0.95 for the 13:60 mm diameter glass tube and 87 time-
averaged void fration values for the 8:00 mm diameter glass tube. The same number of
time-averaged dry angles have been obtained for both tubes. The ow pattern oriented heat
transfer model proposed by Kattan et al. [30, 31, 32℄ (1998a-) used the Steiner version of
the Taitel-Dukler [53℄ (1976) void fration model embedded in the ow pattern identiation
map and the Rouhani-Axelsson relation [46℄ (1970) for the heat transfer predition. As a
next steep, Thome and El Hajal [55℄ (2002) proposed to use the the Steiner version of the
Rouhani-Axelsson void fration model for both ow pattern and heat transfer predition
(see setion 2.2.3) by introduing it into the ow pattern map. In this study, the exper-
imental results of dynami void fration measurements will be ompared to the model of
Taitel-Dukler and to the Steiner version of Rouhani-Axelsson relation. Two other methods
will be also ompared: the homogeneous model as a limiting ase and widely quoted kineti
energy model of Zivi [67℄ (1964). The dry angle are also measured and ompared to the
values of 
dry
used for the denition of tube dry perimeter of the tube in the heat transfer
model of Kattan et al.
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5.1 Void fration models
Void fration has been desribed for four dierent geometrial onditions in setion 1.3. In
the present study, the fous will be only on the ross-setional void fration. As it denes the
ross-setional areas oupied by the vapor and the liquid, it denes the true mean veloities
of eah phase. It is also the primary parameter in the alulation of pressure drop, ow
pattern transitions and heat transfer oeÆients. Void fration models dene the variation of
void fration as a funtion of vapor quality. Numerous void fration relationships exist in the
literature. Surprisingly numerous studies refer to a void fration model without any physial
motivation. It is very diÆult to dene a void fration orrelation and a lot of dierent
physial approahes are proposed. In this setion the homogeneous model, whih assumes
the same veloity in eah phase and the several veloity ratio models will be presented.
Furthermore, the model of Taitel-Dukler [53℄ (1976) used for the predition of ow pattern
transitions and drift ux models will be disussed.
5.1.1 Homogeneous model
The homogeneous model is based on the assumption that the vapor and liquid phases ow
at the same veloities. After omparison of vapor and liquid veloities dened in equations
1.13 and 1.14, the void fration an be alulated as:
" =

1 +

1  x
x


V

L

 1
(5.1)
This model represents the upper physial limit of the void fration for horizontal o-urrent
two-phase ows. There is no surprise that the homogeneous model overpredits the real void
fration for most pratial ases, where the vapor phase ows usually at the higher veloity.
This expression is reasonably aurate only for bubbly ows and dispersed droplets in mist
ows, where the entrained phase travels at nearly the same veloity as the ontinuous phase.
The homogeneous model is also the limiting ase as the pressure tends towards the ritial
pressure, where the dierene in the phase densities disappears.
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5.1.2 Veloity ratio models
The veloity ratio is a onept utilized in separated ow types of models, where it is assumed
that the two-phases ow at two dierent veloities. The veloity ratio is dened as:
S =
u
V
u
L
(5.2)
and desribes relative mean veloities of the two o-existent phases. The value S is often
referred inorretly to as the slip ratio, although physially there annot be a disontinuity
in the two veloities at the interfae sine a boundary layer is formed in both phases. The
general veloity ratio model is dened as:
" =

1 +

1  x
x


V

L

S

 1
(5.3)
For equal veloities of both phases, i.e. S = 1 the expression reverts to the homogeneous
model. For upward and horizontal o-urrent ows u
V
is nearly always greater than u
L
suh
that S > 1. Numerous analytial and empirial methods have been proposed to alulate
the veloity ratio S. Several will be presented below:
Momentum ux model
In this model, the value of the momentum ux is minimized by dierentiation of the mo-
mentum ux equation with respet to " and set equal to zero, so that:
G
2

x
2
v
V
"
+
(1  x)
2
v
L
1  "

d
d"
= 0 (5.4)
Comparing the resulting expression to equation 5.3, the veloity ratio for this simple model
is:
S =


L

V

1=2
(5.5)
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Kineti energy model of Zivi
Zivi [67℄ (1964) proposed a model for annular ow, assuming that no liquid is entrained in the
entral vapor ore. Based on the hypothesis that the total kineti energy of the two-phases
will seek to be a minimum, he obtained his veloity ratio as:
S =


L

V

1=3
(5.6)
Chisholm model
Chisholm [10℄ (1973) obtained the following orrelation for the veloity ratio:
S =

1  x

1 

L

V

1=2
(5.7)
This relation results from simple annular ow theory and appliation of the homogeneous
theory on the uid density, produing approximately equal fritional pressure gradients in
eah phase.
5.1.3 Geometri model of Taitel-Dukler
Taitel and Dukler [53℄ (1976) proposed a model for prediting ow regimes transitions.
Starting from a momentum balane of eah phase in an equilibrium stratied ow, they
obtained:
 A
V

dp
dz

V
  
V
P
V
  
i
P
i
+ 
V
A
V
g sin' = 0 (5.8)
 A
L

dp
dz

L
  
L
P
L
+ 
i
P
i
+ 
L
A
L
g sin' = 0 (5.9)
and assuming the same pressure gradient in both phases, the two equations are redued as
follows:

V
P
V
A
V
  
L
P
L
A
L
+ 
i
P
i

1
A
L
+
1
A
V

+ (
L
  
V
) g sin' = 0 (5.10)
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The shear stresses are evaluated in the onventional manner and the frition fators are
a funtion of the Reynolds number. Interfae and vapor frition fators are assumed to
be equal. Taitel and Dukler transformed their equations to dimensionless form with the
referene variables: D for length, D
2
for area and the superial veloities, j
L
and j
V
for
the liquid and vapor veloities, respetively. By designating dimensionless quantities by a
subsript D, equation 5.10 takes the form:
X
2
tt

(u
LD
D
LD
)
 n
u
2
LD
P
LD
A
LD

 

(u
V D
D
V D
)
 m
u
2
V D

P
V D
A
V D
+
P
iD
A
LD
+
P
iD
A
V D

 4Y = 0 (5.11)
Y is a variable equal to zero if the ow is horizontal (' = 0). For turbulent ow, Taitel
and Dukler proposed n = m = 0:2 and n = m = 1:0 for laminar ow. Every dimensionless
variable shown in equation 5.11 an be expressed as funtion of the dimensionless liquid
height h
LD
dened in equation 2.2 as:
A
LD
=
A
L
D
2
= 0:25
h
   aros(2h
LD
  1) + (2h
LD
  1)
p
1  (2h
LD
  1)
2
i
(5.12)
A
V D
=
A
V
D
2
= 0:25
h
aros(2h
LD
  1) + (2h
LD
  1)
p
1  (2h
LD
  1)
2
i
(5.13)
P
LD
=    aros(2h
LD
  1) (5.14)
P
V D
= aros(2h
LD
  1) (5.15)
P
iD
=
p
1  (2h
LD
  1)
2
(5.16)
D
LD
=
4A
LD
P
LD
(5.17)
D
V D
=
4A
V D
P
V D
+ P
iD
(5.18)
A
D
=
A
D
2
=

4
(5.19)
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u
LD
=
u
L
j
L
=
A
D
A
LD
(5.20)
u
V D
=
u
V
j
V
=
A
D
A
V D
(5.21)
After substitution of all parameters equation 5.11 is solved iteratively with respet to h
LD
.
The Martinelli parameter X
tt
is alulated from equation 1.50 for eah vapor quality 0 
x  1 and the void fration an be obtained nally as:
" =
A
V D
A
D
(5.22)
Thus, from the relationship between void fration and liquid height, it is possible to dene
the void fration of Taitel and Dukler. Continuing the same approah, Steiner [58℄ (1993)
proposed simplied relationships for the dimensionless variables used afterwards in the ow
pattern predition by Kattan and presented in setion 2.2.1.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of homogeneous, Taitel-Dukler and veloity ratio void fration mod-
els for refrigerant R-410A at T
sat
= 5
o
C.
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Figure 5.1 shows a omparison of the above models for refrigerant R-410A at T
sat
= 5
o
C. As
expeted, the homogeneous model (dashed urve) gives the highest value of void fration.
The momentum ux model gives the lowest values. The dierene between the veloity ratio
models (solid urves) is the most signiant at low vapor qualities. For the vapor quality
x = 0:1, the disparity in void fration between the momentum ux model and the Chisholm
model is almost 0.25. The geometrial model of Taitel-Dukler (dash-doted urve) agrees
very well with the veloity ratio model of Chisholm and only for the vapor quality range
0:2  x  0:7 an a slight shift be observed.
5.1.4 Correlations based on the drift ux model
The general drift ux model of Zuber and Findlay
Zuber and Findlay [68℄ (1965) proposed the general form of the drift ux model. This model
takes into aount both the eet of nonuniform ow and void proles as well as the eet
of the loal relative veloity between the phases. The rst eet is taken into aount by a
distribution parameter, whereas the weighted average drift veloity aounts for the latter.
Zuber and Findlay onsidered a three-dimensional problem and expressed the veloities in
terms of vetors. Hene, the volumetri ux densities are dened as:
~
j
V
= "~u
V
(5.23)
~
j
L
= (1  ")~u
L
(5.24)
The relative veloity between the two-phases is:
~u
R
= ~u
V
  ~u
L
(5.25)
and the diusion or drift veloities with respet the volumetri ux density of the mixture
are:
~
V
V j
= ~u
V
 
~
j (5.26)
~
V
Lj
= ~u
L
 
~
j (5.27)
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and the volumetri ux density of the mixture is dened by:
~
j =
~
j
V
+
~
j
L
(5.28)
Considering the ontinuity equation for the liquid and gas phase, they onluded that the
volumetri ux densities of the two-phases do not depend upon spae oordinates but only
upon time, thus:
~
j
V
+
~
j
L
=
~
j(t) (5.29)
Zuber and Findlay proposed the average value of a salar or of a vetor quality F over the
ross-setional area of the dut dened by:
hF i =
1
A
Z
A
FdA (5.30)
Introduing the expressions for the loal values of the loal veloities u
V
alulated from 5.26
into 5.30, they obtained the average veloities (over the ross-setional area) of the vapor;
thus
hu
V
i = h
j
V
"
i = hji+ hV
V j
i (5.31)
However, the system input parameters readily available to a designer or to an experimenter
are the average volumetri ux densities dened by
hj
V
i = h"u
V
i =
Q
V
A
(5.32)
In view of these relations, Zuber and Findlay onsidered the weighted mean value of the
quantity F, dened by:

F =
h"F i
h"i
=
1
A
R
A
"FdA
1
A
R
A
"dA
(5.33)
whene they obtained the weighted mean veloity u
V
of the gas phase, whih is
u
V
=
hu
V
"i
h"i
=
hj
V
i
h"i
(5.34)
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In view of equation 5.26, the weighted mean veloity also an be expressed as:
u
V
=
h"ji
h"i
+
h"V
V j
i
h"i
(5.35)
In general, the average veloity < u
V
> dened by equation 5.31 is not equal to the weighted
mean veloity u
V
dened by equation 5.34 and 5.35.
The weighted mean veloity u
V
an be ast in several forms whih are useful for analysing
experimental data and for determining the average volumetri onentration (void fration)
< " >. Thus, multiplying and dividing the rst term on the right-hand side of equation 5.35
by < j >, we obtain
u
V
=
hj
V
i
h"i
= C
o
hji+
h"V
V j
i
h"i
(5.36)
where the distribution parameter C
o
is dened by:
C
o
=
h"ji
h"ihji
=
1
A
R
A
"jdA

1
A
R
A
jdA
 
1
A
R
A
"dA

(5.37)
Equation 5.36 an be expressed in a nondimensional form by dividing both sides of < j >,
thus
hi
h"i
= C
o
+
h"V
V j
i
h"ihji
(5.38)
what after rearranging, results in the general expression for prediting the average volumetri
onentration (void fration) < " > of the form:
h"i =
hi
C
o
+
h"V
V j
i
h"ihji
(5.39)
where <  > is the average volumetri ow onentration orresponding to the homogeneous
void fration:
hi =
hj
V
i
hji
=
Q
V
Q
V
+Q
L
=

1 +

1  x
x


V

L

 1
(5.40)
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In ontrast to previous analyses, Zuber and Findlay derived an expression, whih is appliable
to any two-phase ow regime. Furthermore, the analysis takes into aount both the eet
of nonuniform ow and onentration proles and the eet of the loal relative veloity.
The rst eet is aounted for by the distribution parameter C
o
, whereas the seond one is
aounted for by the weighted mean drift ux veloity h"V
V j
i=h"i. For eah partiular ow
regime, the value of the average volumetri onentration < " > an be obtained from the
general expression 5.39 by inserting the appropriate veloity and onentration proles and
the appropriate expression for the drift veloity.
Zuber and Findlay showed that the distribution parameter C
o
depends on the ow struture.
Analyzing experimental results in the hji   u
V
oordinates, they showed linear dependene
of the results for slug, bubbly and annular ow regimes. Aording to equation 5.36, for
a partiular two-phase ow pattern the slope of suh a straight line gives the value of the
distribution parameter C
o
, wheras the interept of this line with the u
V
=
hj
V
i
h"i
axis gives the
value of the weighted mean drift veloity

V
V j
.
Without any referenes to ow pattern, a mean value of C
o
= 1:13 orrelated the steam-
water mixture data of Zuber et al. [69℄ (1967) at elevated pressures. For vertial slug ow
they proposed C
o
= 1:2.
The weighted mean drift ux veloity obtained by Zuber and Findlay for the vertial, slug
ow regime is

V
V j
=
h"V
V j
i
h"i
= 0:35

gpD

L

0:5
(5.41)
and for the vertial, bubbly hurn-turbulent regime it is

V
V j
=
h"V
V j
i
h"i
= 1:53

gp

2
L

0:25
(5.42)
Zuber et al. [69℄ (1967) proposed for vertial ows of steam-water mixtures at elevated
pressure, a mean value of

V
V j
appliable without any referenes to ow regime as

V
V j
=
h"V
V j
i
h"i
= 1:41

gp

2
L

0:25
(5.43)
As an be seen, the drift ux model of Zuber and Findlay allows one to alulate the void
fration < " > taking into aount the numerous aspets ourring in two-phase ow. They
presented their model for spei ow patterns and hene there is not a ontinuous transition
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in void fration between dierent ow regimes.
The Rouhani-Axelsson model
Rouhani-Axelsson [46℄ (1970) presented a drift ux model based on that of Zuber and Findlay
[68℄ (1965) in the form of:
" =
x

V

C
o

x

V
+
1  x

L

+

V
V j
G

 1
(5.44)
The weighted mean drift ux veloity and the distribution parameter based on a horizontal
onguration are in agreement with experimental data proposed by VDI-Warmeatlas [58℄
(1993) using the additional expressions:

V
V j
= 1:18(1  x)

g (
L
  
V
)

2
L

0:25
(5.45)
C
o
= 1 + 0:12(1  x) (5.46)
After substitution into equation 5.44, this results in the expression:
" =
x

V

(1 + 0:12(1  x))

x

V
+
1  x

L

+
1:18(1  x)[g(
L
  
V
)℄
0:25
G
0:5
L

 1
(5.47)
This form of the Rouhani-Axelsson void fration model was proposed for general use by
Steiner [58℄ (1993) irrespetive of ow pattern but for horizontal ows. This method takes
into aount eets of onentration distribution and relative veloity and inludes the im-
portant eets of mass veloity, visosity and surfae tension.
Kattan et al. [32℄ (1998) and Zurher [70℄ (2000) seleted the Steiner version of the Rouhani-
Axelsson void fration model for their heat transfer investigation. As it has been shown in
setion 2.2.3, Thome and El Hajal proposed to also use this form of drift ux model for both
ow pattern transition and heat transfer preditions.
Figure 5.2 shows the Rouhani-Axelsson drift ux model for refrigerant R-410A at four mass
veloities: 70, 150, 300 and 500 kg=m
2
s. As an be seen, the predited void fration value
inreases with inreasing mass veloity. The eet of mass veloity beomes less signiant
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Figure 5.2: Rouhani-Axelsson drift ux void fration model for R-410A at T
sat
= 5
o
C.
at higher mass veloities. In an be seen that the dierene in predition of void fration
between G = 300 kg=m
2
s and G = 500 kg=m
2
s is more or less negligible.
5.2 Dynami void fration measurements
The dynami void fration experimental set-up is loated at the outlet of the evaporator
test setion and it is desribed in setion 4.4. The ross-setional image sequenes were
simultaneously aquired with all the heat transfer parameters. The images were proessed
on a PC with a Pentium 3 proessor (455 MHz) as desribed in setion 3.2. All together,
325 experimental points have been aquired orresponding to almost 310 000 images. Due to
optial perturbations, some sequenes had to be removed as they were not proessable. The
best image quality in terms of the ontrast between the vapor and the liquid phase is obtained
at low vapor qualities and low mass veloities (i.e. for low liquid phase veloities). On the
other hand, at high vapor qualities, oasionally some droplets of liquid were arried away by
the high veloity vapor, whih resulted in additional reetions and seondary refration of
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the light. Moreover, for high vapor quality tests, the rhodamineB powder deposited on the
upper "dry" internal perimeter of the tube. As a result, very intense white spots sometimes
appear on the aquired image (overexposed images). This problem is partially avoided by
regularly "washing" the tube wall with high frequeny waves at higher mass veloities before
returning to the test onditions. Finally, ondensation of moisture in the room air on the
external surfae of the glass tube was removed with a dry air jet to avoid blurred images.
5.2.1 Experimental onditions
In the 13:84 mm test setion, experimental tests were run for two refrigerants at four mass
veloities over nearly the entire range of vapor quality 0:01  x  0:95. R-22 was tested at
mass veloities of 70, 100, 150 and 200 kg=m
2
s and R-410A for 70, 150, 200 and part of the
range for 300 kg=m
2
s. In the 8:00 mm test setion, R-22 was tested at mass veloities 100,
150, 200 kg=m
2
s and R-410A at 100 and 200 kg=m
2
s. Due to the ow instabilities in the
8:00 mm test setion at low mass veloities, the void fration over the entire vapor quality
range was only measured at 200 kg=m
2
s. For lower mass veloities the tested range of vapor
quality was 0:01  x  0:55. The saturation temperature was 5
o
C and the heat uxes in
the heat transfer setion ranged from 2.0 to 7:5 kW=m
2
(low heat uxes were used to avoid
nuleate boiling and its entrained bubbles in the ow). The minimum heat ux was applied
espeially for the lower void frations measurements to obtain low vapor qualities at the
outlet of the heat transfer test setion. A omputerised data aquisition system was used
to reord all data and to insure that steady-state onditions were reahed. The riteria for
steady-state onditions was the refrigerant saturation temperature, whih should not hange
more than 0:05
o
C.
5.2.2 Results and disussion
Eah test ase of void fration measurement an be presented as a funtion of time, but due
to the large number of measurements, only a few ases are shown here. The rst ase is for
a R-410A stratied-wavy ow in the 13:60 mm sightglass tube (see Figure 5.3) at the exit
of the 13:84 mm heat transfer test setion with the void fration of eah sequential image
plotted versus time. The mass veloity is G = 70 kg=m
2
s and vapor quality is x = 0:200.
The harateristi yli variation observable orresponds to waves passing through the ross-
setion and the time in-between orresponds to their period. The void frations equal to 0.0
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Figure 5.3: Void fration evolution for stratied-wavy ow with intermittent ow: R-410A,
G = 70 kg=m
2
s, T = 5
o
C, x=0.200, D = 13:60 mm.
Figure 5.4: Variation of the liquid interfae during one wave yle (from 9.50 to
11:16 seonds): R-410A, G = 70 kg=m
2
s, T = 5
o
C, x = 0:200, D = 13:60 mm. Trans-
formed images with deteted interfae (upper part) and nal proessed images used for void
fration alulation (bottom part).
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represent the passage of liquid slugs that ll the entire hannel. Figure 5.4 shows seleted
ross-setional images within the time interval of 9.50 to 11:16 seonds, whih orrespond to
the passage of a wave with respetive void frations of 0.537, 0.685, 0.794 and 0.479. There
are two groups of images orresponding to two dierent steps of the image proessing. The
rst group (top) is obtained after optial transformation and interfaial detetion (blak
urves). As an be seen, the position of interfae is preise and parameters like the dry
angle and the liquid height an be very aurately determined. The seond group (bottom)
illustrates the nal blak and white proessed images used for void fration alulation. The
ross-setional area below the gas/liquid interfae is lled with blak olor and represents the
liquid phase. Inversely, the white olor orresponds to the gas phase. The ross-setional
void fration is thus alulated from the ratio of the white pixels to the total number of
pixels of the hannel.
The seond ase is presented in Figure 5.5 for a slug ow with R-410A. The mass veloity is
G = 150 kg=m
2
s and vapor quality is x = 0:103. The interfaial prole hanges more rapidly
ompared to the previous ase. Indeed, the periods of waves are shorter and the whole tube
perimeter is wetted more frequently by liquid slugs. The reorded sequene ontains about
20 large amplitude wave passages that should give a good representation of the time-averaged
void fration value. The transformed images in the upper part of Figure 5.6 depit spei
ross-setional views due to passage of a liquid slug. For this very high frequeny phenomenon
(only 0:06 seonds between rst and last image), the dynami interfae detetion between
gas and liquid remains aurate, even if a very small vapor zone has not been deteted (the
"tooth" in the 2:82 seonds image in the upper group). Conerning the same image, the
interfae deteted seems to be very rough, espeially lose to the internal tube surfae at
the right side. The surfae detetion tehnique is diretly based on the absolute luminane
signal. If the distintion of the interfae is loally perturbed by a shadow (issued from a
rhodamineB deposit or from a moisture droplet), the detetion will be diretly inuened and
suh a rough interfae (whih probably has no uid dynami sense) will appear. A smoothing
funtion ould be applied on the interfae prole to eliminate these minor anomalies, but
the inuene in terms of void fration measurement error is very low, and thus the tehnique
remains very aurate without suh an intervention. Conerning the lower images in Figure
5.6, the orresponding blak-and-white images used to identify the surfae of the vapor zone
are shown, whih are used for the void fration alulation.
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Figure 5.5: Void fration distribution for slug ow: R-410A, G = 150 kg=m
2
s, T = 5
o
C,
x = 0:103, D = 13:60 mm.
Figure 5.6: Variation of the liquid interfae for slug ow: R-410A,G = 150 kg=m
2
s, T = 5
o
C,
x = 0:103, D = 13:60 mm. Transformed images with deteted interfae (upper part) and
nal proessed images used for void fration alulation (bottom part).
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Reviewing the literature, nearly all slug ow length and frequeny data and predition
methods are for air-water and air-oil adiabati ows, whih are quite dierent that the urrent
test onditions, hosen speially for examining evaporating ows of refrigerants, e.g. a
widely used industrial proess in refrigeration and air-onditioning systems. Extrapolating,
the method of Trononi [56℄ (1990) for instane to the present onditions, where his slug
frequeny ! is predited to be:
! = 0:61

V
u
V

L
(D   h
L
)
(5.48)
it overpredits a sampling of slug frequenies, dedued from our measurements, by a fator
of 2 to 3. Hene, one an onlude that air-water data and predition methods for slug
frequeny are not representative for typial working uids (refrigerants and hydroarbons)
that have muh lower surfae tensions and ontat angles.
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Figure 5.7: Evolution of the void fration as a funtion of vapor quality for R-22 in the
13:60 mm sightglass at four mass veloities: a) 70, b) 100, ) 150 and d) 200 kg=m
2
s.
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Based on the 238 image sequenes obtained experimentally in the 13:60 mm sightglass tube,
238 time-averaged values of void fration were determined. The results obtained for R-22
and R-410A are shown in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, respetively. The experimental time-
averaged void frations are presented as a funtion of vapor quality (square points) and are
ompared with the homogeneous model (dotted line), the Zivi model (dash-dotted line), the
Taitel-Dukler model (dashed line) and the Steiner version of the Rouhani-Axelsson drift ux
void fration model (solid line).
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Figure 5.8: Evolution of the void fration as a funtion of vapor quality for R-410A in the
13:60 mm sightglass at four mass veloities: a) 70, b) 150, ) 200 and d) 300 kg=m
2
s.
The omparison with the homogeneous model has been presented as the limiting ase in
whih vapor and liquid travel with the same veloity. As expeted, there is a huge dierene
between measured and homogeneous void fration in all tests. The seond void fration
model used for omparison is the orrelation of Zivi presented in setion 5.1.2. As an be
seen in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, kineti energy model of Zivi signiantly underpredits
void fration almost for all tests in the vapor quality range 0  x  0:2. For higher vapor
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qualities the model of Zivi predits void fration orretly and partiularly well for the R-22
tests. The predited void fration using the models of Taitel-Dukler and Rouhani-Axelsson
is similar for the mass veloities G  100 kg=m
2
s and it shows good agreement with the
experimental results. The model of Rouhani-Axelsson, ontrary to that of Taitel-Dukler, is
a funtion of mass veloity. This eet was presented for refrigerant R-410A in Figure 5.2.
It shows that the void fration dereases with dereasing mass veloity and the dierene
between void fration alulated for G = 70 kg=m
2
s and G = 150 kg=m
2
s is quite signiant.
To allow a quantitative omparison between experimental results and the four void fration
models, the results are now ompared to the methods through three statistial errors.
The relative error between the predited and measured void fration is:
"
i
=
("
model
  "
meas
)
"
meas
(5.49)
The average deviation is:
" =
1
n
n
X
i=1
"
i
(5.50)
and denes how entered is predition to measured points. " = 0, if the data are exatly
entered.
The mean deviation is:
j"j =
1
n
n
X
i=1
j"
i
  "j (5.51)
and denes the intensity of deviation by the global sum of eah loal deviation. It shows
how large is the sattering of the experimental points with respet to predition.
The standard deviation is:
 =
v
u
u
t
1
n  1
n
X
i=1
("
i
  ")
2
(5.52)
and alibrates for "  the loation of  68% of statistial ourrene. Twie the standard
deviation value 2 inreases the statistial ourrene to  96%.
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Test Model " (%) j"j (%)  (%)
Homogenous 22.0 16.7 28.2
R-22, G = 70 kg=m
2
s Zivi 1.2 7.5 13.0
Taitel-Dukler 6.8 10.4 18.2
Rouhani -1.2 6.6 11.7
Homogenous 15.8 10.5 13.6
R-22, G = 100 kg=m
2
s Zivi -5.8 9.6 12.8
Taitel-Dukler -0.1 3.5 5.6
Rouhani -4.1 4.8 7.7
Homogenous 14.7 13.0 17.8
R-22, G = 150 kg=m
2
s Zivi -6.7 8.9 11.9
Taitel-Dukler -0.4 3.6 7.3
Rouhani -1.6 3.3 6.7
Homogenous 18.0 17.4 25.7
R-22, G = 200 kg=m
2
s Zivi -3.8 7.7 15.1
Taitel-Dukler 3.4 7.6 13.0
Rouhani 2.9 7.6 15.1
Homogenous 47.2 43.4 77.6
R-410A, G = 70 kg=m
2
s Zivi 8.7 16.3 32.1
Taitel-Dukler 30.6 37.5 61.8
Rouhani 7.0 16.6 33.8
Homogenous 20.4 15.6 20.7
R-410A, G = 150 kg=m
2
s Zivi -6.8 13.0 18.4
Taitel-Dukler 6.5 7.7 12.6
Rouhani 0.1 7.4 14.3
Homogenous 14.9 13.9 22.5
R-410A, G = 200 kg=m
2
s Zivi -8.6 15.9 23.1
Taitel-Dukler 3.7 6.4 14.7
Rouhani -1.1 9.8 18.8
Homogenous 31.5 16.3 21.9
R-410A, G = 300 kg=m
2
s Zivi -9.0 12.5 15.0
Taitel-Dukler 17.3 19.3 28.5
Rouhani 9.6 5.5 8.8
Homogenous 23.1 18.3 28.5
Overall statistial Zivi -3.9 11.4 17.7
results Taitel-Dukler 8.5 12.0 20.2
Rouhani 1.5 7.7 14.6
Table 5.1: Statistial analysis of the void fration results in the 13:60 mm sightglass.
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Table 5.1 shows the statistial analysis of the void fration results in the 13:60mm sightglass.
The results shows that the drift ux model of Rouhani-Axelsson predits the void fration
with the lowest values of average, mean and standard deviation in most of the tests. Also
quite aurate predition is obtained with the model of Taitel-Dukler, whih in four from
eight tests produes the smallest standard deviation. The mean value of standard deviation
of Taitel-Dukler method alulated for all eight tests is 20:21% is muh higher ompared to
14:61% of Rouhani-Axelsson.
Regarding to the experimental points of time-averaged void frations, whih follow those
predited by the model of Rouhani-Axelsson, Taitel-Dukler and Zivi for higher x, it is sur-
prising to see quite high values of standard deviation. The reason of this are the measure-
ments at low vapor quality (x < 0:1), where some suessive points present a disontinuous
evolution of time-averaged void fration, espeially for measurements at low mass veloity
(G = 70 kg=m
2
s for R-22 and R-410A, Figure 5.7a and Figure 5.8a, respetively). For
example, referring to the values of x  0:05 in Figure 5.8a, whih are too low relative to
expetations. Two spei parameters an explain suh deviations, a non-representative
aquisition time period (an issue disussed below) and the maximum errors 2% in energy
balanes disussed in setion 4.5.
Figure 5.9 shows void fration as a funtion of time for R-410A at G = 70 kg=m
2
s (a rel-
atively low mass veloity) and x = 0:051. Two dierent trends appear on this graph and
seem to be due to two dierent types of ows. The rst is haraterized by short slugs (eah
lasting about 0:5 seonds) and the seond represents a long wave (lasting almost 4 seonds).
The short slug phenomenon appears to repeat itself (beginning at time 13 seonds) with rel-
atively small void fration values, but the long wave phenomenon appears ompletely only
one time within the sampling period of 19 seonds in Figure 5.9 with muh larger values.
This indiates that in this ase, the measurement sampling period was too short to apture
several yles of the repeating ow phenomena (not known at the time the sequene was
obtained in the experiments), yielding a time-averaged void fration measurement below the
real value in a video sequene dominated by the short slug phenomenon. However, as an
be observed for higher mass veloity (Figure 5.5, G = 150 kg=m
2
s, x = 0:103) or for higher
vapor quality (Figure 5.3, G = 70 kg=m
2
s, x = 0:200) the aquisition time of 18 seonds to
20 seonds is suÆient to be representative of their time-averaged void fration values. The
points at low vapor quality (x < 0:1) give the highest values of relative error. For above
experimental point where the measurement sampling period was too short to apture several
yles of the repeating ow phenomena, the relative error (") alulated with respet to the
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Figure 5.9: Void fration as a funtion of time for R-410A, G = 70 kg=m
2
s, T = 5
o
C,
x = 0:051, D = 13:60 mm.
Rouhani-Axelsson model equals 110:9%. As the standard deviation () alibrates for " 3
the loation of  99:6% statistial ourane, it is not surprising that for the R-410A test
at G = 70 kg=m
2
s,  = 33:8% and " = 7:0%. Making the same statistial analysis for
experimental points in the vapor quality range 0:1  x < 1, mean and standard deviations
of only 0:88% and 4:9%, will be respetively obtained for the Rouhani-Axelsson model.
The auray in the void fration predition of the Rouhani-Axelsson model for low vapor
qualities (x < 0:1) inreases with inreasing mass veloity and is partiularly good for the
R-410A test at G = 300 kg=m
2
s presented in Figure 5.8 d. But in this test, in ontrast to
all the other tests, the time-averaged void fration measurements for x > 0:2 are notieably
less than those alulated with 5.47. Moreover, due to the quality of the images, the image
proessing was stopped for x > 0:5. The reason was the type of ow, i.e. annular. In fat,
for x < 0:5, an annular ow was already present, but the lm thikness was too thin to be
deteted by the image proessing. By viewing the original image sequenes, it is possible
to imagine an annular ow, beause loal deposits of rhodamineB with their harateristi
white spots are immediately washed away by the ow. However, at this mass veloity and
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for x  0:4, the ow eld is learly not haraterized by slugs nor by stratied-wavy ow.
The internal surfae of the tube is washed only in the presene of an annular ow. Thus, the
presene of a very thin liquid lm modies the optial reetion of light through the glass
tube and as a result, the interfae is inorretly measured as being higher than it atually
is. Consequently, the measured void fration is slightly lower than the real value. Conern-
ing the images for x > 0:5, either they appear ompletely blurred or the image proessing
deteted a liquid lm at the top and the measured void frations tend to zero, whih is not
feasible. As noted in setion 3.2, the present method is not urrently appliable to annular
ow, nor to slug ows with signiant entrainment of bubbles, and neither when bubbles
support a liquid lm on the upper perimeter.
For the tests in stratied types of ow at high vapor quality (where x > 0:4), deposition of
rhodamineB on the internal surfae of the tube produed some spurious bright spots on the
aquired images. These intense white spots disturbed the interfae detetion proess and
they were very often identied inorretly by the image proessing program as a limit of the
liquid phase. Beause the spots are systematially loated on the "dry" upper perimeter of
the tube, when this deposition ours the resulting void fration measurements tend to yield
lower time-averaged values than the atual ones (images with suh spots tend to give void
frations of about zero). These diÆulties start to appear at x  0:5, and beome muh more
important for x > 0:9. Thus, for some tests, a ltering proedure of the results was required
to remove the sporadi appearane of these spotted images. To do this, a void fration
threshold was xed by optially analysing the superposition of the transformed images and
the respetive deteted interfaes (like the images in the upper series of the Figures 5.4 and
5.6). Below the threshold, all the results are automatially suppressed. Figure 5.10 shows
the void fration distribution before and after suh ltering for R-410A, G = 200 kg=m
2
s
and vapor quality x = 0:497. In this ase, the void fration threshold was set at 0.6 and only
21 values have been deleted from the 885 total (no liquid slugs oupying a large fration
of the hannel are seen visually in these ows and hene it is lear that these 21 images do
not represent the ow but only oasional "sparkling" on the upper perimeter). The most
intensive ltering was required for vapor qualities above 0.9. For these test onditions, the
fration of the remaining liquid phase is extremely small and the deposition of rhodamineB
from evaporated refrigerant forms a thin layer on the upper dry perimeter of the glass tube.
Therefore, the highest void fration threshold proessed was 0.9 and in the worst ase only
25% of the images were suitable for the mean void fration alulation (i.e. about 250
images).
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Figure 5.10: Filtering of void fration signal for R-410A, G = 200 kg=m
2
s, T = 5
o
C,
x = 0:497, D = 13:60 mm.
For tests in the 8:00 mm sightglass, liquid slugs and high amplitude-waves tend to leave
a liquid lm behind on the top of the tube. This liquid lm is thiker ompared to the
13:60 mm sightglass and auses a perturbation in the liquid interfae detetion. Figure 5.11
shows a sequene aquired during the test with R-22 at mass veloity G = 150 kg=m
2
s and
vapor quality x = 0:676 with suessive steeps of image proessing. As it an be seen in
Figure 5.11a, the aquired image is badly blurred by the upper lm of the liquid (bright
white ar around upper perimeter).
Figure 5.11: Images for test: R-22, G = 150 kg=m
2
s, T = 5
o
C, x = 0:676 in the 8:00mm test
setion. a) Aquired image of the ross-setion at 2:36 seonds of aquisition, b) Transformed
image, ) Final proessed image used for void fration alulation.
Figure 5.11b and 5.11 show the aquired image after optial transformation and the pro-
essed image used for void fration alulation. As an expeted, as deteted by the image
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Figure 5.12: Evolution of the void fration as a funtion of vapor quality for R-22 in the
8:00 mm sightglass at two mass veloities: a) 100, b) 150 kg=m
2
s.
proessing program, the void fration for this point equals 0, what is of ourse not true. The
presene of the liquid lm on the upper perimeter of the tubular sightglass reates an addi-
tional refration in viewing of the interfae by the amera. If this lm is extremely thin and
its interfae is smooth, then the measurement tehnique is not notieably aeted. However,
if the lm is not so thin and not smooth, then the image is blurred and the loation of the
stratied liquid annot be determined. Consequently, this is a limitation of the range of
appliation of this tehnique. A seond important issue of tests in the 8:00 mm sightglass is
the smaller resolution of transformed images. The resolution of any transformed image from
the 8:00 mm sightglass is 301x301 pixels while that for the 13:60 mm sightglass is 421x421
pixels. This gives a 48:8% derease in eetive pixels with void fration information. Fur-
thermore, obtaining quality images suitable for image proessing was more diÆult due to
higher urvature of the smaller tube. Hene, while numerous videos were taken for R-22 and
R-410A at several mass veloities eah, only a very limited number were able to be proessed
reliably.
Figure 5.12 shows the results of two tests in the 8:00 mm test setion for refrigerant R-22
at mass veloities G = 100 and 150 kg=m
2
s. The result of the test at G = 200 kg=m
2
s for
R-22 and two other tests for refrigerant R-410A provided poor quality images inuened by
the presene of the thin liquid layer on the tube's upper wall. The vapor quality beyond
whih image proessing problems started has been indiated with the vertial dashed lines.
All results for vapor qualities above this point are strongly eeted by the presene of the
liquid lm on the upper perimeter of the sightglass and even a ltration proess of the
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images ould not eliminated the false detetion of the stratied liquid interfae. Hene,
for this reason in the 8:00 mm sightglass, only a limited data range an be onsidered as
orret. The data on the right side of the vertial line are not valid and are only shown to
illustrate the problem; from 87 aquired points, only 9 points at lowest vapor qualities and
mass veloities represent real void frations. Table 5.2 shows results of statistial analysis
for those 9 experimental points. As it an be seen, the lowest values of average, mean and
standard deviation are obtained for the Taitel-Dukler and the Rouhani-Axelsson models.
The model of Zivi underpredits void fration at low vapor quality like in the tests in the
13:60 mm sightglass. The homogeneous model as a limiting ase overpredits void fration
signiantly with the the overall average deviation of 22:4%.
Test Model " (%) j"j (%)  (%)
Homogenous 21.1 0.6 0.8
R-22, G = 100 kg=m
2
s Zivi -6.6 7.7 10.5
Taitel-Dukler -1.0 3.6 4.9
Rouhani -3.9 4.9 6.6
Homogenous 23.8 3.5 5.0
R-22, G = 150 kg=m
2
s Zivi -13.7 7.2 10.6
Taitel-Dukler -2.8 3.4 4.9
Rouhani -2.1 4.3 6.4
Homogenous 22.4 2.1 2.9
Overall statistial Zivi -10.2 7.4 10.5
results Taitel-Dukler -1.9 3.5 4.9
Rouhani -3.0 4.6 6.5
Table 5.2: Statistial analysis of the void fration results in the 8:00 mm sightglass.
5.3 Dynami dry angle measurements
It has been observed during experiments that the liquid lm limbing on the sides of tube
above the stratied bulk liquid after passage of a slug or wave was very thin and this lm
was not always deteted by the optial void fration measurement system. Thus, the optial
method nds rather dry angles produed by the stratied liquid bulk than the "real dry
angles" dening the dry tube perimeter. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 present the experimental
values of dry angle obtained from proessing the videos. The dry angles shown are time-
averaged values. The maximum feasible dry angle an be predited by assuming a ompletely
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stratied ow, that is 
strat
alulated from the expression of Biberg presented in equation
2.35 using the Steiner version of Rouhani-Axelsson void fration - equation 5.47. As an be
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Figure 5.13: Evolution of the dry angle as a funtion of vapor quality for R-22 in the
13:84 mm test setion at four mass veloities: a) 70, b) 100, ) 150 and d) 200 kg=m
2
s.
seen, most of the measured values are equal to or less than this maximum value, and are
quite well represented by this simple predition. In Figure 5.14d, annular ow as enountered
at x = 0:52 and hene no data for x > 0:52 are measurable using our tehnique.
Also shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 is a omparison to the dry angle predition method
proposed by Hart et al. [23℄ (1989). This method is only appliable at high liquid holdups
and is seen to give muh lower values than observed here (it was developed from air-water
data). Even with our measurement limitations at high vapor qualities as noted above, visual
observations show that they were ertainly not as low as Hart's preditions shown in Figure
5.13(,d) and 5.14(b,). This illustrates the signiant dierene between refrigerants and
water in suh ows and demonstrates why air-water ows are not often representative of
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most working uids, whih have muh smaller surfae tension and ontat angles.
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Figure 5.14: Evolution of the dry angle as a funtion of vapor quality for R-410A in the
13:60 mm test setion at four mass veloities: a) 70, b) 150, ) 200 and d) 300 kg=m
2
s.
Figure 5.15 shows the measured dry angles in the 8:00 mm sightglass ompared to 
strat
.
Only valid values not inuened by a presene of the liquid layer on the top of the tube
are presented. As for the dry angle alulations, the same video sequenes as for the void
fration alulation are used and similar problems in the image proessing are enountered,
i.e. blurred images and higher optial deformation. Thus, the auray of the measurement
method for the 8:00 mm sightglass is only about 0:03 in void fration. Even if the auray
is lower than for tests in the 13:60 mm sightglass, experimental points in Figure 5.15a follow

strat
. In the test at G = 150 kg=m
2
s (Figure 5.15b), the liquid lm tends to ride up the
side walls, reduing the dry angle.
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Figure 5.15: Evolution of the dry angle as a funtion of vapor quality for R-22 in the 8:00mm
test setion at two mass veloities: a) 100, b) 150 kg=m
2
s.
5.4 Conlusions
The tests in the 13:60 mm sightglass provided very good quality video sequenes. Using
the image proessing tehnique presented in setion 3.2, 310 000 images have been analysed
to supply the same number of dynami void frations measured with the frequeny 50 Hz
and auray of about 0:01. From these images, 238 time-averaged void fration values
have been obtained for the 13:60 mm sightglass in eight series of tests (two liquids and
four mass veloities for eah), and are most aurately predited by the Steiner version of
the Rouhani-Axelsson model, whose average and standard deviations are 1:5% and 14:6%,
respetively. The larger errors our mostly for vapor qualities x < 0:1, for whih the
aquisition time was too short to apture the yli nature of the slugs (disussed in setion
5.2.2). For omparison, the average and standard deviations alulated for the measured
points at x > 0:1 for the Rouhani-Axelsson model are only 1:57% and 3:89%. For the Zivi
and the Taitel-Dukler models at x > 0:1, the average and standard deviations are: 0:80%,
5:45% and 2:82%, 4:08%, respetively. This onrms that even onsidering only higher vapor
qualities, the predition of the Rouhani-Axelsson model is the most aurate and that the
hoie of this model to alulate the geometry of the ow for the ow pattern transitions
as well as for the heat transfer predition is very appropriate. For the tests in the 8:00 mm
sightglass, only 9 points have been obtained, due to the presene of a liquid layer on the top
of the tube for higher vapor qualities. In these tests, the auray of the image proessing
method was lower ompared to the 13:60 mm sightglass test due to smaller image size and
higher optial deformation. The same number of time-average dry angles has been obtained
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as dynami void fration. As the extremely thin liquid lm limbing on the sides of the
tube wall above the stratied bulk of liquid ould not be deteted by the void fration
measurement tehnique, the measured angle orresponds rather to the dry angle produed
by the stratied liquid bulk than to the "real dry angle" representing the dry tube perimeter.
The measured dry angles show very good agreement ompared to 
strat
alulated from the
void fration model of Rouhani-Axelsson (equations 2.35, 5.47).
Chapter 6
Heat transfer oeÆient in
stratied-wavy ow
The heat transfer model of Kattan-Thome-Favrat was developed for vapor qualities higher
than 0.15. Aording to the last version of the ow pattern map presented in Figure 2.6, all
points below vapor quality 0.15 and G
wavy
are identied as stratied-wavy and for the lowest
mass veloities as stratied ow. In his study, Kattan suggested that the wave frequeny
in this region is very important and the all wet or partially wet thresholds are the deiding
fators for the predition of heat transfer oeÆient. He proposed in the future to divide this
zone into two subzones aording to an all wet or partially wet riteria. The nal version of
the heat transfer model of Kattan -Thome-Favrat for the stratied-wavy ow assumes linear
variation between 0 for G
wavy
and 
strat
for G
strat
aording to equation 2.53. Zurher did
not make any hanges in the heat transfer model in the stratied-wavy region even if in his
study some experimental data points at the lowest vapor qualities are learly underpredited
by the model of Kattan. A new orrelation has been proposed by El Hajal et al. [16℄ (2003b)
for alulation of the dry angle in stratied-wavy ow in their new ondensation heat transfer
model. They assumed a quadrati interpolation between its maximum value of 
strat
at G
strat
and its minimum value of 0 at G
wavy
as:

dry
=

(G
wavy
 G)
(G
wavy
 G
strat
)

0:5

strat
(6.1)
In this hapter the fous will be on the improving of the heat transfer model of Kattan-
Thome-Favrat for stratied-wavy ow based on the new experimental data and observations
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made by a dynami void fration measurements system. Several improvements will be pro-
posed to the ow pattern map to take into aount the observed phenomena and to more
orretly alulate the dry angle for stratied-wavy ow for the whole range of vapor quali-
ties.
6.1 New approah to dry angle in stratied-wavy ow
As it has been mentioned in setion 5.3, it was not possible to obtain diretly the dry angle
from the optial measurements of void frations. The measured angles orrespond very lose
to the stratied angles beause the liquid lm limbing on the sides of the tube wall above the
stratied bulk of liquid is extremely thin and was not deteted by the optial measurement
system desribed in setion 3.2. But along with the dynami void fration, the experimental
results provide very important information onerning ow strutures in tested regions.
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Figure 6.1 shows the Thome-El Hajal version of ow map for R-22 at T
sat
= 5
o
C in the
13:84 mm test setion with the traed lines at mass veloities the optial measurements of
void fration were performed. As it an be seen at the mass veloity G = 70 kg=m
2
s, the
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ow pattern map predits stratied ow below a vapor quality of 0.15 and above 0.15 it gives
stratied-wavy ow. At the highest mass veloity tested G = 200 kg=m
2
s, stratied-wavy
ow is predited in the vapor quality range from 0 to 0.3 and in the partial dryout region at
high vapor qualities. For these two mass veloities some experimental data will be disussed.
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Figure 6.2: Void fration as a funtion of time for R-22, G = 70 kg=m
2
s, T = 5
o
C, D =
13:60 mm at vapor qualities: a) x=0.044, b) x=0.115, ) x=0.154, d) x=0.327.
Figures 6.2a-d show experimental results of void fration as a funtion of time for R-22
tested at G = 70 kg=m
2
s and vapor qualities: 0.044, 0.115, 0.154 and 0.327, respetively.
For the test at x = 0:044, two dierent ow strutures an be distinguish: the rst one is a
long wave lasting almost 4 seonds and the seond is the short slugs appearing in-between
(eah lasting about 1 seond). Inreasing the vapor quality to x = 0:115, the slug duration
beomes longer (eah slug lasts about 2 seonds). Further inreasing the vapor quality to
x = 0:154 results in fewer slugs with waves beoming dominant. As an be seen in Figure
6.2, the utuations of void fration are lower and only a few slugs are observed in the test
period of 18 seonds (distinguish by void fration going to zero). At the last vapor quality
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with x = 0:327, fully developed stratied-wavy ow has appeared, whih was observed until
omplete evaporation (x! 0:95) at the test mass veloity G = 70 kg=m
2
s.
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Figure 6.3: Void fration as a funtion of time for R-22, G = 200 kg=m
2
s, T = 5
o
C,
D = 13:60 mm at vapor qualities: a) x=0.054, b) x=0.118, ) x=0.156, d) x=0.305.
As a omparison Figures 6.3a-d show experimental results of void fration as a funtion of
time for R-22 tested at G = 200 kg=m
2
s and vapor qualities: 0.054, 0.116, 0.156 and 0.305,
respetively. As it an be seen in 6.3a-, the frequeny of slugs systematially inreases. The
period of slugs an be learly distinguished and there are no long wave strutures between the
slugs as deteted in the tests at lower mass veloities. At the vapor quality x = 0:305, slugs
start disappearing and a very thin liquid layer appears around the perimeter of sightglass.
Following onlusions an be drawn from above observations and other similar results:
1. Stratied ow was not deteted at any tested mass veloity.
2. In the vapor quality range 0 < x < x
IA
, a mixed ow struture of slug, stratied-wavy
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was observed.
3. The transition from slug/stratied-wavy to fully stratied-wavy ow appears approx-
imately at x
IA
.
4. Only slug ow was observed in the zone identied by the Thome-El Hajal map to be
stratied-wavy in the region when G > G
wavy
(x
IA
).
Based on these observations, the Thome-El Hajal version of map has been modied as:
1. G
strat
= G
strat
(x
IA
) at x < x
IA
(reates a horizontal transition line to the left of x
IA
).
2. Stratied-wavy region has been divided into three zones:
 At G > G
wavy
(x
IA
), this beomes the SLUG ZONE.
 At G
strat
< G < G
wavy
(x
IA
) and x < x
IA
, this beomes the SLUG/STRATIFIED-
WAVY ZONE.
 At x  x
IA
, this remains as the STRATIFIED-WAVY ZONE.
Figure 6.4: New ow pattern map for R-22 at T
sat
= 5
o
C in the 13:84 mm test setion at
G = 100 kg=m
2
s and q = 2:1 kW=m
2
.
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Figure 6.4 depits the new ow pattern map evaluated for R-22 at T
sat
= 5
o
C in the 13:84mm
test setion at G = 100 kg=m
2
s and q = 2:1 kW=m
2
. As an be seen, modiations have
been applied to the Thome-El Hajal version of Kattan-Thome-Favrat ow pattern map to
better desribe the atual harater of the ow. The dash-pointed lines orrespond to the
new dryout and mist ow transitions urves desribed in the next hapter.
Based on the modiations in ow pattern map, hanges to the predition of dry angles are
also desirable. Thus, the following new proedure is proposed for the dry angle alulations
in the three new zones:
SLUG ZONE (Slug):
The high frequeny slugs maintain ontinuously a thin liquid layer on the tube's upper
perimeter. Thus, similarly to the intermittent ow regime:

dry
= 0 (6.2)
STRATIFIED-WAVY ZONE (SW):
As it has been mentioned before, a new orrelation was proposed by El Hajal et al. [16℄
(2003b) for alulation of the dry angle in stratied-wavy ow in their new ondensation
heat transfer model. They proposed a quadrati interpolation between its maximum value
of 
strat
at G
strat
and its minimum value of 0 at G
wavy
. Based on the present experimental
heat transfer data for this region, better agreement has been found with an exponent of 0.61
as follows:

dry
=

(G
wavy
 G)
(G
wavy
 G
strat
)

0:61

strat
(6.3)
and applied when x > x
IA
.
SLUG/STRATIFIED-WAVY ZONE (Slug+SW):
In the slug/stratied-wavy zone both low amplitude (whih do not reah the top of the tube)
waves and liquid slugs washing the top of the tube are observed. With inreasing vapor
quality in this region, the frequeny of slugs dereases and the waves beome dominant.
The slugs disappear ompletely approximately at a vapor quality of x
IA
. To apture this
phenomenon, the following orrelation is proposed:

dry
=
x
x
IA

(G
wavy
 G)
(G
wavy
 G
strat
)

0:61

strat
(6.4)
and applied when x  x
IA
.
All presented modiations assure a smooth transition in the determination of dry angle
between respetive zones and also a smooth transition in the heat transfer oeÆient from
zone to zone.
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6.2 Heat transfer results for stratied-wavy ow
The new ow pattern map presented in the previous setion will be applied to the heat
transfer alulations. The experimental heat transfer data will be ompared with the original
model of Kattan and with a new method taking into aount the new proedures for 
dry
alulation and a new nuleate boiling suppression fator desribed later in setion 7.5. The
liquid lm thikness Æ is alulated as proposed by El Hajal et al. [16℄ (2003b) from solving
of the following geometrial expression:
A
L
=
(2   
dry
)
8

D
2
  (D   2Æ)
2

(6.5)
to give
Æ =
D
2
 
s

D
2

2
 
2A
L
(2   
dry
)
(6.6)
When the liquid oupies more than one-half of the ross-setion of the tube at low vapor
quality, this expression would yield a value of Æ > D=2, what is not geometrially realisti.
Hene, whenever equation 6.6 gives Æ > D=2, Æ is set equal to D=2.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the experimental heat transfer data with the model of Kattan
and the new predition method for tests with R-22 at mass veloity G = 100 kg=m
2
s and
heat ux q = 2:1 kW=m
2
.
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Figure 6.5 shows the heat transfer results for R-22 tested at a mass veloity G = 100 kg=m
2
s
and heat ux q = 2:1 kW=m
2
measured simultaneously during the void fration measure-
ments at the end of evaporator. Muh better agreement has been found between the exper-
imental points and the new predition method in the slug/stratied-wavy zone (x < 0:36)
as well as in the stratied-wavy region (x  0:36).
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the experimental heat transfer data with the model of Kattan
and the new predition method for tests with R-22 at mass veloity G = 150 kg=m
2
s and
heat uxes: a) q = 3:6 kW=m
2
, b) q = 7:5 kW=m
2
, ) q = 17:5 kW=m
2
, d) q = 37:5 kW=m
2
.
Figures 6.6a-d depit the experimental heat transfer data ompared with the model of Kattan
and the new predition method for tests with R-22 at a mass veloity G = 150 kg=m
2
s and
heat uxes of 3:6 kW=m
2
, 7:5 kW=m
2
, 17:5 kW=m
2
and 37:5 kW=m
2
, respetively. The heat
transfer data ould be obtained experimentally only in the slug/stratied-wavy zone for the
lowest heat uxes. They show very good agreement with the new model in this zone. In the
stratied-wavy zone (x  0:36), the new predition is more aurate for higher heat uxes
than for q = 3:6 kW=m
2
and q = 7:5 kW=m
2
. The reason of this ould be an eet of heat
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ux, whih is not onsidered in the dry angle orrelation presented in equation 6.3. But
even without taking into aount the heat ux eet in the dry angle alulation, the new
method predits reasonable heat transfer values in the stratied-wavy zone, even for very
low heat uxes and seems to be a signiant improvement ompared to the original method
of Kattan, who in fat limited appliation of his method to x > 0:15.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of the experimental heat transfer data with the model of Kattan
and the new predition method for tests with R-22 at: a) G = 200 kg=m
2
s, q = 3:6 kW=m
2
,
b) G = 250 kg=m
2
s, q = 37:5 kW=m
2
.
The last results disussed in this setion are from tests with R-22 at G = 200 kg=m
2
s,
q = 7:5 kW=m
2
and at G = 250 kg=m
2
s, q = 37:5 kW=m
2
and are presented in Figures
6.7a and 6.7b, respetively. As an be seen in the slug region (x < 0:36), the heat transfer
oeÆient is aurately predited in the test at G = 200 kg=m
2
s. After vapor quality exeeds
x
IA
, the predited heat transfer inreases rapidly beause annular ow is reahed. For the
data depited in Figure 6.7b, the transition between slug and intermittent ow happens at
a vapor quality x = 0:25. The new method in ontrast to the model of Kattan predits a
smooth transition between these two ow regimes and the agreement with experimental data
is muh better. The results of statistial analysis for the model of Kattan and a new method
for the tests at mass veloities below 300 kg=m
2
s are presented in Tables 6.1-6.4, where ",
j"j and  are the average, mean and standard deviations, respetively, and n - orresponds
to the number of experimental points.
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G q "
Kattan
j"j
Kattan

Kattan
"
new
j"j
new

new
n
(kg=m
2
s) (kW=m
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
70 7.5 -6.09 11.92 16.60 -29.36 8.30 10.59 21
70 17.5 -6.35 2.40 3.14 -34.71 3.60 4.45 16
100 2.1 11.19 26.24 31.94 1.53 9.79 12.95 21
150 3.0 30.91 25.98 30.14 22.66 5.18 6.90 28
150 7.5 47.02 44.27 102.33 24.73 35.21 84.76 27
150 17.5 24.31 12.17 17.27 -2.85 12.76 18.44 19
150 37.5 37.25 21.61 28.92 9.19 3.75 4.57 12
200 4.4 16.47 21.07 26.36 25.54 16.95 20.08 27
200 7.5 15.73 13.30 17.74 15.46 9.30 10.91 29
250 37.5 21.28 4.39 4.88 2.93 2.11 2.61 12
Summary 19.17 18.34 27.93 3.51 10.70 17.63 212
Table 6.1: Statistial analysis of heat transfer data obtained during evaporation of refrigerant
R-22 in the 13:84 mm test setion ompared to the model of Kattan and to the new method.
G q "
Kattan
j"j
Kattan

Kattan
"
new
j"j
new

new
n
(kg=m
2
s) (kW=m
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
150 7.5 -9.38 18.30 21.95 -14.30 10.99 13.50 12
200 7.5 0.84 11.66 14.31 1.42 11.58 13.44 20
200 17.5 6.51 11.00 13.29 2.08 17.31 19.89 13
200 37.5 -3.93 1.35 1.79 -17.85 1.72 2.33 5
Summary -1.49 10.58 12.84 -7.16 10.40 12.29 50
Table 6.2: Statistial analysis of heat transfer data obtained during evaporation of refrigerant
R-22 in the 8:00 mm test setion ompared to the model of Kattan and to the new method.
G q "
Kattan
j"j
Kattan

Kattan
"
new
j"j
new

new
n
(kg=m
2
s) (kW=m
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
150 7.5 59.72 54.15 93.22 31.16 38.61 71.37 18
150 17.5 11.46 27.13 55.54 -10.93 24.46 54.48 19
150 37.5 8.19 13.91 19.16 -17.63 19.82 27.77 14
200 7.5 39.14 40.70 82.07 37.92 34.23 74.34 33
Summary 29.63 33.97 62.50 10.13 29.28 56.99 84
Table 6.3: Statistial analysis of heat transfer data obtained during evaporation of refrigerant
R-410A in the 13:84 mm test setion ompared to the model of Kattan and to the new
method.
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G q "
Kattan
j"j
Kattan

Kattan
"
new
j"j
new

new
n
(kg=m
2
s) (kW=m
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
100 7.5 -50.88 3.26 4.07 -54.78 5.37 6.58 9
100 17.5 -35.68 3.70 4.83 -55.02 2.35 2.96 7
200 10.5 -21.53 12.62 16.91 -24.48 13.55 17.81 19
200 17.5 -17.17 17.69 21.17 -18.78 27.77 37.30 13
200 37.5 -26.30 1.30 1.85 -36.17 3.92 5.22 8
Summary -30.31 7.72 9.77 -37.84 10.59 13.97 56
Table 6.4: Statistial analysis of heat transfer data obtained during evaporation of refrigerant
R-410A in the 8:00mm test setion ompared to the model of Kattan and to the new method.
6.3 Comparison of the new model to independent data
Most of papers presenting ow boiling heat transfer data for R-22 and R-410A are foused
on the heat transfer enhanement of miron tubes. They present few experimental points
for plain tubes omparing them with some enhaned data and alulate the heat transfer
enhanement fator. For example, Seo-Kim [48℄ (2000) and Kim et al. [35℄ (2001) show
only ve experimental points over the entire vapor quality range for all tests with R-22 and
R-410A. Wang et al. [59℄ (1998) present quasi-loal heat transfer oeÆients during evap-
oration of R-22 and R-410A at mass veloities of G = 100 and 400 kg=m
2
s in a smooth
6:4 mm ID tube. Analysing their experimental points for R-410A at G = 400 kg=m
2
s and
q = 5:0 kW=m
2
in the vapor quality rage from 0.1 to 0.9, it has been noted that reported
heat transfer oeÆient varies in this range only from 2000 W=m
2
K to 3000 W=m
2
K. Con-
sidering the high mass veloity, intermittent/annular ow regime and the fat that most
models in the literature predit a variation of heat transfer oeÆient for these onditions
from 3000W=m
2
K to 10000W=m
2
K, it raises some doubts about the preision of the exper-
imental set-up used in their work. Lallemand et al. [38℄ (2001) investigated ow boiling heat
transfer oeÆients during evaporation of R-22 and R-407C in both a smooth tube and a
miron tube at mass veloities from 100 to 300 kg=m
2
s. They presented quite an extensive
database for this mass veloity range, denoting lear trends in the evolution of the heat trans-
fer oeÆient. Figures 6.8a-b show the omparison of the experimental heat transfer data of
Lallemand et al. [38℄ (2001) with the new predition method at mass veloities of 150 and
250 with the orresponding ow pattern maps. Aording to the ow pattern map at mass
veloity 150 kg=m
2
s, the transition from slug/stratied-wavy to stratied-wavy ow takes
plae at x
IA
= 0:38. It an be seen in Figure 6.8a that the predited heat transfer oeÆient
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is in very good agreement with the experimental values. It onrms that the transition
from slug/stratied-wavy to stratied-wavy ow is orretly identied and the proposed
heat transfer model predits very aurate heat transfer data for both ow regimes. Figure
6.8b shows experimental heat transfer oeÆient for the test at G = 250 kg=m
2
s. In these
experimental onditions, slug, intermittent and annular ows are enountered before dryout
appears. It an be observed that the predition shows a smooth transition between the
respetive ow patterns, similar to the experimental heat transfer data. The new model or-
responds very well to the experimental values at vapor qualities below 0.8, where in ontrary
to the predition, experimental heat transfer data start dereasing. This an be explained
as the onsequene of "non-ontrolled wall temperature inrease" in their eletrially heated
test setion. This issue is desribed in setion 7.4.2.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the experimental heat transfer data of Lallemand et al. [38℄
(2001) with the new predition method (on left) and orresponding ow pattern maps (on
right). Tests with R-22, T
sat
= 5
o
C, D = 10:7 mm, q = 10:0 kW=m
2
at mass veloities: a)
G = 150 kg=m
2
s, b) G = 250 kg=m
2
s.
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The new predition method shows similar agreement with the heat transfer results of Lalle-
mand et al. at mass veloities 200 and 300 kg=m
2
s as in the two examples presented above.
6.4 Conlusions
Several improvements have been proposed to the latest version of Kattan ow pattern map
after analysing the phenomena observed during optial measurements of void fration. Sine
stratied ow was not observed for the lowest mass veloity G = 70 kg=m
2
s tested, the
transition urve G
strat
has been adjusted for vapor qualities below x
IA
. Furthermore, the
stratied-wavy region in the ow pattern map of Kattan has been divided into three zones:
slug, slug/stratied-wavy and stratied-wavy zones. A new method for the dry angle - 
dry
alulation has been proposed for these three zones. This new approah provides a notable
improvement in the auray in predition of heat transfer in stratied types of ow, as has
been proven in omparison with experimental results. The heat transfer model has also been
extended to vapor qualities below 0.15 and ompared to independent data of Lallemand et
al. [38℄ (2001), showing very good agreement with them.
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Chapter 7
Dryout and mist ow heat transfer
The regime of post dryout is enountered when the heated wall beomes dry before omplete
evaporation. For example, this regime is reahed when an evaporating annular lm dries out
and the remaining liquid is entrained as droplets, suh that the vapor quality x is large but
less than 1.0. It also refers to heat transfer from the point at whih the ritial heat ux has
been reahed. In this ase, the vapor quality x is smaller or lose to 0.0 and the remaining
liquid in the ow is still subooled.
In general, the post dryout heat transfer regime may be reahed from the wet wall regime
by passing through one of three dierent transitions in the evaporation proess:
 Critial heat ux. The heat ux at the wall or the imposed wall superheat is so high
that a ontinuous vapor lm is formed on the wall.
 Dryout of the liquid lm. The liquid within an annular lm may ompletely evaporate,
leaving the entrained liquid droplets in the vapor to still be evaporated.
 Entrainment of the liquid lm. Under high vapor shear stress on the liquid lm, the
lm may be ompletely removed and all the liquid entrained in the vapor phase.
However, in the post dryout heat transfer regime, the wall may not atually always be dry.
Entrained liquid droplets an impinge on the wall and momentarily wet it loally before
either evaporating or be re-entrained into the vapor phase. Furthermore, only a portion of
the heated periphery of the ow hannel may be dry, partiularly in horizontal ows and
in hannels with a wide variation in the peripheral heat ux. In the present study mist
ow onditions were obtained due to dryout and entrainment of the liquid lm at higher
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vapor qualities and mass veloities, yielding 71 mist heat transfer values measured in the
13:84 mm test setion for two tested uids (R-22 and R-410A). The onset of mist ow has
been observed at ve mass veloities (G = 300; 400; 500; 600; 700 kg=m
2
s) at heat uxes of
q = 37:5kW=m
2
and 57:5kW=m
2
for both tested uids. The onset of mist ow has been also
veried in the 8:00mm test setion for the refrigerant R-410A. In this hapter, the main heat
transfer mehanisms in the mist ow and existing heat transfer models in the post dryout
zone will be presented. Based on experimental values, the mist ow heat transfer model of
Groeneveld has been modied for hydroarbons.
7.1 Heat transfer mehanisms in post dryout
The rst prinipal type of evaporation proess enountered in post dryout heat transfer is
dispersed ow. In this regime the vapor phase beomes the ontinuous phase and all the
liquid is entrained as dispersed droplets (see Figure 7.1a). The dispersed ow typially ours
after dryout or entrainment of an annular ow. At the dryout loation the vapor is assumed
to be at saturation. Downstream of dryout the vapor temperature is ontrolled by wall-vapor
and vapor droplet heat exhange. Due to the low superheat of the vapor near the dryout
loation, the vapor-droplet heat exhange is small and almost all of the heat transferred from
the wall is used for superheating the vapor. At a ertain distane downstream from the dryout
loation, however, an equilibrium vapor superheat is reahed. It means that the amount of
heat transferred from the wall to the vapor is then approximately equal to the amount
of heat absorbed by the evaporating droplets. Near a heated surfae the heat exhange
between vapor and droplets is enhaned due to the temperature in the thermal boundary
layer being well above that of the vapor ore. If the temperature of the heated surfae
is below the Leidenfrost temperature, some wetting of the wall may our, resulting in an
appreiable fration of the droplets being evaporated. At temperatures above the Leidenfrost
temperature only dry ollisions an take plae (ollisions where a vapor blanket is always
present between surfae and droplet). Little heat transfer take plae to small droplets whih
resist deformation and boune bak into the bulk ow, following a dry ollision. However,
the dry ollisions disturb the boundary layer, thus improving the wall-vapor heat transfer.
Larger droplets are muh more deformable, and tend to spread onsiderably, thus improving
both the wall-vapor and vapor-droplet heat exhange. This spreading may lead to a breakup
into many smaller droplets if the impat veloity is suÆiently high. The vapor lm thikness
separating the stagnated droplets from the heated surfae is diÆult to estimate but must
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be greater than the mean free path of the vapor moleules in order to physially separate
the liquid from the heated surfae - Groeneveld [20℄ (1975). Attempts to evaluate the diret
heat ux to the droplets due to the interation with the heated surfae have resulted in
the postulation of many simplifying assumptions, e.g. Bailey [3℄ (1972), Groeneveld [18℄
(1972) and Plummer [43℄. These assumptions may be questionable when applied to liquid-
deient ooling. However, due to lak of diret measurement of droplet-wall interation
during fored-onvetive post dryout onditions, no other approah an be taken.
Figure 7.1: Prinipal mist ow onguration in horizontal tubes: a) dispersed ow, b)
inverted annular ow.
The seond type of post dryout evaporation proess for very high heat uxes is inverted
annular ow. In the inverted annular ow regime shown in Figure 7.1b, few entrained
droplets are present, as the bulk of the liquid is in the form of a ontinuous liquid ore,
whih may ontain entrained bubbles. At dryout the ontinuous liquid ore suddenly beomes
separated from the wall by a low visosity vapor layer whih an aommodate step veloity
gradients. The veloity distribution aross the liquid ore is fairly uniform. One a stable
vapor blanket has formed, the heat is transferred from the wall to the vapor, and subsequently
from the vapor to the liquid ore. Heat transfer aross the wavy vapor-liquid interfae takes
plae by fored onvetive evaporation. This mode of heat transfer is muh more eÆient
than the single phase onvetive heat transfer between a smooth wall and vapor. Hene,
it is assumed that the bulk of the vapor is at or lose to the liquid ore temperature (i.e.
saturation temperature). The low visosity, low-density vapor ow experienes a higher
aeleration than the dense ore ow. This results in an inreased veloity dierential aross
the interfae (whih may lead to liquid entrainment from the wavy interfae) and a redution
in heated surfae tempearture. If the temperature of heating wall is below the Leidenfrost
temperature rewetting ours. Due to the high CHF in the inverse annular ow regime
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at pressures less than 100 bar, the post dryout temperatures enountered are high. Hene,
experimental measurements are rare sine only a umbersome temperature-ontrolled system
permits safe operation at these onditions. No satisfatory method of prediting post dryout
temperatures is available at these onditions, even in simple geometries - Groeneveld [20℄
(1975). For horizontal and inlined tubes, dryout does not our uniformly around the tube
perimeter. Only the upper part of the tube wall may be in the post dryout heat transfer
regime while the lower remains wet.
7.2 Departure from thermodynami equilibrium
A very important issue in the post dryout region is the departure from thermodynami
equilibrium in post dryout. During wet wall evaporation, the wall temperature remains
lose to the loal wall temperature orresponding to the saturation pressure. In the post
dryout regime, where there is no permanent liquid ontat with the wall, the temperature
of the heating wall beomes signiantly higher than the saturation temperature and hene
departure from thermodynami equilibrium ours. Figure 7.2 illustrates two limiting ases
for post dryout heat transfer.
The rst ase is omplete departure from equilibrium and heat is transferred only to the
ontinuous vapor phase that is in ontat with the heated wall, whih results in superheating
of the vapor. If the rate of the heat transfer from the superheated vapor phase to the
entrained droplets is so slow that their presene may be ignored, the vapor temperature
T
V
(z) downstream of the dryout point may be alulated with the assumption that all heat
superheats the vapor. In this ase, T
wall
an be alulated using a single-phase heat transfer
orrelation, giving the prole illustrated in Figure 7.2a. The other limiting ase is omplete
thermodynami equilibrium as shown in 7.2b. In this ase, the rate of heat transfer from the
vapor phase to the entrained droplets is assumed to be so eetive that the vapor temperature
T
V
(z) remains at the saturation temperature until all the droplets have been ompletely
evaporated. The downstream wall temperature T
wall
may vary nonlinearly and a maximum
may be reahed, in part beause of the ooling eet of impingement of liquid droplets on
the heated wall. The post dryout heat transfer proess tends towards the ase of thermal
non-equilibrium at low mass veloities and low pressures. At the other extreme, the proess
tends towards thermal equilibrium at high mass veloities and high pressures. A typial
thermodynami path of the proess is illustrated in Figure 7.3, where the loal temperature is
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Figure 7.2: Limiting onditions for post dryout heat transfer - based on Collier, Thome [11℄
a) Complete lak of thermodynami equilibrium, b) Complete thermodynami equilibrium.
lower than the maximum ourring during omplete non-equilibrium, but is still signiantly
above the loal saturation temperature of the omplete equilibrium ase. Hene, in post
dryout heat transfer the loal bulk temperature of the vapor is unknown and beomes an
added ompliation in desribing and modelling the proess. Another ompliating aspet
of post dryout heat transfer is the determination of the loal vapor quality. Thermodynami
equilibrium as shown in Figure 7.2b means that all transferred heat is utilised to evaporate
the liquid and hene the loal equilibrium vapor quality is x
e
(z). On the other hand, if
all the heat is used to superheat the vapor after the onset of dryout as in Figure 7.2a, the
vapor quality remains xed at that at the dry out point x
do
(z). In reality, the atual loal
vapor quality x
a
(z) is less than that estimated from omplete thermodynami equilibrium
and hene it follows that x
do
(z) < x
a
(z) < x
e
(z).
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Figure 7.3: Departure from thermodynami equilibrium in post dryout - based on Collier,
Thome [11℄.
Figure 7.3 depits post dryout in a tube of internal diameter D heated uniformly with a heat
ux of q. Dryout ours at a length z
do
from the inlet, and it is assumed that thermodynami
equilibrium exists at the dryout point. If omplete equilibrium is maintained after dryout,
all the liquid will be evaporated when the point z
e
is reahed. In the other ase only a
fration  of the surfae heat ux is used to evaporate the remaining liquid in the post
dryout region, while the reminder is used to superheat the bulk vapor. The liquid is thus
ompletely evaporated only when a downstream distane of z
a
is reahed. If we assume
that the total heat ux q(z) is subdivided into two omponents: the heat assoiated with
droplet evaporation q
L
(z) and the heat ux assoiated with vapor superheating q
V
(z), then
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a fration of heat used only for evaporation an be obtained as:
 =
q
L
(z)
q(z)
(7.1)
For simpliity,  is onsidered independent of tube length, although this is not the ase in
general, and the proles of the atual bulk vapor temperature T
V
and atual vapor quality
x
a
are shown as linear in Figure 7.2. The variation in the thermodynami vapor quality with
tube length for z < z
e
is given by an energy balane:
x(z)  x
do
=
4q
DGh
LV
(z   z
do
) (7.2)
The loation of point z
e
is given by:
z
e
=

DGh
LV
4q
(1  x
do
)

+ z
do
(7.3)
The atual vapor quality x
a
(z) for z < z
a
an be alulated as:
x
a
(z)  x
do
=
4q
DGh
LV
(z   z
do
) (7.4)
and z
a
is given by
z
a
=

DGh
LV
4q
(1  x
do
)

+ z
do
(7.5)
By ombining equation 7.2 with 7.4 and equation 7.3 with 7.5, the resulting expression for
the heat fration used for liquid evaporation is:
 =

x
a
(z)  x
do
x(z)  x
do

=

z
a
  z
do
z
e
  z
do

(7.6)
Similarly, the atual bulk vapor temperature T
V
(z) is obtained as:
T
V
(z) = T
sat
+

4(1  )q(z   z
do
)
G
pV
D

(7.7)
for z < z
a
while for z > z
a
as:
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T
V
(z) = T
sat
+

4q(z   z
e
)
G
pV
D

(7.8)
The two limiting ases illustrated in Figure 7.2 are learly reognized by setting  = 0 and
 = 1, respetively, in the above equations. In reality,  is probably not independent of tube
length and must be predited from the atual experimental onditions.
7.3 Mist ow heat transfer models
As mentioned in setion 7.1 due to lak of diret measurement of droplet-wall interation
during fored-onvetive post dryout onditions, only empirial orrelations are used to de-
sribe the very omplex proess of the heat transfer in mist (dispersed) ow. These are
desribed below.
7.3.1 Thermal equilibrium orrelations
These orrelations assume that the liquid is in thermal equilibrium with the vapor, and the
heated surfae is ooled by fored onvetion to the vapor only. These orrelations are ba-
sially fored onvetive orrelations where the vapor veloity u
V
is evaluated by assuming
either homogeneous ow (S = 1) or by using a suitable slip ratio S.
One of the equilibrium methods whih assumes homogeneous ow is the orrelation of
Dougall - Rohsenow [14℄ (1963). They proposed to alulate the mean veloity of the
uid as the homogeneous veloity of two-phases u
H
:
u
H
=
G

h
= G

x

V
+
1  x

L

(7.9)
The denition of the homogeneous vapor Reynolds number is thus
Re
H
=
GD

V

x+

V

L
(1  x)

(7.10)
Hene, assuming homogeneous ow, their mist ow heat transfer orrelation is:
Nu
V
=
h
mist
D

V
= 0:023Re
0:8
H
Pr
0:4
V
(7.11)
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The vapor quality x to use in the expression is the equilibrium vapor quality x
e
and all prop-
erties are evaluated at the saturation temperature. A similar result an be obtained making
the same modiation to the well-known Gnielinski orrelation that overs the transition
and turbulent ow regimes suh that
Nu
V
=
(f=2)(Re
H
  1000)Pr
V
1 + 12:7(f=2)
1=2
(Pr
2=3
  1)
(7.12)
where the frition fator f is obtained from:
f = (1:58 lnRe
H
  3:28)
 2
(7.13)
The limitations of this type of approah are:
 All other heat transfer mehanisms in mist ow, exept for wall-to-vapor heat transfer,
are ignored.
 The nonequilibrium eets of superheating the vapor driving the onvetion proess
is negleted.
In the approah of Dougall-Rohsenow, the denition of the Reynolds number is not atually
onsistent with homogeneous ow theory beause some gas properties are used with on-
juntion with the homogeneous density when only homogeneous properties should be used.
To orret this, Groeneveld [19℄ (1973) added another multiplying fator Y dened as:
Y = 1  0:1


L

V
  1

(1  x)

0:4
(7.14)
The new orrelation for the Nusselt number is then:
Nu
V
=
h
mist
D

V
= aRe
b
H
Pr

V
Y
d
(7.15)
The empirial onstants giving the best t to the database of Groeneveld are: a=0.00327,
b=0.901, =1.32 and d=-1.5. The most signiant hange is to the exponent of the Prandtl
number. The database of Groeneveld used to optimise empirial fators overs the following
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onditions:
2:5 mm < D < 25 mm
34 bar < P < 215 bar
700 kg=m
2
s < G < 5300 kg=m
2
s
0:1 < x < 0:9
120 kW=m
2
< q < 2100 kW=m
2
Suh big values of pressures, heat uxes and mass veloities are typial to power boilers.
This orrelation is appliable to vertial and horizontal tubes and to vertial annuli and its
use beyond above speied onditions was not veried.
As an be seen in Figure 7.7, thermal equilibrium orrelations assume the extreme value of
atual vapor quality x
a
in post dryout region, whih equals to equilibrium vapor quality x
e
,
whih in most of appliations is not true but only onvenient to assume.
7.3.2 No evaporation after dryout - "frozen droplets" model
These are orrelations whih assume that no evaporation takes plae in the post dryout
region, and the heating tube wall is ooled by fored onvetion to the vapor only. Although
here the same fored onvetive orrelation is used as above, the predited temperature is
muh higher, sine the vapor beomes progressively more superheated:
T
V a
= T
sat
+ (x
e
  x
do
)h
LV
=
pV
(7.16)
The degree of vapor superheat an be determined from a heat balane. The no-evaporation
assumption also results in the Reynolds number remaining virtually onstant in the post
dryout region, sine x = x
do
. This type of orrelation is pessimisti, but it an be used to
predit an upper boundary for the heated surfae temperature. In ontrast to the thermal
equilibrium orrelations, the "frozen droplet" model assumes the minimum extreme value of
the atual vapor quality x
a
, whih does not hange in the post dryout region and is xed to
x
do
.
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7.3.3 Models prediting non-equilibrium eets
Taking into aount non-equilibrium eets in the post dryout zone, Groeneveld - De-
lorme [21℄ (1976) proposed two new empirial orrelations. After analysis they found that
the simpler version presented below predited their data quite well:
h
mist
D

V f
=
qD
(T
wall
  T
V a
)
V f
= 0:008348

GD

V f

x
a
+

V

L
(1  x
a
)

0:8774
Pr
0:6112
V f
(7.17)
Notably, the atual non-equilibrium temperature T
V a
and atual vapor quality x
a
are utilized
rather than the saturation temperature T
sat
and equilibrium vapor quality x
e
. The subsript
V f in this expression indiates that the vapor proprieties should be evaluated at the lm
temperature dened as:
T
V f
= (T
wall
  T
V a
)=2 (7.18)
To determine the values of T
V a
and x
a
, an energy balane is used where h
V a
is the atual
vapor enthalpy and h
L
is the enthalpy of saturated liquid while x
e
is the equilibrium vapor
quality and h
LV
is the latent heat of evaporation. Thus, the atual vapor quality is obtained
from:
x
a
=
h
LV
x
e
h
V a
  h
L
(7.19)
The hange in the vapor enthalpy is alulated from:
h
V a
  h
L
= h
LV
+
T
V a
Z
T
sat
p
V
dT
V
(7.20)
The most important issue in this orrelation is the predition of the dierene between the
atual vapor enthalpy h
V a
and the equilibrium vapor enthalpy h
V e
. The following expression
has been proposed to alulate this relationship:
h
V a
  h
V e
h
LV
= e
  tan( )
(7.21)
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To orrelate this funtion, Groeneveld and Delorme proposed a parameter  dened as
follows:
 = a
1
Pr
a
2
V
Re
a
3
H

qDp
V

L
h
LV

a
4
2
X
i=0
b
i
x
i
e
(7.22)
whih is valid for 0    =2, when  < 0, its value is set to 0.0; when  > =2, it is set
to =2. The empirial values determined from a database of 1402 points for water are: a
1
=
0:13864; a
2
= 0:2031; a
3
= 0:20006; a
4
=  0:09232 b
0
= 1:3072; b
1
=  1:0833; b
2
= 0:8455
The homogeneous Reynolds number in above expression is alulated from equation 7.10.
For 0  x
e
 1, the equilibrium vapor enthalpy h
V e
is that of saturated vapor, i.e.
h
V e
= h
V
(7.23)
and for x
e
> 1, the equilibrium vapor enthalpy h
V e
is alulated as:
h
V e
= h
V
+ (x
e
  1)h
LV
(7.24)
Figure 7.4 shows the evolution of Groeneveld-Delorme orrelation funtion e
 tan( )
, whih
predits the variation of the enthalpy of superheated vapor.
Rearranging equation 7.21, the atual enthalpy of the vapor is alulated as:
h
V a
= e
  tan( )
h
LV
+ h
V e
(7.25)
Aordingly to Figure 7.4, the orrelation funtion e
 tan( )
does not start from 0, for the
onset of dryout and the initial value of the funtion is 0.0488. It will result in the predited
enthalpy jump what will ause an inrease of predited temperatures and a step derease of
atual vapor quality x
a
. These phenomena are presented in Figures 7.5 and 7.7, respetively.
It an be seen in Figure 7.5 that the method of Groeneveld-Delorme (1976) predits the rapid
inrease of T
V a
from 5
o
C to 17:7
o
C as the onset of dryout appears. This jump dereases
with inreasing of vapor quality. The dashed line in Figure 7.7 presents the variation of the
atual vapor quality x
a
alulated with the orrelation of Groeneveld-Delorme (1976) as a
funtion of equilibrium vapor quality x
e
. The predited derease of atual vapor quality for
the onset of drout is about 3:7%, whih seems to be not realisti in the pratial ase.
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Figure 7.4: Correlation funtion of Groeneveld-Delorme e
 tan( )
for the mist ow onditions
during evaporation of R-22 in D = 13:84 mm tube for equilibrium.
To nd the values of: h
mist
, T
V a
and x
a
when given those of G, x
e
and q, the following
proedure has to be implement:
 Estimate an initial value of T
V f
to evaluate the uid properties.
 Use equation 7.22 to determine  .
 Utilize either equation 7.23 or 7.24 together with 7.21 to obtain h
V a
.
 Input the value of h
V a
into 7.19 to obtain x
a
.
 Solve equation 7.20 to nd T
V a
.
 Input the resulting values into equation 7.17 to determine the wall temperature T
wall
and then the heat transfer oeÆient h
mist
.
 A new lm temperature T
V f
may now be alulated with 7.18 and the whole proedure
is repeated until the iteration reahes a stable result.
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Figure 7.5: Predition of wall temperature and atual vapor temperature using the method
of Groeneveld-Delorme (1976) for the mist ow onditions during evaporation of R-22 in
D = 13:84 mm tube.
Groeneveld and Delorme evaluated the atual vapor enthalpy based on the following as-
sumptions:
 The liquid phase does not partiipate diretly in the ooling of the heated surfae.
 Radiative heat transfer to the droplets is negligible.
 The ow is homogeneous.
 Heat transfer at the wall an be predited by a superheated vapor orrelation.
Mori et al. [41℄ (2000) presented a new post dryout heat transfer model for refrigerant owing
in horizontal tubes. In their method, equation 7.12 of Gnielinski is applied to alulate the
onvetive heat transfer from the wall to the superheated vapor in the post dryout region
using Reynolds number for vapor ow and frition fator as follows:
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Re =
Gx
a
D

V a
(7.26)
f = (3:64 logRe  3:28)
 2
(7.27)
The atual vapor quality is alulated like in equation 7.19 of Groeneveld and Delorme and
the onvetion heat transfer (wall-vapor) is dened as:
h
wall V
=
q
(T
wall
  T
V a
)
(7.28)
Based on the measured data of wall temperature T
wall
, the value of the atual quality x
a
was obtained by Mori et al. by ombining of above equation with the value of the onvetive
heat transfer oeÆient of Gnielinski. The relation between the alulated atual quality x
a
and the thermodynami equilibrium quality x
e
was found by Mori et al. to be reprodued
fairly well by Saha's [47℄ (1980) K
1
orrelation developed for vertial tubes. Therefore, by
modifying Saha'sK
1
orrelation, they developed the following expression for the atual vapor
quality in a horizontal smooth tube:
dx
a
dx
e
=
D 
V a
h
LV
4q
(7.29)
 
V a
= K

V a
(1  ")(T
V a
  T
sat
)
D
2
h
LV
(7.30)
K = 2600

1 
P
P
r

2
"

Gx
a
"

2
D

V a

#
0:5
(7.31)
where  
V a
is the rate of vapor generation, " is the void fration and P and P
r
are the
pressure and the ritial pressure of the uid, respetively. Two modiations were made by
Mori to Saha's orrelations: The void fration was estimated using the slip ratio of Ahmad's
[1℄ (1970) orrelation, and the onstant in the equation for the parameter K was hanged to
2600. The slip ratio of Ahmads is equal to S = (
L
=
V
)
0:2
. In the post dryout region for
a horizontal tube, Mori et al. onsidered that the bulk vapor of the vapor-liquid mixture
begins to be superheated at the point of the dryout. The atual vapor quality x
a
an be
estimated by solving equation 7.29 with the initial ondition of:
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x
a
= x
do
at x
e
= x
do
By the use of this atual vapor quality value, the wall temperature T
wall
is alulated from
the Gnielinski orrelation with equations 7.27, 7.26, 7.19 and 7.28. Then the heat transfer
oeÆient an be alulated, for a given set of pressure, tube diameter, mass veloity and
heat ux from:
h
mist
=
q
(T
wall
  T
Lb
)
(7.32)
where T
Lb
is the liquid bulk temperature.
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Figure 7.6: Predition of wall temperature and atual vapor temperature using the method
of Mori et al. (2000) for the mist ow during evaporation of R-22 in D = 13:84 mm tube.
Mori et al. found an agreement within 10% with their measurements in their eletrially
heated test setion. Figure 7.6 shows predited wall and atual vapor temperatures using the
method of Mori et al. (2000) in the dryout zone during evaporation of R-22 in the present
D = 13:84 mm tube. In distintion to the method of Groeneveld-Delorme (1976), the atual
vapor temperature T
V a
starts rising from the saturation temperature T
V a
due to the eet of
vapor superheating. The dierene between the temperature T
wall
and T
V a
derease slightly
with the inreasing of vapor quality.
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Figure 7.7: Predition of atual vapor quality for mist ow onditions during evaporation of
R-22 in D = 13:84 mm tube for equilibrium, "frozen droplets" and non-equilibrium models.
The dashed urve in Figure 7.7 orresponds to the predited atual vapor quality x
a
using the
orrelation of Mori et al. (2000). As mentioned before the dotted line represents equilibrium
models, whih are the upper limiting ase obtained with the assumption that all enthalpy
transferred to the vapor is used to evaporate dispersed liquid droplets. The opposite ase
is the "frozen droplets" approah where all enthalpy is assumed to superheat the vapor and
no further evaporation ours. The dash-dotted urve is the atual vapor quality predition
based on the orrelation of Groeneveld-Delmore (1976). This method does not predit the
orret atual vapor quality (i.e. the equilibrium quality) at the dryout point.
It an be onluded that the non-equilibrium methods predit quite dierent values of atual
vapor qualities x
a
and temperatures T
V a
and T
wall
. That results, of ourse, in a big dierene
in the predited heat transfer oeÆient. Most of these orrelations were developed for water
at high pressures to alulate the wall temperature in the post dryout regime for the design of
steam generators and annot be diretly applied to refrigerants. It has to be emphasized that
non-equilibrium methods require knowing the heat ux value to predit the heat transfer
oeÆient ontrary to the equilibrium models.
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7.4 A new heat transfer model for dryout and mist
ow
The good performane of ow boiling heat transfer in an evaporator tube is limited by the
onset of dryout. At this point, thin liquid annular lm is disturbed due to evaporation and
entrainment by the high veloity vapor. Also the nuleation in the liquid lm failitates the
dryout proess. The knowledge of the heat transfer oeÆient is essential for the design or
performane evolution of evaporators. Even if a lot of studies have been made for dryout heat
transfer in vertial tubes, these results annot be diretly applied to a horizontal evaporator
tube in a heat pump or refrigeration system due to the stratiation eet of gravity. Only
few studies onerning refrigerant heat transfer in the dryout region of horizontal tubes have
been reported. First tests were made with R-22 and R-12 by Lavin and Young [39℄ (1965).
They proposed a new transition between annular and mist ow regime based on the Weber
number. Chaddok and Varma [8℄ (1979) made tests with R-22 in the mass veloity range
from 157.3 to 835 kg=m
2
s in the dryout region. The test setion onsisted of three 3:00 m
lengths of 8:00 mm internal diameter stainless steel tubes heated by passing an eletri
urrent. The onset of dryout was made to our in the beginning of the third tube. To
simulate the heating onditions of a uid-to-uid evaporator, the heat ux in the third tube
was set lower than that in the preeding setions. Heat uxes from 6:3 to 31:55 kW=m
2
were
investigated and 40 experiments were run. Dryout ourred at vapor qualities between 0:89
and 0:99. It started at the top of the tube, ontinued down the sides and nally arrived at
the bottom in a progression along the tube. The onset was usually marked by a rapid and
relatively small inrease in loal heat transfer oeÆients, followed immediately by an order
of magnitude derease.
The most reent experimental data for R-22 and R-134A evaporating in horizontal tubes
were reported by Mori et al. [41℄ (2000). They ran tests at mass veloities from 100 to
600 kg=m
2
s at heat uxes ranging from 5.0 to 50.0 W=m
2
. They tested internal tube
diameters of 6:34 mm and 10:70 mm. Mori et al. proposed a new post dryout heat transfer
model for refrigerant owing in horizontal tubes presented in setion 7.3.3 and orrelations
of the dryout ineption and the dryout ompletion qualities. The test setion was heated
eletrially with onstant heat ux. In this ondition, the tube wall temperature has to
inrease orrespondingly. This ould reate physial onditions quite dierent than that of
heat transfer from a seond uid outside the tube, as it ours in most pratial refrigeration
appliations.
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7.4.1 Heat transfer for high mass veloities and high heat uxes
In the present study mist ow onditions were obtained due to dryout and entrainment of
the liquid lm at relatively high vapor qualities and mass veloities: 71 mist heat transfer
values have been measured in the 13:84 mm test setion for two tested uids (R-22 and
R-410A). The onset of mist ow has been observed at ve mass veloities (G = 300, 400,
500, 600, 700 kg=m
2
s) at initial heat ux of q = 57:5 kW=m
2
prior to dryout for both uids.
Due to the protetion system of the preheater, mist ow onditions ould be obtained at
initial heat ux q = 37:5kW=m
2
at mass veloities of 300, 400 and 500 kg=m
2
s, only. For
lower initial heat uxes in the test setion, more heat has to be supplied from the preheater
to obtain the same vapor quality at the heat transfer measurement loation. This auses
operating near the ritial heat ux onditions in the preheater, whih would result in a
dramati inrease of the preheater wall temperature. Thus, the protetion system of the
preheater shuts down the power supply when the wall temperature exeeds 25
o
C. An initial
heat ux means the heat ux measured before the onset of dryout ours (prior to dryout).
In the uid-to-uid evaporator test setion for the same heating water temperature at the
inlet of an evaporator, the heat ux as dryout progresses along the tube dereases rapidly
downstream of where the onset of dryout appears.
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Figure 7.8: Post dryout heat ux evolution for initial ondition q = 37:5 kW=m
2
and q =
57:5 kW=m
2
in the 13:84 mm test setion for refrigerants: a) R-22, b) R-410A.
Figures 7.8a and 7.8b show the post dryout heat uxes in the 13:84 mm test setion for R-22
and R-410A, respetively. The initial heat uxes were q = 37:5 kW=m
2
and q = 57:5 kW=m
2
.
As an be seen for the initial heat ux q = 37:5 kW=m
2
, the post dryout heat ux varies
between 4:3  7:4 kW=m
2
for R-22 and 5:4  7:7 kW=m
2
for R-410A. For the initial heat
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ux q = 57:5 kW=m
2
, the post dryout heat ux varies in the range 5:2  12:2 kW=m
2
for
R-22 and 8:4 15:2 kW=m
2
for R-410A. The derease from the initial heat ux is lower as
the mass veloity inreases.
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Figure 7.9: Post dryout heat ux evolution for initial ondition q = 37:5 kW=m
2
and q =
57:5 kW=m
2
in the 8:00 mm test setion for refrigerant R-22.
Figure 7.9 illustrates post dryout heat ux during evaporation of R-410A in the 8:00 mm
test setion. For the same initial heat ux onditions in the wetted perimeter evaporation,
the heat ux in post dryout regime is lower by 30 to 60% than in the 13:84 mm test setion.
Furthermore, in all tests, the heat ux ontinues to derease for x > 0:95, what is aused by
the non-equilibrium eet.
Figure 7.10: Approximation of heat transfer oeÆient in the neighborhood of dryout - Mori
et al. [41℄ (2000).
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There is no surprise that so big a drop in the heat ux results in a rapid derease of the
heat transfer oeÆient relative to that prior to dryout. The heat transfer oeÆient falls
over a limited quality range and then beomes nearly onstant in value. This variation as
shown in Figure 7.10 has been traed by Mori et al. [41℄ (2000) by three straight lines. The
point of intersetion B indiates the ineption point of dryout at the top of the horizontal
tube, at whih the heat transfer begins to beome worse, and the point of intersetion C
indiates the point at whih the dryout is omplete around the tube perimeter, where the
deterioration of the heat transfer ends. The qualities at the respetive points are denoted
x
di
and x
de
. The distintion of these two points is aused by the shift of the dryout position
from the top to the bottom along the tube perimeter with inreasing quality and also by the
irregular utuations of the axial dryout position. The same eet of nearly linear reduing
of heat transfer oeÆient over a ertain vapor quality range was learly observed during the
present evaporation tests, whih will now be presented below.
Figures 7.11, 7.12 and 7.13 show experimental results of the loal heat transfer oeÆient
measurements in the 13:84 mm test setion for R-22 at the initial heat uxes q = 57:5; 37:5
and 17:5 kW=m
2
, respetively. Like in the approah of Mori, three lines trae the variation
of heat transfer. In the annular ow lose to dryout, heat transfer oeÆient inreases with
inreasing of the vapor quality almost linearly. The dryout ineption - x
di
is determined by
the last heat transfer point after whih the initial heat ux started dereasing. The heat
transfer drop in the transition zone (between annular and mist ow) an be modelled by a
steep line, whih intersets nearly horizontal line representing mist ow heat transfer. The
experimental point at whih the deline of heat transfer oeÆient ends is onsidered to be
end of dryout and is denoted as - x
de
. More details onerning seletion of qualities x
di
and
x
de
are desribed at the end of this setion. It an be observed that the dryout ineption
- x
di
appears at lower vapor qualities as the mass veloity inreases. For example, for the
initial heat ux q = 57:5 kW=m
2
, x
di
varies between 0.52 and 0.72 at the mass veloities
G = 700 kg=m
2
s and G = 300 kg=m
2
s, respetively. For the same onditions, the end of
dryout - x
de
varies between 0.68 and 0.92. As it an be seen in Figures 7.12 and 7.13 at
lower initial heat uxes, x
di
and x
de
move to higher vapor qualities and the transition zone
between them beomes smaller.
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Figure 7.11: Experimental heat transfer oeÆients in the 13:84 mm test setion for R-
22, T
sat
= 5
o
C, q = 57:5 kW=m
2
, at mass veloities: a) 300 kg=m
2
s, b) 400 kg=m
2
s, )
500 kg=m
2
s, d) 600 kg=m
2
s, e) 700 kg=m
2
s.
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Figure 7.12: Experimental heat transfer oeÆients in the 13:84 mm test setion for R-
22, T
sat
= 5
o
C, q = 37:5 kW=m
2
, at mass veloities: a) 300 kg=m
2
s, b) 400 kg=m
2
s, )
500 kg=m
2
s.
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Figure 7.13: Experimental heat transfer oeÆients in the 13:84 mm test setion for R-22,
T
sat
= 5
o
C, q = 17:5 kW=m
2
, at mass veloities: a) 300 kg=m
2
s, b) 400 kg=m
2
s.
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Similar phenomena are observed in the tests with R-410A. The results for the 13:84 mm
test setion are presented in Figures 7.14, 7.15, 7.16 for initial heat uxes q = 57:5, 37:5 and
17:5 kW=m
2
, respetively. Compared to the experimental results of R-22, the line modelling
heat transfer oeÆient in the annular ow is muh more at in the R-410A tests. The
average heat transfer oeÆient for R-410A is higher than that in the R-22 tests of 22%,
26% and 42:5% for the initial heat uxes q = 57:5, 37:5 and 17:5 kW=m
2
, respetively. It is
aused by the higher redued pressure of R-410A, whih results in inreasing of the nuleate
boiling ontribution. Comparing the onsets of dryout for both liquids presented in Figure
7.19a and 7.19b, it an be seen that x
di
appears at the initial heat ux q = 57:5 kW=m
2
at
highest mass veloities earlier for R-410A than for R-22. This an be explained that a liquid
lm with more nuleation sites an more easily beome entrained by the high veloity vapor.
The nuleate boiling ontribution of R-410A is 30% greater than that of R-22. Figures 7.17
and 7.18 show heat transfer oeÆients for R-410A evaporated in the 8:00 mm test setion
at initial heat uxes q = 57:5 and 37:5 kW=m
2
. In annular ow, lines representing heat
transfer are either at or even slightly dereasing with inreasing of vapor quality. The heat
transfer oeÆient is on average 35% higher than in the 13:84 mm test setion. Figure 7.19
show the onsets and the ends of dryout for evaporation tests of R-410A in the 8:00 mm test
setion. Comparing the ends of dryout in the 8:00 mm tube with those from Figure 7.19b
in the 13:84 mm tube, it an be said that in both tests x
de
has similar values. However,
the onsets of dryout - x
di
in smaller diameter tube do not inrease with dereasing of G for
four tested mass veloities. It has to be said that the heat transfer oeÆient was measured
for the disrete vapor qualities. The inrease of vapor quality between two suessive ex-
perimental points was from 0.03 to 0.05. The dryout ineption - x
di
was identied as the
last point after whih the heat ux dropped more than 10% from its initial value. It was
resulting in the seletion of point, whih was sometimes at the intersetion of lines traing
heat transfer oeÆient or lose to it. The end of dryout - x
de
was seleted as the rst point
of mist ow. The auray of the vapor quality determination is presented in setion 4.5.1.
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Figure 7.14: Experimental heat transfer oeÆients in the 13:84 mm test setion for R-
410A, T
sat
= 5
o
C, q = 57:5 kW=m
2
, at mass veloities: a) 300 kg=m
2
s, b) 400 kg=m
2
s, )
500 kg=m
2
s, d) 600 kg=m
2
s, e) 700 kg=m
2
s.
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Figure 7.15: Experimental heat transfer oeÆients in the 13:84 mm test setion for R-
410A, T
sat
= 5
o
C, q = 37:5 kW=m
2
, at mass veloities: a) 300 kg=m
2
s, b) 400 kg=m
2
s, )
500 kg=m
2
s, d) 600 kg=m
2
s.
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Figure 7.16: Experimental heat transfer oeÆients in the 13:84mm test setion for R-410A,
T
sat
= 5
o
C, q = 17:5 kW=m
2
, at mass veloities: a) 300 kg=m
2
s, b) 500 kg=m
2
s.
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Figure 7.17: Experimental heat transfer oeÆients in the 8:00 mm test setion for R-
410A, T
sat
= 5
o
C, q = 57:5 kW=m
2
, at mass veloities: a) 400 kg=m
2
s, b) 500 kg=m
2
s, )
600 kg=m
2
s, d) 700 kg=m
2
s.
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Figure 7.18: Experimental heat transfer oeÆients in the 8:00 mm test setion for R-410A,
T
sat
= 5
o
C, q = 37:5 kW=m
2
, at mass veloities: a) 400 kg=m
2
s, b) 500 kg=m
2
s.
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Figure 7.19: Dryout ineption - x
di
and dryout ompletion - x
de
for tests: a) R   22; D =
13:84 mm, b) R  410A;D = 13:84 mm, ) R  410A;D = 8:00 mm.
7.4.2 New transitions: Annular-Dryout and Dryout-Mist ow
Analysing experimental results presented in the previous setion and from observation in
the sight glass, it is obvious that there is no step-wise transition from Annular to Mist ow.
As depited in Figure 7.20, dryout ourred at the top of the tube rst (ross-setion A-A),
where the liquid lm is thinner and progresses downward around the perimeter until reahing
the bottom (ross-setion B-B). The proess of dryout thus takes plae over a range of vapor
qualities and ends at the bottom of the tube when the fully developed mist ow regime is
reahed as presented in ross-setion C-C. This regime between points x
di
and x
de
will be
alled dryout.
First attempt to model the annular-dryout transition during evaporation in horizontal tubes
was made by Lavin and Young [39℄ (1965). They proposed a new transition between the
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Figure 7.20: a) Dryout zone during evaporation in horizontal tube; b) Cross setions: A-A
onset of dryout in annular ow; B-B dryout; C-C end of dryout and beginning of mist ow.
annular and dryout zones based on the Weber number for R-22 and R-12. Lavin and Young
observed the dryout, but with the apparatus used, they ould not obtain the heat transfer
oeÆient within the dryout regime nor study the onditions under whih the dryout regime
ends and stable mist ow was established. Kattan et al. (see setion 2.2.1) used the Steiner
version of the Taitel-Dukler "A-M" urve to predit the transition from annular to mist ow.
He added a riterion to avoid the possibility of a mist ow reverting bak again to annular
ow with inreasing vapor quality. This approah does not distinguish between annular-
dryout and dryout-mist ow transitions and predits the annular-mist ow transition only
by one urve, whih in horizontal diabati ow is not appropriate as shown above. It has
to be noted that this transition boundary has not been investigated experimentally in the
work of Kattan. Sine dryout proeeds over a ertain vapor quality range, Mori et al. [41℄
(2000) dened dryout ineption - x
di
and ompletion - x
de
lassied into three harateristi
regimes S1, S2 and S3 dened as follows:
Regime-S1 (High G (approx. over 300 kg=m
2
s) and low q/G (approx. below 0:03 kJ=kg)):
x
di1
= 0:94  1:75  10
 6
(Re
V
Bo)
1:75
(
V
=
L
)
 0:86
(7.33)
x
de1
= 1:02  1:75  10
 6
(Re
V
Bo)
1:75
(
V
=
L
)
 0:86
(7.34)
Regime-S2 (High G (approx. over 300 kg=m
2
s) and medium q/G (approx. between 0:03
and 0:08 kJ=kg)):
x
di2
= 0:58e
[
0:52 2:110
 5
We
0:96
V
Fr
 0:02
V
(
V
=
L
)
 0:08
℄
(7.35)
x
de2
= 0:61e
[
0:57 2:6510
 5
We
0:94
V
Fr
 0:02
V
(
V
=
L
)
 0:08
℄
(7.36)
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Regime-S3 (High G (approx. over 300 kg=m
2
s) and high q/G (approx. over 0:08 kJ=kg), or
low G (approx. below 300 kg=m
2
s)):
x
di3
= min(x
di3a
; x
di3b
) (7.37)
x
de3
= min(x
de3a
; x
de3b
) (7.38)
where
x
di3a
= 0:98Fr
0:05
V
Bo
 0:05
(
V
=
L
)
0:16
(7.39)
x
di3b
= 0:172Fr
0:04
V
Bo
 0:40
We
 0:09
V
(
V
=
L
)
0:21
(7.40)
x
de3a
= 1:01 (7.41)
x
de3b
= 0:69Fr
0:02
V
Bo
 0:22
We
 0:09
V
(
V
=
L
)
0:16
(7.42)
The nondimensional numbers have been dened by Mori as:
Fr
V
= G
2
=[gD
V
(
L
  
V
)℄ (7.43)
Re
V
= GD=
V
(7.44)
We
V
= G
2
D=(
V
) (7.45)
The denition of the boiling number - Bo orresponds to the denition in equation 1.44.
For a given set of onditions, the dryout ineption vapor quality has to be determined
from the above equations for Regime-S1, S2, S3 and will be denoted as x
di1
, x
di2
and x
di3
,
respetively. Then the dryout vapor quality x
di
is determined as:
x
di
= x
di3
when x
di2
 x
di3
x
di
= x
di2
when x
di2
< x
di3
and x
di2
 x
di1
x
di
= x
di1
when x
di2
< x
di3
and x
di2
< x
di1
9
>
>
=
>
>
;
(7.46)
The dryout ompletion vapor quality x
de
is determined by the same proedure where x
di
in
equation 7.46 has to be replaed by x
de
, and the values of x
de1
, x
de2
and x
de3
for Regime-S1,
S2, S3 are alulated from equations 7.34, 7.36 and 7.38, respetively.
Figures 7.21a and 7.21b show the omparison of the experimental dryout ineption and
ompletion data with the predition of Mori for initial heat uxes of 57:5 kW=m
2
and
37:5 kW=m
2
, respetively. The test liquid was R-22, the diameter of the test setion D =
13:84 mm and T
sat
= 5
o
C. The solid urves show the transition of Mori and originates from
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Figure 7.21: Comparison of experimental dryout ineption and ompletion with the pre-
dition of Mori for: R-22, D = 13:84 mm and initial heat uxes: a) 57:5 kW=m
2
, b)
37:5 kW=m
2
.
the intersetion of urves representing Regime-S2 (dotted urves - equations 7.35, 7.36) and
Regime-S3 (bottom part of the solid urves - equations 7.37, 7.38). The Regime-S3 in the
predition of Mori is a funtion of heat ux. The higher the initial heat ux, the higher
mass veloity at whih intersetion points appear. Starting from the intersetion points,
dryout ineption and ompletion qualities derease with dereasing of the mass veloity.
Analysing all experimental dryout ineption and ompletion qualities presented in Figure
7.19 it is lear that x
di
and x
de
are a funtion of the heat ux for eah mass veloity, also
above the intersetion points. In ontrary to the approah of Mori, the experimental points
do not reate any "V shape". The dryout ineption and ompletion quality always inrease
as the mass veloity dereases and show the same trend as the preditions for Regime-S2.
The eet of "V shape" in the predition method of Mori an be probably explained as the
onsequene of his using eletrial heating for his test setion.
Figure 7.22 shows the results of two independent evaporation tests with R-22 at mass veloity
G = 200 kg=m
2
s. The irles orresponds to the heat transfer oeÆient measured by
Lallemand at el. [38℄ (2001) at T
sat
= 12
o
C using an eletrially heated tubes and the squares
illustrate the heat transfer oeÆient measured during atual evaporation tests at T
sat
= 5
o
C
using uid-to-uid heating desribed in setion 4.1. The heat transfer oeÆient measured
in the uid-to-uid heated test setion is lower ompared to the results of Lallemand for the
vapor qualities below 0.3. It is aused by the lower T
sat
and thereby smaller nuleate boiling
ontribution in the heat transfer proess. In the vapor quality range from 0.3 to 0.8 the heat
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Figure 7.22: Eet of eletrial heating on the onset of dryout ompared to the uid-to-uid
evaporator.
transfer oeÆients measured in both tests have almost the same values. After exeeding a
vapor quality of 0.8, the heat transfer oeÆient in the eletrial heated setion of Lallemand
starts dereasing, what means that the onset of dryout appears. In ontrary in the uid-to-
uid evaporator, the heat transfer oeÆient inreases to the vapor quality of 0.90, where
the dryout begins. The dryout ineption at lower vapor quality in the eletrial heated test
setion an be explained as an eet of "non-ontrolled wall temperature inrease". During
evaporation the liquid lm beomes thinner with the inrease of the vapor quality. Due to
gravity fores the liquid lm is muh thinner on the top of the tube than on the bottom. If
the liquid lm on the upper part of the tube will be entrained by the high veloity vapor
or will ompletely evaporate, the wall temperature will rapidly inrease, what preventing
rewetting of the surfae. It means that the eletrial heating does not represent the real
operating onditions of the uid evaporators partiularly at the high vapor qualities and in
stratied ows.
As it has been already pointed out, the dryout ineption and ompletion quality always
inrease as the mass veloity dereases and show the same trend as the preditions for
Regime-S2. Thus, it has been deided to extend equations 7.35 and 7.36 by the heat ux
eet. Furthermore, new empirial fators have been found to t urves with all measured
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dryout ineption and ompletion qualities for both tested uids. After optimizing using
the least square error method, new limits of dryout an be alulated from the following
equations:
x
di
= 0:58e
[
0:52 0:235We
0:17
V
Fr
0:37
V
(
V
=
L
)
0:25
(q=q
rit
)
0:70
℄
(7.47)
x
de
= 0:61e
[
0:57 5:810
 3
We
0:38
V
Fr
0:15
V
(
V
=
L
)
 0:09
(q=q
rit
)
0:27
℄
(7.48)
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Figure 7.23: New predition of dryout ineption and ompletation ompared to the experi-
mental results of R-22 in the 13:84 mm test setion at initial heat uxes: a) 57:5 kW=m
2
,
b) 37:5 kW=m
2
, ) 17:5 kW=m
2
.
Figure 7.23 shows new transition urves alulated from equations 7.47 and 7.48 ompared
to x
di
and x
de
obtained during evaporation tests with R-22 in the 13:84 mm test setion. As
an be seen, very good agreement has been found between the predition and experimental
points for all three initial heat uxes. Similar results have been obtained for the evaporation
tests with R-410A.
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7.4.3 Updating of ow pattern map of Thome-El Hajal for dryout
eets
As the rst step in developing of a heat transfer model for the dryout and mist ow regimes,
the existing ow pattern map has to be updated. In the previous setion, the dryout regime
has been dened with two boundaries: annular-dryout "A-D" and dryout-mist ow "D-M".
The new transition urves are funtions of heat ux and apture the heat transfer eet in the
high vapor quality range. In the ow pattern map of Kattan-Thome-Favrat, the heat transfer
eet was taken into aount using empirial exponents F
1
(q) and F
2
(q) dened in equations
2.19 and 2.20. As presented in setion 2.2.3, Thome and El Hajal redued the heat transfer
eet proposed by Kattan by the fator of 2 and simplied the method by eliminating all
iteration. Even if Thome and El Hajal reommended using Zurher transitions "S-SW" and
"SW-I/A" developed for ammonia, better agreement of experimental points has been found
with the original transitions proposed by Kattan and those will be used here. Based on the
present void fration measurements "S-SW" urve has been adjusted in the vapor quality
below x
IA
as desribed in setion 6.1. Furthermore, the stratied-wavy region from ow
pattern map of Kattan has been divided into: slug, slug/stratied-wavy and stratied-wavy
zone. To ombine the new transition urves "A-D" and "D-M" with the Thome-El Hajal
ow pattern map, the following proedure is proposed:
1. Calulate geometrial parameters ", A
LD
, A
V D
, 
strat
, h
LD
and P
iD
from equations
5.47, 2.31, 2.32, 2.35, 2.33 and 2.34, respetively.
2. As the eet of heat ux for high vapor quality is aptured by the "A-D" and "D-
M" transitions, the following adiabati version of the original Kattan-Thome-Favrat
boundary is proposed for predition of "SW-I/A" transition:
G
wavy
=
(
16A
3
V D
gD
L

V
x
2

2
(1  (2h
LD
  1)
2
)
0:5
"

2
25h
2
LD


We
Fr

 1
L
+
1
os'
#)
0:5
+ 50 (7.49)
where inlination angle ' = 0 for horizontal tubes.
Stratied-wavy region has been divided into three zones:
 At G > G
wavy
(x
IA
) - SLUG ZONE.
 At G
strat
< G < G
wavy
(x
IA
) and x < x
IA
- SLUG/STRATIFIED-WAVY ZONE.
 At x  x
IA
STRATIFIED-WAVY ZONE has been unhanged.
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3. "S-SW" transition is alulated from equation 2.14 with following modiationG
strat
=
G
strat
(x
IA
) at x < x
IA
.
4. "I-A" transition is alulated from equation 2.23.
5. "A-D" boundary is alulated as:
G
dryout
=
h
1
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

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(7.50)
6. "D-M" boundary is alulated as:
G
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=
h
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7. The following onditions have to be fullled learly to dene transitions in the high
vapor quality range:
If G
strat
 G
dry
then G
dry
= G
strat
If G
wavy
 G
dry
then G
dry
= G
wavy
In the above proedure, G
dryout
and G
mist
have been extrated from equations 7.47 and 7.48.
Figure 7.24 shows new ow pattern maps for R-22 in the D = 13:84 mm test setion at
heat uxes: 57:5 kW=m
2
, 37:5 kW=m
2
, 17:5 kW=m
2
and 7:5 kW=m
2
. Comparing to the
initial Kattan-Thome-Favrat map modied by Thome-El Hajal, a new ow regime an be
distinguished on the updated map. This is denoted by "D" for the dryout regime, whih
beomes smaller with dereasing of heat ux and determines a transition zone between
annular, stratied-wavy and mist ow. Figure 7.25 and 7.26 show new ow pattern maps
for R-410A at dierent heat uxes in the 8:00 mm and 13:84 mm test setion, respetively.
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Figure 7.24: New ow pattern maps for R-22, T
sat
= 5
o
C, D = 13:84mm at G = 300 kg=m
2
s
and heat uxes: a) 7:5 kW=m
2
, b) 17:5 kW=m
2
, ) 37:5 kW=m
2
, d) 57:5 kW=m
2
.
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Figure 7.25: New ow pattern maps for R-410A, T
sat
= 5
o
C, D = 8:00 mm at G =
400 kg=m
2
s and initial heat uxes: a) 37:5 kW=m
2
, b) 57:5 kW=m
2
.
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Figure 7.26: New ow pattern maps for R-410A, T
sat
= 5
o
C, D = 13:84 mm at G =
300 kg=m
2
s and initial heat uxes: a) 7:5 kW=m
2
, b) 17:5 kW=m
2
, ) 37:5 kW=m
2
, d)
57:5 kW=m
2
.
7.4.4 New heat transfer model for mist ow and dryout zone
The ow pattern oriented model of Kattan-Thome-Favrat desribed in setion 2.4.4 does
not over neither the new dryout nor the mist ow regimes beause of their lak of dryout
and mist ow heat transfer data at the time. Also Zurher [70℄ (2000) in his ammonia tests
investigated mostly the heat transfer oeÆient in stratied and stratied-wavy ow regimes.
The present study will fouse on extending of ow pattern oriented heat transfer model of
Kattan-Thome-Favrat to the dryout and mist ow regimes. In the previous setion, the new
ow pattern map has been desribed. Two new transition urves G
dryout
and G
mist
have
been dened based on observations and numerous heat transfer data presented in Figures
7.11 - 7.18. All mist ow heat transfer results obtained in the 13:84 mm test setions, are
presented in Figures 7.27a and 7.27b for refrigerants R-22 and R-410A, respetively. The
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initial heat uxes were q = 37:5 kW=m
2
and 57:5 kW=m
2
and dereased in the mist ow
regime to the values presented in Figure 7.8. As has already been shown in setion 7.4.1,
the measured heat transfer oeÆients do not vary with inreasing of the vapor quality
and are almost linear for eah tested mass veloity. For both refrigerants, mist ow heat
transfer oeÆients inrease with inreasing of mass veloity and do not show any signiant
dierene in value between tests at initial heat uxes of q = 37:5 kW=m
2
and 57:5 kW=m
2
.
The ontrolled vapor saturation temperature in the mist ow regime orresponded always to
the saturation pressure. This means that no vapor superheating eet was observed in the
13:84 mm uid-to-uid evaporator. The evaporation of refrigerants at higher mass veloities
ould not be tested beause of limitations in the eletrial preheater.
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Figure 7.27: Mist ow heat transfer results obtained in the 13:84 mm test setion at initial
heat uxes q = 37:5 kW=m
2
and 57:5 kW=m
2
for tests with: a) R-22, b) R-410A.
In the 8:00 mm test setion, a vapor superheating eet was observed only at vapor qualities
above 0.95 at the lowest mass veloities tested. All other experimental mist ow heat transfer
data displayed an almost linear trend as in the larger lube. The mist ow data in the 8:00mm
test setion will not be used in the developing of the new mist ow heat transfer model,
beause the thermoouple plaed on the top of the tube was broken and ould inuene
measured values.
Sine vapor and liquid phases were in thermal equilibrium during evaporation in the mist
ow, the measured heat transfer oeÆients an be predited with a thermal equilibrium
orrelation. Figure 7.28 illustrates the omparison of the mist ow heat transfer results
measured in the 13:84 mm test setion with the orrelations of Dougall-Rohsenow (equation
7.11) and Groeneveld (equation 7.15). It an be seen that the approah of Groeneveld shows
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good agreement with the R-22 heat transfer data and overpredits these for refrigerant R-
410A. The values alulated with the Dougall-Rohsenow orrelation are onsiderable higher
than the experimental results.
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Figure 7.28: Comparison of the mist ow heat transfer results measured in the 13:84mm test
setion with the orrelations of Dougall-Rohsenow and Groeneveld for: a) R-22, b) R-410A.
As desribed in setion 7.3.1, the database of Groeneveld used to optimise his empirial
fators overed only very high mass veloities, saturation pressures and heat uxes, mostly
for water. Based on the new experimental data, the orrelation of Groeneveld has been
reoptimized for predition of the mist ow heat transfer oeÆient during evaporation of
refrigerants. The new version of the Groeneveld orrelation is as follows:
h
mist
= 0:0117Re
0:79
H
Pr
1:06
V
Y
 1:83

V
D
(7.52)
Compared to the original version, the values of exponents and leading onstant were hanged.
Figure 7.29 shows the omparison of the mist ow heat transfer results measured in the
13:84 mm test setion with the new method for both refrigerants. The agreement of the
experimental and predited points is very good and the statistial analysis of this relationship
is presented in Table 7.1.
" (%) j"j (%)  (%)
Groeneveld 13.6 9.0 10.7
Groeneveld optimized -0.04 6.31 8.32
Table 7.1: Statistial analysis of the mist ow heat transfer in the 13:84 mm test setion.
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Figure 7.29: Comparison of the mist ow heat transfer results measured in the 13:84 mm
test setion with the optimized version of Groeneveld for: a) R-22, b) R-410A.
As an be seen in Table 7.1, the average deviation - ", the mean deviation - j"j and the
standard deviation  for all 71 experimental points are only  0:04 %, 6:31 % and 8:32 %,
respetively. The new method predits 93% of experimental results obtained for the two
refrigerants at ve dierent mass veloities and two dierent heat uxes within 15% error.
It is proposed in this study to use the optimized method of Groeneveld presented in equation
7.52 for the alulation of heat transfer oeÆient in the mist ow region. Seeing that the
vapor superheating eet was only observed in some points at vapor qualities above 0.95,
using an assuming thermal equilibrium seems to be reasonable.
As has been shown in Figures 7.11 - 7.18, the heat transfer oeÆient falls over a limited
quality range and then beomes nearly onstant in value in mist ow. The vapor quality
range over whih heat transfer falls linearly orresponds to the dryout zone and the heat
transfer oeÆient an be alulated for this region from the following orrelation:
h
dryout
= h
tp
(x
di
) 
x  x
di
x
de
  x
di
[h
tp
(x
di
)  h
mist
(x
de
)℄ (7.53)
where h
tp
is the two-phase ow heat transfer oeÆient alulated from Kattan-Thome-
Favrat equation 2.51 at the dryout ineption quality - x
di
and h
mist
is the mist ow heat
transfer oeÆient alulated from equation 7.52 at the dryout ompletion quality - x
de
. This
simple orrelation assumes a linear variation of the heat transfer oeÆient in the dryout
zone between the maximum value at dryout ineption quality - x
di
and the minimum value at
dryout ompletion quality - x
de
. This approah predits very aurately experimental data
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and smoothly links the heat transfer oeÆient in the annular and the mist ow regimes.
7.5 Heat transfer results at high mass veloities
In this setion, the experimental data obtained at the mass veloities G  300 kg=m
2
s
and all heat uxes tested will be presented for refrigerants: R-22 and R-410A. The experi-
mental heat transfer data will be ompared with the initial heat transfer model of Kattan
and the new model proposed here, whih is an extended version of his approah. The new
method is based on the updated ow pattern map. Two new transition urves have been
introdued to the updated map to identify the Annular-Dryout and Dryout-Mist transitions.
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Figure 7.30: Comparison of the experimental heat transfer data with the model of Kattan
and the new predition method for tests with R-22 at mass veloity G = 300 kg=m
2
s and
heat uxes: a) 7:5 kW=m
2
, b) 17:5 kW=m
2
, ) 37:5 kW=m
2
, d) 57:5 kW=m
2
.
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Figures 7.30 - 7.35 show the omparison of the experimental heat transfer data with the
model of Kattan (dashed urve) and the new predition method (solid urve) for tests at
mass veloities of 300, 400 and 500 kg=m
2
s at all tested heat uxes. Figures 7.36 and 7.37
show only the omparison of experimental heat transfer data with the new method. The
reason is, that at mass veloity of G = 600 kg=m
2
s the ow pattern map of Kattan et
al. predits some ows to be in the mist ow region, where his heat transfer model is not
appliable. It has to be noted that the heat uxes ited here refer to the initial heat uxes
along the tube prior to the dryout loation. The post dryout heat uxes for all experimental
onditions are presented in Figure 7.19.
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Figure 7.31: Comparison of the experimental heat transfer data with the model of Kattan
and the new predition method for tests with R-22 at mass veloity G = 300 kg=m
2
s and
heat uxes: a) 7:5 kW=m
2
, b) 17:5 kW=m
2
, ) 37:5 kW=m
2
, d) 57:5 kW=m
2
.
One modiation has been made in the alulation of nuleate boiling ontribution ompared
to the method of Kattan. As an be seen in Figures 7.30 - 7.31 and 7.34 - 7.36, the method
of Kattan predits aurate heat transfer oeÆients at the heat ux q = 7:5 kW=m
2
in the
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annular ow regime at all tested mass veloities. However, with inreasing heat ux, the
method systematially overpredits the measured heat transfer oeÆients. As the deviation
inreases with inreasing heat ux it an be onluded that the nuleate boiling ontribution
in the ow boiling heat transfer model is too high. Based on analysis of the experimental
data, it has been estimated that the nuleate boiling heat transfer oeÆient alulated from
the pool boiling orrelation of Cooper should be redued by 20% to obtain good agreement
with experimental values. Consequently, it is reommended in a new method to use a nuleate
boiling suppression fator S = 0:8 and thus to alulate the nuleate boiling ontribution as:
h
nb;new
= S  h
nb;Cooper
(7.54)
where h
nb;Cooper
is the nuleate pool boiling heat transfer of Cooper dened in equation 2.47.
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Figure 7.32: Comparison of the experimental heat transfer data with the model of Kattan
and the new predition method for tests with R-22 at mass veloity G = 400 kg=m
2
s and
heat uxes: a) 17:5 kW=m
2
, b) 37:5 kW=m
2
, ) 57:5 kW=m
2
.
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It an be observed that the new method predits more aurately the experimental points,
partiularly for higher heat ux values. Statistial analysis of all experimental results is
presented in Tables 7.2 - 7.5. The analysis of experimental results has been done separately
for the wetted zone (Stratied Wavy-Annular Flow) and for the Dryout-Mist ow regimes.
The heat transfer oeÆient drops aross in the dryout zone to approximately from 1/15 to
1/20 times of the annular ow values. Thus, if the dryout ineption is predited at slightly
too high of a vapor quality, the relative error dened in equation 5.49 an rise to even 2000%
!!!. This explains the very high statistial errors if the dryout zone is not orretly identied
even for few experimental points. One more very important explanation for high statistial
errors in the dryout zone is the eet of vapor quality hysteresis. After mist ow onditions
are reahed, the following inrease of the inlet vapor quality generates the ourrene of the
mist ow in the zone preeding the loal heat transfer measurement position. This redues
signiantly the overall heat transfer performane from the heating uid (water) to the
refrigerant and results in a derease of vapor quality at the loal heat transfer measurement
position. Consequently, measured mist ow heat transfer values reated by this hysteresis in
the dryout region boundary will reate very high relative error. This eet an be observed
very learly in Figure 7.34 for the tests with R-22 at G = 500 kg=m
2
s and heat ux
q = 37:5 kW=m
2
. As it an be seen, the dryout ineption and onset of mist ow are
orretly identied. Two heat transfer points at vapor qualities below vapor quality 0.8
moved bakward from the mist ow region due to the hysteresis eet desribed above. In
this partiular test there are only three other points taken at "normal" onditions and hene
there is no surprise that the mean deviation j"j raises to 243:9% and standard deviation  to
326:9%. Even if all experimental points were taken into aount in the statistial analysis,
the improvement of the new method in the dryout heat transfer predition ompared to the
method of Kattan is evident.
The statistial results have also been presented for tests in the 8:00 mm test setion (Table
7.5), although as mentioned before, the wall thermoouple on the top of the tube was broken
and ould onsiderably inuene the measured heat transfer values. A big improvement in
the heat transfer predition in the Dryout-Mist ow zone an be observed also for these
experimental onditions.
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Figure 7.33: Comparison of the heat transfer data with the Kattan model and the new
predition for: R-410A, G = 400 kg=m
2
s at heat uxes: a) 37:5 kW=m
2
, b) 57:5 kW=m
2
.
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Figure 7.34: Comparison of the experimental heat transfer data with the model of Kattan
and the new predition method for tests with R-22 at mass veloity G = 500 kg=m
2
s and
heat uxes: a) 7:5 kW=m
2
, b) 17:5 kW=m
2
, ) 37:5 kW=m
2
, d) 57:5 kW=m
2
.
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Figure 7.35: Comparison of the experimental heat transfer data with the model of Kattan
and the new predition method for tests with R-410A at mass veloity G = 500 kg=m
2
s and
heat uxes: a) 7:5 kW=m
2
, b) 17:5 kW=m
2
, ) 37:5 kW=m
2
, d) 57:5 kW=m
2
.
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Figure 7.36: Comparison of the experimental heat transfer data with the new predition
method for: R-22, G = 600 kg=m
2
s at heat uxes: a) 7:5 kW=m
2
, b) 57:5 kW=m
2
.
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Figure 7.37: Comparison of the experimental heat transfer data with the new predition
method for tests with R-410A at mass veloity G = 600 kg=m
2
s and heat uxes: a)
37:5 kW=m
2
, b) 57:5 kW=m
2
.
R-22, D=8.00mm; Stratied Wavy-Annular Flow (Wetted Perimeter)
G q "
Kattan
j"j
Kattan

Kattan
"
new
j"j
new

new
n
(kg=m
2
s) (kW=m
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) [-℄
350 9.5 12.97 4.72 5.73 10.25 5.10 6.37 18
350 17.5 5.75 2.43 3.36 0.46 4.28 5.91 13
350 37.5 -5.58 6.48 8.12 -15.74 7.51 9.33 10
Summary 4.38 4.54 5.74 -1.68 5.63 7.20 41
R-22, D=8.00mm; Dryout Conditions
G q "
Kattan
j"j
Kattan

Kattan
"
new
j"j
new

new
n
(kg=m
2
s) (kW=m
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) [-℄
350 9.50 4.33 24.11 35.85 -61.20 29.41 35.45 5
350 17.50 -19.37 28.23 36.30 -73.52 22.06 27.97 7
350 37.50 -33.08 30.14 34.75 -61.65 22.21 28.56 8
Summary -16.04 27.49 35.63 -65.45 24.56 30.66 20
Table 7.2: Statistial analysis of heat transfer data obtained during evaporation of refrigerant
R-22 in the 8:00 mm test setion ompared to the model of Kattan and to the new method.
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R-22, D=13.84mm; Stratied Wavy-Annular Flow (Wetted Perimeter)
G q "
Kattan
j"j
Kattan

Kattan
"
new
j"j
new

new
n
(kg=m
2
s) (kW=m
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) [-℄
300 7.5 -1.44 5.55 9.95 -2.47 3.87 5.66 23
300 17.5 12.97 6.81 9.75 4.84 8.08 9.95 17
300 37.5 11.03 2.33 3.00 -4.88 2.34 2.95 19
300 57.5 29.77 4.80 5.34 8.22 3.70 4.41 6
350 37.5 15.53 3.53 4.63 4.29 3.94 5.24 3
400 17.5 13.92 3.36 5.28 7.00 6.40 8.75 17
400 37.5 16.34 1.14 1.62 3.87 1.64 2.57 6
400 57.5 18.10 1.20 1.40 0.83 0.67 0.79 5
500 7.5 -1.46 4.39 6.64 -3.09 4.07 5.95 23
500 17.5 9.41 3.82 5.62 2.98 6.05 8.35 23
500 37.5 11.23 3.92 4.38 -1.19 6.70 7.42 16
500 57.5 23.67 1.94 2.58 5.89 1.59 2.02 8
550 57.5 3.44 2.41 3.19 -11.36 3.46 4.51 9
600 7.5 6.48 7.57 10.26 4.21 7.67 10.46 19
600 57.5 25.13 2.87 3.45 7.68 3.54 4.49 7
Summary 12.94 3.71 5.14 1.79 4.25 5.57 201
R-22, D=13.84mm; Dryout Conditions
G q "
Kattan
j"j
Kattan

Kattan
"
new
j"j
new

new
n
(kg=m
2
s) (kW=m
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) [-℄
300 7.5 1110.44 744.37 1054.65 341.25 170.13 242.66 3
300 17.5 825.34 952.62 1238.43 111.78 157.01 204.29 3
300 37.5 5.18 9.49 13.51 -36.21 16.60 26.48 5
300 57.5 48.46 80.36 107.42 -13.94 28.85 33.11 14
350 37.5 542.04 602.54 750.94 87.66 139.19 200.71 10
400 17.5 2213.43 1022.71 1234.13 137.54 161.84 228.68 7
400 37.5 1018.36 834.88 912.83 205.11 245.69 284.51 11
400 57.5 294.58 301.87 536.02 88.44 164.76 212.59 14
500 37.5 1642.39 1481.92 1750.97 181.04 243.92 326.19 5
500 57.5 960.49 1004.89 1080.61 71.96 112.49 144.35 22
550 57.5 1384.92 942.66 1075.27 15.21 39.32 64.24 8
600 57.5 - - - 0.55 16.33 28.20 8
700 57.5 - - - -6.77 17.65 26.70 11
Summary 834.45 686.19 831.31 91.05 116.45 155.59 120
Table 7.3: Statistial analysis of heat transfer data obtained during evaporation of refrigerant
R-22 in the 13:84 mm test setion ompared to the model of Kattan and to the new method.
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R-410A, D=13.84mm; Stratied Wavy-Annular Flow (Wetted Perimeter)
G q "
Kattan
j"j
Kattan

Kattan
"
new
j"j
new

new
n
(kg=m
2
s) (kW=m
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) [-℄
300 7.5 7.75 11.86 15.86 4.93 10.21 12.85 23
300 17.5 21.37 7.46 9.28 10.86 6.38 8.55 20
300 37.5 26.50 3.52 4.51 6.65 3.63 4.90 14
300 57.5 20.83 8.74 11.27 -1.04 8.06 10.41 10
400 37.5 12.00 2.80 3.98 -0.07 3.04 4.51 3
400 57.5 21.34 4.40 5.72 0.72 5.02 6.35 10
500 7.5 -9.64 4.16 6.45 -12.70 4.90 7.41 19
500 17.5 4.30 2.65 3.91 -2.82 6.26 7.87 19
500 37.5 7.59 4.92 7.28 -7.39 7.07 9.14 16
500 57.5 11.49 8.55 11.65 -6.55 8.76 11.73 10
600 37.5 6.02 7.21 10.24 -6.89 9.39 12.74 12
600 57.5 3.21 4.67 6.44 -13.26 5.31 7.01 10
700 57.5 - - - -16.21 4.65 6.97 8
Summary 10.16 5.76 7.90 -3.37 6.36 8.50 174
R-410A, D=13.84mm; Dryout Conditions
G q "
Kattan
j"j
Kattan

Kattan
"
new
j"j
new

new
n
(kg=m
2
s) (kW=m
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) [-℄
300 7.5 616.74 537.02 610.88 158.40 158.76 197.21 8
300 17.5 184.42 191.39 314.10 -29.65 13.92 21.53 8
300 37.5 262.86 269.85 440.63 47.96 103.67 167.96 8
300 57.5 97.21 113.49 151.81 50.01 117.62 207.59 10
400 37.5 478.90 567.48 797.86 -8.95 12.73 17.80 5
400 57.5 183.84 89.45 110.54 13.45 36.88 68.75 11
500 17.5 207.86 230.61 325.99 -58.60 12.15 17.86 5
500 37.5 890.77 734.60 831.96 -3.94 22.06 31.80 10
500 57.5 867.55 818.38 887.79 -6.63 11.32 13.86 10
600 37.5 - - - -48.71 30.14 35.87 5
600 57.5 - - - 37.00 45.74 71.54 11
700 57.5 - - - 55.33 54.72 77.57 12
Summary 421.13 394.70 496.84 17.14 51.64 77.45 103
Table 7.4: Statistial analysis of heat transfer data obtained during evaporation of refrigerant
R-410A in the 13:84 mm test setion ompared to the model of Kattan and to the new
method.
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R-410A, D=8.00mm; Stratied Wavy-Annular Flow (Wetted Perimeter)
G q "
Kattan
j"j
Kattan

Kattan
"
new
j"j
new

new
n
(kg=m
2
s) (kW=m
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) [-℄
350 10.5 -8.15 12.52 16.97 -12.13 14.64 19.41 16
350 17.5 -20.92 11.71 14.75 -26.40 13.54 16.95 17
350 37.5 -32.48 3.43 4.42 -41.80 4.45 5.61 11
400 37.5 -6.58 9.14 11.80 -15.58 9.76 12.49 5
400 57.5 -14.21 3.42 4.61 -27.04 3.46 4.73 3
500 37.5 -15.72 5.75 7.05 -24.28 6.81 8.42 12
500 57.5 -12.16 2.92 4.18 -23.98 3.07 4.57 4
600 37.5 -9.41 6.53 8.50 -17.00 7.87 10.14 4
600 57.5 -13.28 6.11 8.64 -24.29 7.01 9.91 2
700 37.5 -8.97 7.86 11.02 -16.29 9.09 12.65 4
700 57.5 -14.10 4.22 5.48 -24.88 4.71 6.12 3
Summary -14.18 6.69 8.86 -23.06 7.67 10.09 81
R-410A, D=8.00mm; Dryout Conditions
G q "
Kattan
j"j
Kattan

Kattan
"
new
j"j
new

new
n
(kg=m
2
s) (kW=m
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) [-℄
350 10.5 -13.09 31.43 44.95 -71.56 25.41 34.30 4
350 17.5 -21.67 44.89 48.90 -68.20 20.35 24.71 8
350 37.5 -51.56 25.86 29.64 -73.54 16.02 19.49 7
400 37.5 607.24 469.11 607.12 132.45 86.59 115.03 7
400 57.5 381.69 133.60 157.51 178.73 90.00 121.88 17
500 37.5 712.63 575.44 665.88 23.63 46.79 58.45 12
500 57.5 431.58 244.87 485.13 104.02 98.29 131.09 13
600 37.5 919.96 846.75 920.60 -0.68 29.84 35.48 14
600 57.5 629.31 570.71 728.27 48.96 47.67 57.32 14
700 37.5 835.76 824.00 976.02 -0.69 43.68 58.24 13
700 57.5 1016.45 889.18 994.11 63.05 45.17 66.86 15
Summary 495.30 423.26 514.38 30.56 49.98 65.71 124
Table 7.5: Statistial analysis of heat transfer data obtained during evaporation of refrigerant
R-410A in the 8:00mm test setion ompared to the model of Kattan and to the new method.
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7.6 Conlusions
New ow pattern transition urves have been proposed to dene the Annular-Dryout and
Dryout-Mist ow transitions based on experimental data and observations. It has been found
that the operational onditions of uid-uid heated test setion are dierent from those with
eletrial heating partiularly at high vapor qualities. Post dryout heat transfer models have
been desribed for both thermal equilibrium and thermal non-equilibrium onditions. The
non-equilibrium orrelations of Mori and Groeeneveld-Delorme have been applied to predit
wall temperature, atual vapor temperature and atual vapor quality. Both methods predit
at simulated experimental onditions wall temperatures T
wall
higher than the temperatures
of the heating water used in our experiments. Hene, it is evident that the methods were
developed for an eletrial heated tube and annot be applied to uid heated evaporators.
As the non-equilibrium eet was only observed here for a few experimental points for
vapor qualities above 0.95, the thermal equilibrium model of Groeneveld has been adapted
to predit the heat transfer oeÆient for refrigerants. The new method predits 93% of
experimental results obtained for two refrigerants at ve dierent mass veloities and two
dierent initial heat uxes within 15% error. For the dryout zone heat transfer predition,
a simple orrelation has been proposed, whih assumes a linear variation of the heat transfer
oeÆient between the maximum value at dryout ineption quality - x
di
and the minimum
value at dryout ompletion quality - x
de
. This approah predits very aurately many of
the experimental data and links the heat transfer oeÆient in the annular and the mist
ow. One hange has been made in the heat transfer oeÆient alulation in the wetted
region ompared to the model of Kattan. Based on the experimental data analysis, it has
been estimated that the nuleate boiling heat transfer oeÆient alulated from the pool
boiling orrelation of Cooper should be redued by 20% to obtain better agreement with
experimental values at high heat uxes. All experimental data have been ompared with
the model of Kattan and the new predition method. Statistial analysis has been done
separately for wetted and dryout-mist ow region and show improvement in heat transfer
preditions partiularly at higher heat uxes and in the Dryout-Mist ow region.
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Chapter 8
General onlusions
A new optial measurement tehnique to dynamially measure ross-setional void frations
in stratied types of two-phase ow in horizontal tubes has been developed. The new method
was nonintrusive and allowed measurements of the void fration through a glass tube in a
ross-setional view perpendiular to the ow. The new optial void fration measurement
system was oupled to the ow boiling test faility to obtain dynami and time-averaged
void frations simultaneously with loal heat transfer oeÆients. Using our newly devel-
oped image proessing system, about 310 000 images have been analysed in this study to
obtain the same number of dynami void fration measurements. From these images, 238
and 87 time-averaged void fration values have been obtained for the 13:60mm and 8:00mm
diameter glass tubes, respetively. The experimental results show very good agreement with
the Steiner version of the Rouhani-Axelsson model, what onrms that the use of this void
fration model for alulation of ow geometries and ow pattern transitions in the heat
transfer model of Kattan et al. is appropriate. Several improvements of the ow pattern
map of Kattan et al. have been proposed after analysing the phenomena observed during
optial measurements of void fration. The stratied-wavy region has been subdivided into
three zones: slug, slug/stratied-wavy and stratied-wavy. A new method for prediting the
dry angle - 
dry
has been proposed for eah new zone. Furthermore, the transition urve
stratied/stratied-wavy ow has been adjusted for vapor qualities below x
IA
. This new
approah provides a notable improvement in the auray in predition of heat transfer
oeÆients in stratied types of ow as has been proven in omparison with the present
and independent experimental results. The proposed modiation extends the heat transfer
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model to vapor qualities below 0.15.
Based on the heat transfer data for higher mass veloities, new ow pattern transition urves
have been proposed to dene the annular/dryout and dryout/mist ow transitions. As the
non-equilibrium eet was only observed here for a few experimental points for vapor qual-
ities above 0.95, the thermal equilibrium mist ow heat transfer model of Groeneveld has
been adapted to predit heat transfer oeÆients for refrigerants in mist ow. For the new
dryout zone in the ow pattern map, a simple heat transfer orrelation has been proposed,
whih assumes a linear variation of the heat transfer oeÆient between the maximum value
at dryout ineption quality - x
di
and the minimum value at dryout ompletion quality - x
de
.
It has been observed at high heat uxes that the pool boiling orrelation of Cooper over-
predits the nuleate boiling ontribution by about 20% on average. Thus, a xed nuleate
boiling suppression fator of S = 0:8 has been proposed for the alulation of the nule-
ate boiling ontribution, that signiantly improves heat transfer preditions at heat uxes
above 17:5 kW=m
2
.
After modiations presented above, the improved heat transfer model an suessfully
be used for the ow boiling heat transfer preditions over the whole vapor quality range
(0 < x < 1:0) in all ow regimes (with the exeption of bubbly ows) and at heat uxes
ranging from 2:0 to 57:5 kW=m
2
. This experimental work extends our ow boiling heat
transfer database with over 1250 new experimental points for R-22 and R-410A at mass
veloities from 70 to 700kg=m
2
s and heat uxes from 2:0 to 57:5 kW=m
2
. 368 experimental
points have been measured in dryout and mist ow onditions, that full the gap in our heat
transfer database.
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Nomenlature
9.1 Latin
Symbol Desription Units
A Cross Setion Area m
2
a
k
Parameters Coupling Real and Syntheti Grids (k= 1,
2, ...)
-
A
L
Cross Setion Area of Liquid Phase m
2
A
LD
Non-dimensional Area of Liquid Phase - [A
L
=D℄ -
A
V
Cross Setion Area of Vapor Phase m
2
A
V D
Non-dimensional Area of Vapor Phase - [A
V
=D℄ -
Bi Biot Heat Transfer Number -
Bo Boiling Number -
C Empirial Constant -
C
o
Distribution Parameter in the Drift-Flux Model -

pL
Liquid Spei Heat J=kgK

pV
Vapor Spei Heat J=kgK

pwat
Heating Water Spei Heat J=kgK
C
sf
Empirial Constant in Rohsenow orrealtion -
d Vapor Core Diameter m
D Internal Tube Diameter m
D
ext
External Tube Diameter m
D
h
Hydrauli Diameter m
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E Enhanement Fator -
E
1
; E
2
Empirial Fators in the Superposition Model -
f
L
Liquid Frition Fator -
f
V
Vapor Frition Fator -
Fr
L
Liquid Froude Number -
g Aeleration of Gravity m=s
2
G Mass Veloity kg=m
2
s
h Heat Transfer CoeÆient W=m
2
K
h Enthalpy per Unit of Mass J=kg
h
b
Convetive Boiling Heat Transfer CoeÆient W=m
2
K
h
b;rit
Heat Transfer CoeÆient in Zurher ONB Criterion W=m
2
K
h
dryout
Dryout Heat Transfer CoeÆient W=m
2
K
h
L
Liquid Height in the Tube m
h
LD
Non-dimensional Liquid Height in the Tube - [h
L
=D℄ -
h
L
Liquid Enthalpy J=kg
h
L;b
Liquid Convetive Boiling Heat Transfer CoeÆient W=m
2
K
h
LV
Latent Heat of Vaporisation J=kg
h
mist
Mist Flow Heat Transfer CoeÆient W=m
2
K
h
nb
Nuleate Boiling Heat Transfer CoeÆient W=m
2
K
h
ref
Loal Heat Transfer CoeÆient W=m
2
K
h
tp
Two-Phase Flow Heat Transfer CoeÆient W=m
2
K
h
V
Vapor Convetive Heat Transfer CoeÆient W=m
2
K
h
V a
Atual Vapor Enthalpy J=kg
h
V e
Equilibrium Vapor Enthalpy J=kg
h
wall V
Heat Transfer CoeÆient (Wall-Vapor) W=m
2
K
h
wat
Enthalpy of the Heating Water per Unit of Mass J=kg
h
wet
Heat Transfer CoeÆient for the Wet Perimeter W=m
2
K
i Horizontal Grid Line Indies -
i
1
; i
2
Inident Angle and Refrated Angle -
j Vertial Grid Line Indies -
j Total Superial Veloity m=s
j
L
Liquid Superial Veloity m=s
j
Lj
Liquid Drift Flux m=s
j
LV
Liquid Drift Flux Relative to Vapor m=s
j
V
Vapor Superial Veloity m=s
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j
V j
Vapor Drift Flux m=s
j
V L
Vapor Drift Flux Relative to Liquid m=s
K Parameter in Mori Correlation -
L Luminane Value of a Pixel -
L Charateristi Length m
L
L
Liquid Phase Length m
L
mean
Mean Luminane Value over Pixel Area whose Lumi-
nane is Higher than Luminane Threshold
-
L
V
Vapor Phase Length m
m Empirial Constant -
M Moleular Weight g=mol
_
M Total Mass Flow Rate kg=s
_
M
L
Liquid Mass Flow Rate kg=s
_
M
ref
Refrigerant Mass Flow Rate kg=s
m
T
Total Mass of Refrigerant Inside Calibration Setup kg
_
M
V
Vapor Mass Flow Rate kg=s
_
M
wat
Heating Water Mass Flow Rate kg=s
n Ative Nuleation Sites Density sites=m
2
n Empirial Contstant -
n
1
; n
2
Refration Indies of the First and Seond Medium -
Nu Nusselt Number -
P Pressure bar
P Preheater Power W
P
rit
Critial Pressure bar
P
i
Liquid Interfae m
P
iD
Non-dimensional Liquid Interfae - [P
i
=D℄ -
P
loal
Saturation Pressure on the Loal Heat Transfer Mea-
surement Position
bar
P
L
Wetted Perimeter m
P
LD
Non-dimensional Wetted Perimeter - [P
L
=D℄ -
P
r
Redued Pressure - [P=P
rit
℄ -
P
sat
Saturation Pressure bar
P
V
Dry Perimeter m
P
V D
Non-dimensional Dry Perimeter - [P
V
=D℄ -
Pr Prandtl Number -
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Pr
L
Prandtl Number of Liquid Phase -
Pr
V
Prandtl Number of Vapor Phase -
Pr
V f
Prandtl Number of Film -
q Heat Flux W=m
2
q
rit
Critial Heat Flux W=m
2
q
ext
External Heat Flux W=m
2
q
0
Heat Input per Unit Length W=m
_
Q
L
Liquid Volumetri Flow Rate m
3
=s
q
ONB
Onset of Nuleate Boiling Heat Flux W=m
2
_
Q
V
Vapor Volumetri Flow Rate m
3
=s
R Internal Tube Radius m
R
ond
Condutive thermal resistane K=W
R
onv
Convetive thermal resistane K=W
r
rit
Critial Bubble Radius m
R
p
Surfae Roughness Fator in Cooper Correlation m
R
tot
Overall thermal resistane K=W
Re Reynolds Number -
Re
H
Homogeneous Reynolds Number -
Re
L
Reynolds Number in Liquid Phase -
Re
V
Reynolds Number in Vapor Phase -
Re
Æ
Reynolds Number in Liquid Film -
S Slip ratio -
S Nuleate Boiling Suppression Fator -
t Time s
T Temperature K
T
rit
Critial Temperature K
T
Lb
Liquid Bulk Temperature K
T
r
Redued Temperature [T=T
rit
℄ -
T
sat
Saturation Temperature K
T
V
Saturated Vapor Temperature K
T
V a
Atual Vapor Temperature K
T
V f
Film Temperature K
T
wall
Wall Temperature K
T
wat
Heating Water Mean Temperature K
T Dierene between Wall and Saturation Temperature K
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u
H
Homogenous Veloity of Two-Phases m=s
u
L
Mean Veloity of Liquid Phase m=s
u
V
Mean Veloity of Vapor Phase m=s
V Internal Glass Tube Volume m
3
v
L
Liquid Phase Spei Volume m
3
=kg
V
L
Liquid Phase Volume m
3
V
Lj
Loal Liquid Drift Veloity m=s
V
T
Total Calibration Setup Volume m
3
v
V
Vapor Phase Spei Volume m
3
=kg
V
V
Vapor Phase Volume m
3
V
V j
Loal Vapor Drift Veloity m=s

V
V j
Weighted Mean Drift Veloity m=s
We
L
Liquid Weber Number -
x Horizontal Coordinate in Image Plane -
x Vapor Quality -
x
a
Atual Vapor Quality -
x
de
Dryout Completion Quality -
x
di
Dryout Ineption Quality -
x
do
Onset of Dryout Quality -
x
e
Equilibrium Vapor Quality -
x
IA
Vapor Quality at Intermittent-Annular Flow Transition -
X
tt
Martinelli Parameter -
y Vertial Coordinate in Image Plane -
Y Multiplying Fator in Groeneveld's Correlation -
z
h
Heated Tube Length from Inlet to Loal Heat Transfer
Measurement Position
m
z
i
Loal Position on the Heated Tube Length m
z
t
Total Heated Tube Length m
( )
real
Conerns the Real (Distorted) Image -
( )
synth
Conerns the Syntheti Image -
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9.2 Greek
Symbol Desription Units
hi Average Volumetri Flow Conentration -
 
V a
Rate of Vapor Generation kg=s
Æ Liquid Film Thikness m
Æ
rit
Liquid Film Thikness in Zurher ONB Criterion m
" Cross-Setional Void Fration -
" Average Deviation %
j"j Mean Deviation %
h"i Volumetri Void Fration -
"
Ch
Chordal Void Fration -
"
i
Relative Error %
"
ip
Cross-Setional Void Fration Measured by Image Pro-
essing
-
"
ref
Referene Cross-Setional Void Fration -
"
T
Total Void Fration of Calibration System -
" Void Fration Measurement Error -

dry
Dry Angle rad

strat
Stratied Angle rad

wet
Wetting Angle rad

L
Thermal Condutivty of Liquid Phase W=mK

V
Thermal Condutivty of Vapor Phase W=mK

V f
Thermal Condutivty of Film W=mK
 Heat Fration Used for Liquid Evaporation -

L
Dynami Visosity of Liquid Pa  s

V
Dynami Visosity of Vapor Pa  s

V a
Atual Dynami Visosity of Vapor Pa  s

V f
Dynami Visosity of Film Pa  s
 Stratied-Wavy Angle in Zurher ONB Criterion rad

L
Density of Liquid kg=m
3

T
Total Density of Two-Phase Mixture kg=m
3

V
Density of Vapor kg=m
3

V a
Atual Density of Vapor kg=m
3
 Surfae Tension N=m
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 Standart Deviation %
' Tube Inlination Angle rad
' Moon Angle in Zurher ONB Criterion rad
 Half Wetting Angle in Zurher ONB Criterion rad
 Paremeter in Correlation of Groeneveld-Delorme  
! Slug Frequeny Hz
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